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Staff Photos by David Hill

Shoppers poured into the downtown area and local shopping centers today as the first half of the two-day Sidewalk Sale began— without rain, too.
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Judge To Rule On Suit Asking
For Removal Of Price Freeze

Launch Crews Preparing For
Possible Skylab Rescue Trip

craft, which is docked to one
end of the space station.
Serious crimes in the US
But they decided the crew
dropped by two per cent in 1972,
could remain aboard after dethe first decrease in 17 years.
tailed analysis showed the
Apollo should retain its capabilIn 1971 it went up by seven
ity to bring them home safely
per cent
at the scheduled end of the mission.
The big drop came in large
But as a precaution, launch
cities with crime rising in
crews at Cape Kennedy were
suburban areas by two per cent
directed to prepare the Skylab
and in rural areas by four per
3 rocket and Apollo spaceship
cent.
for a possible rescue mission if
further trouble developed.
Overall there was a two per
"It's no panic situation. But
cent decrease in serious crime,
we do think it prudent to keep
however violent crimes ina rescue operation capability,"
creased two per cent and
said Skylab project manager
property crimes fell by two per
William Schneider.
cent. Rape was up eleven per
In Florida, Kennedy Space
cent, aggravated assault up
Center director Walter Kapryan
seven per cent and murder
reported more than 1,000 men
jumped by five per cent.
had immediately swung into a
24-hour-a-day, seven-day-aAuto theft is down six per
operation to get the
_wok
cent, robbery dropped throe per
d
=
Thtli
g Pwer
co
ec=inints deciair--11Wrin
i
4
at first
t° officials
vehicles ready- in case the
cent, larceny of $50 and over
bringing the three astronauts rescue mission is necessary.
fell by two per cent and
home today in the crippled
SATURDAY PAPER WILL
"We are very confident we
burglary dropped by one per
USUAL
l'HAN
BE
LATER
can do this thing and be ready
cent.
The Saturday, August 4,
to launch by Sept. 5 if needed,"
of the Ledger & Times
edition
were
Kapryan said. That would be
there
year
Last
5,891,900 serious crimes will go to press later than usual
more than two months before
of
the planned Nov. 9 launch of
reported to the FBI which in- In anticipation of the naming
University
State
new
Murray
a
crimes
property
COUINI
cluaii
the Skylab 3 crew.
president by the Board of
The Murray-Calloway County
and 828,100 violent crimes.
"It's a very serious probRegents.
Retired Teachers Association lem," Apollo spacecraft manThe deadline for Saturday's will meet Tuesday, August 7, at ager Glynn S. Lunney told
Last year, 374,560 robberies
opcurred with an average loss edition will be moved up in the two p.m. in the social hall of the newsmen soon after the probday as late as possible in an First United Methodist Church. lem was discovered Thursday.
Of $243 per robbery.
attempt to present the new
Marshall Jones of Murray, "If we did not have a rescue
& former ambassador for the
capability, we would be moving
There were 2,345,000 burglary MSU president to Ledger
by United States to Africa, will be In
the direction of getting the
offenses with an average loss of Times readers if be is named
the speaker.
spacecraft down as rapidly as
8308 per burglary and a total the regents tomorrow.
Subscribers are asked not to
Mrs. Justine Story, president, we could."
dollar loss of $722 million
call the newspaper office urges all retired teachers to
Lunney said the main conThe dollar loss in car thefts concerning delivery of their attend and said that free cern was that should the astrowas $825 million dollars with Saturday's paper until after parking is available in beck of
(See Skylab, Page 12)
the church.
this reduced by $163 million 5:30 p.m.
of
recovery
dollars through
stolen vehicles.
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) — It was business as usual for the Skylab 2 astronauts
today while launch crews at
Cape Kennedy Worked around
the clock to prepare a rocket
for a possible emergency rescue.
Alan L. Bean, Dr. Owen K.
Garriott and Jack R. Lousma,
still hopeful of completing a full
59-day mission despite a problem with their Apollo ferry
ship, planned a day of medical,
science and earth resources experiments on what originally
had been scheduled as a day
off.
The first attempt to rescue a
crew in space might have to be
made if there is more deterioration in the Apollo craft which
is to be their taxi back to earth
on Sept. 25. Officials said they
hoped the rescue try would not

forego the free day, which
would have included their first
shower in space, so they could
make up for time lost in the
first six days of the mission because of motion sickness and
problem trouble shooting.
Mission Control passed up a
lengthy list of flight plan
changes on the Skylab teleprinter, prompting Lousma to
remark jokingly: "The teleprinter message this morning is
longer than the fireman's
Pule."
The "fireman's pole" is a
strap-like handhold that runs
the length of the 48-foot workshop section of the orbitiyatation.
Controllers also told -them an
oft-delayed space walk by Garriott and Lousma would be
done on Monday.
The Apollo ship lost half its

Retired Teachers
To Meet Tuesday

Rev, Thomas A. Bullock

Kirksey Church To
Hold Revival Meet
Revival services will be held
at the Kirksey United Methodist
Church starting Sunday, August
5, and continuing through
Friday, August 10.
Rev. Thomas A. Bullock,
pastor of the First United
Methodist Church, Adamsville,
Term., and former pastor of the
Palestine Church in Calloway
County, will be the speaker for
'the services each night at 7:30
p.m.
Special music will be
provided by Cathy and Wayne
Pen-in.
The pastor, Rev. Charles L.
Yancy, and the church invites
the public to attend the serv ces

The Weather
Sunny and warm this afternoon and Saturday. Clear skies
tonight. Highs this afternoon
and Saturday in the mid 80s.
Lows tonight in the mid to upA GROUP of Murrayans from the First Baptist Church left this vorning by bus to wart as a
per 60s.
communities of Lame Deer,ilieby, Ashland, sad Barney in
Kentucky extended outlook Sun- Summer Indian Missions Team at the
Bible Schools and lead in revival til0 the Indians there. They
Vacation
will
They
conduct
Montana.
:day through Tuesday
row, Mrs. Gilbert (Treys) Mathis, youth director ef church, Deborah Moody,
Fair to partly cloudy Sunday are,left to right, front
Jan Pnrdem, Cella Simmons, Jane Wager, Kathy Restai,Pam Tucker, Sarah Saul.;
through Monday, with increas- Paula Lyons,
Cathy Gonna, Selwyn Schnitz, Mrs. Dan (Marv) Shipley: back row. Mike Outland.
ing cloudiness on Tuesday and Patsy Mathis,
Alexander, Winston Walker, Den Shipley, Mrs. G.T. (Rita) Moody, G.T. Moody,
Mike
Wilson,
Mike
chance of thundershowers.
of church, ilbert Mathis, Rev. Richard E. Walker, church pastor, and Edvrtna
education
of
minister
Highs in the mid-to-upper 90s.
are Martha Wisehart, Chuck Hussung, and Martha McKinney.
Not
pictured
Mills.
60..
Lows in the low-to-mid
•

leighton Named
To Honor At
Fort Campbell

of Living Council from enforc- voted 84 to 5 on a measure to
remove the freeze on beef
ing the price freeze.
'The suit claims that the price prices. The measure goes now
ceiling on beef, effectivp under to the House.
Phase 4 guidelines until Sept.
The amendment, sponsored
12, discriminates against beef by Sen. John Tower, R-Tex.,
wholesalers
slaughterers and
would allow retailers to pass on
who are unable to pass along to the consumer any increases
the higher costs of cattle.
In the raw-agricultural-product
The freeze on other food costs of beef incurred since
prices was lifted by President June 8.
Nixon on July 18.
A spokesman for the Western
Dr. Willard Williams, a States Meat Packers AssociTexas Tech University econo- ation said "by next week, meat
mist specializing in livestock packing plants will be operand meat, said cattle prices ating at only 60 per cent of norhave increased because of high- mal, which means production
er feed grain costs and that will be down one third from
growers are withholding cattle this week."
In anticipation of even higher
The cost and shortage of beef
prices when the ceiling is lifted. has led to a rise in the number
Williams said the slaughter of of complaints about cattle rustlcattle is down 90 per cent and ing. Cattlemen from northern
the amount of cattle going to Idaho to southern Utah and
feeder lots is down 11 per cent. from the Plains to Nevada are
On Thursday, the Senate claiming that the Phase 4 price
ceiling has touched off a rash
of rustling.
/Believe me, it's hod," said
MI's. David Probst, wife of a
Wasatch County, Utah, rancher. "We've been hit several
times in the past couple of
weeks and I'm afraid we'll
probably be hit again." The
family has lost 15 head of cattle
since January.
Similar complaints are being
heard from farmers in rural
West Virginia and southeastern
Ohio, where cattle owners in
two counties have formed an
antirustling protective association.

Sergeant First Class Malcolm
E. Leighton, son-in-law of Mrs:
Tennessee Outland of Murray
Route Three, has been selected
as the 101st Aviation Group
Soldier of the Year for Fort
Campbell.
Leighton has been in the
Army for seventeen years and
his selection was made after
appearing before a six-man
board and being questioned on
general military subjects,
current events, weaponry,
techniques, drill and
leadership
The first annual Little Miss
reading and
Murray-Calloway County ceremony, map
also he was
command;
of
chain
Contest, sponsored by Tau Phi
appearance, athis
on
rated
Lambda Sorority, will be held
bearing
Saturday, August 18, at seven titude, and military
Leighton
Class
First
Sgt.
p.m. at Lovett Auditorium on
in 1956, had
the Murray State University entered the service
his basic and advance inCampus.
training at Fort Dix,
dividual
Forty-six girls between the
aircraft
further
ages of three and five will N.J.,
at Edward
:ompete for the title for 1973. mechanics training
San
The girls will model in Sunday Gary Air Force Base,
Marcos, Texas, airborne
tress and sports outfit.
Campbell,
Sponsors are still being training at Fort
at Fort
mechanic
helicopter
9o1icited; and as soon as they
three
have been acquired and Sam Houston, Texas,
Vietnam, and
in
service
of
tours
be
will
assigned, contestants
service at Fort Rucker, Ala.,
notified, a spokesman said.
Ground,
Proving
Rehearsal will be Friday, Yuma
Texas,
Christi,
Corpus
Arizona,
at
p.m.
August 17, at seven
Lovett Auditorium. Any con- and Fort Eustis, Va.
A native of Tupper Lake,
testant unable to attend please
he is married to the
N.Y.,
contact Martha Andrus at 753Sue Outland, and
former Wa
3862.
sons, Malcolm
Miss Vicki Collison, the they have two
age nine.
Larry,
and
14,
age
III,
reigning Miss Murray State,
Woodlawn
mistress of They reside at the
will serve as
Fort
Park,
ceremonies and provide en- Mobile Home
Campbell
tertainment for the event.

c little Miss
Contest To Be
On August 18

burglaries of
Daytime
residences have increased 74
per cent. Purse snatching has
jumped, since 1967, by 41 per
(See Seen & Heard, Page 12)

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A federal judge in San Francisco says he will rule shortly
on a suit asking for removal of
the beef price freeze the meat
industry claims is damming
supplies and picking off its operations.
More meat packing plants announced shutdowns Thursday,
in Pennsylvania, California,
Texas and Nebraska.
"We haven't closed this plant
in 25 years," said William
Hughes, president of King Meat
Packing Co. in Vernon, Calif.,
one of six packing plants there
that announced they were closing.
U.S. District Court Judge
Robert F. Peckham said he
would rule today or Monday on
the Pacific Meat Jobbers Association's request for a preliminary injunction to stop the Cost

Bro. Dean Crutchfield

Hickory Grove To
Hold Gospel Meet
Brp. Dean Crutchfield will be
the speaker at the gospel
meeting to be held at the
Hickory Grove Church of
Christ starting Monday, August
6, and continuing through
Sunday, August 12.
Services will be held at 7:30
each evening.
Bro. Crutchfield, is now
minister of the
serving as
Church of Christ at Trenton,
Tenn. He formerly served with
the Green Plain Church of
Christ and is a graduate of
Abilene Christian College,
Abilene, Texas.
A gospel singing will he held
on Sunday; August_l3od..1:30
p.m. at the Maar* - - Grove
Church.
The church invites the public
to attend the services.

Nurses To Meet At
Hospital Monday
The Licensed Practical
Nurses will meet Monday,
August 6, at seven p.m. in the
conference room of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Mrs. Nadine Turner, director
of'nursing at the local hospital,
will discuss the Point System
for license renewal for LPNs.

Bible School Will
Be At Friendship
Vacation Bible School will be
held at the Friendship Church
of Christ starting Monday,
August 6, and continuing
through Friday, August 10.
Classes for all ages will -be,
111141,A1,7:15 each evening. If
transportation is needed,
persons may call 753-5850. The
public is invited, a church
spokesman said.

aditPieve.
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Challenge For Cooks

Free Press Praised

Ten Years Ago Today
LIIDGER•TIMIS TEO

Deaths reported today are Mrs. Mattie Owen, age
87, widow of Jack Owen, and Everett W. Roberts,
age 86.
Rev. Lloyd W. Ramer, minister of the First
Methodist Chruch, will deliver a series of sermons
on "Faith Has the answer- during the month of
August.
Rev. Joe B. Whitmer, district minister of the
Christian Churches of Western Kentucky, who
resides in Murray, will assume the duties of pastor
of the First Christian Church until the arrival of the
new minister.
Mr. and Mrs. Hafton Cole of Dearborn, Mich, have
been the guests of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Cole and Mrs. and Mrs. Fred Kirkland.

20 Years Ago Today
MHO= /I =MI Ma

One of Murray's newest industries, Winslow
Engineering Company which located here over a
year ago, is expanding its operations here.
Karl E. Warming assumed the duties of administrator of the Murray Hospital on August 1,
succeeding E. J. Walkup who resigned.
Staff Sgt. Lee R. Melugin received the Air Medal
at the Okinawa headquarters of the Veteran 367th
Bomb Wing for his part in the B-29 strikes against
Communist installations and equipment in North
Korea.
Births reported at the Murray Hospital from July
.31 to August 3 include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bonell
Key, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Paschall, a boy to
. Mr. and Mrs. Urban Belcher, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Hopkins.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
And this is life eternal, that they might know thee
the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom thou hast
sent.—John 17:3.

Children's books have just
been received from the State
Department of Libraries,
Frankfort, at the Calloway
County Public Library. Among
them are:
The Kingdom Of The Forest,
by Ann Atwood. An impressive
photographic essay on the everp.cles of life in a
renewing
i jcy
forest.
Letitia Rabbit's String Song,
by Russell Hoban. A joyous
fantasy world in which two
friends try to find a way to bring
spring to their community.
PreS-3.
Longbouse Winter, by Hettie
Jones. Four enchanting stories
taken from legends handed
down over the ages. 4-7.

lesson. PreS-1.
Paddington Abroad, by
Michael Bond. Paddington is
again involved in the unexpected—this time he finds
himself winning a prize in the
Tour deFrance, the country's
famous bicycle race. 4-8.
The Shape of Three, by Lilith
Norman. A hospital mix-up has
far-reaching results for two
families quite different in
personality. 6-8.
She, The Adventuress, by
Dorothy Crayder. Maggie
wasn't sure that this boat trip
was quite the vacation she
wanted but new people and
adventures made her trip
worthwhile. 6-Up.

A Lurk Of Leopards, by Betty
Dinnen. An unusual and
beautiful story about animals
and people. 5-Up.

A plentiful foods promotion program started
the U.S. Department of Agriculture in 1945, to show
consumers which foods were in plentiful supply has
been suspended. When it will be reactivated is uncertain at present.
The reason is obvious. The July list included only
grits, corn meal, dry beans and rolled oats.—
Shreveport (La.) Journal.

The American people have paid a high compliment to the newspapers of the nation.
It was an expression of confidence in their
dedication to the people's right to know, and that you
can't beat for bringing a sense of satisfaction to the
legions of the Fourth Estate—from copyboy to
publisher. And that you can't beat for generating an
especially warm feeling for these professionals on
the -birthday. -of a nation dedicated _tra. human
freedom.
A Louis flarris survey reveals that, by 59 to 12 per
cent, a majority of the country's citizens feel that
"in exposing the facts about Watergate, the
Washington Post and other newspapers have been
an example of a free press at its best." In addition,
by 56 to 18 per cent, most Americans are also convinced that "if it had not been for the press exposes,
the whole Watergate mess never would have been
found out." —Beaumont (Tex.) Enterprise.
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Political pollution

Mitchell's faulty reasoning
John Mitchell unabashedly and
unashamedly told the Senate Watergate committee he helped cover up
the high level White House involvement in political spying so President
Nixon's reelection chances would
not be hurt.
In fact, Mitchell, the former chief
law enforcement officer of the country, seemed to be quite proud of the
fact that the coverup was successful
through the duration of the campaign. He rationalized his action on
the contention that reelection of Mr.
Nixon was so important that it justified his participation in a conspiracy
of silence — a conspiracy that involved perjured court testimony and
payoffs to keep quiet those arrested.
This reveals two things about
Mitchell, and presumably about the
others who were closeat to the President and who participated in the
cover-up on similar, if not identical
grounds:
— They have no confidence in the
two-party system of the United
States nor any confidence in the people to make the proper choice in free
and open elections. This is the implication in Mitchell's statement that
considering the possible nominees
for president in the Democratic party, there was just no choice but Mr.
Nixon. This, in his mind justified lying and hiding from the people the
_ things that the Nixon administration
had been doing. He obviously did not
feel the people could be trusted to
make a proper choice if they were
told the truth.
— In the office of attorney general
during the first Nixon term we had a
man who put political gain ahead of
personal ethics. As one who proclaimed to represent a "law and order" administration. Mitchell
turned out to be one who did not feel
strongly enough about law and justice to speak out when he observed
open violations of the law. Instead,
he helped hide those violations.
We might feel some sympathy for
Mitchell if he now appeared to realize that what he did was wrong, if
there was any indication of penitence on his part. But there was

none. He was his usual haughty, uncompromising self as he demonstrated in saying other people's testimony was wrong, indicating that
maybe they couldn't remember correctly but implying that he himself
always could.
Mitchell boasts that he not only
denied the truth to the American
people but also denied the truth to
President Nixon, because he thought
the President would take action to
reveal :he whole conspiracy and
punish those responsible, and that,
Mitchell thought, would endanger
Mr. Nixon's reelection chances. This
testimony reflects credit on Mr.
Nixon, but it would reflect more
credit if it came from a man whose
ethics had not been shown to be so
low.

Machines, by Anne and
Harlow Rockwell. A unique
presentation designed to
acquaint youngsters with the
various kinds of machinery
used in the world about them.
PreS-2.
Mouse Trouble, by John
Yeoman. Mice versus tabby
cat, an age old rivalry evolves
into a hilarious hodge-podge.
PreS-3.
The Mystery of the Third
Twin, by Wilma L Yeo. The
Smith family finds more than a
new home in North Carolina,
they also find an intriguing
mystery tying in with the
Identity of three young people.
4-7.
A New Baby Is Comb(To My
House, by Chihiro tweak'. A
lovely presentation of a little
girl's preparation for her new
brother. PreS-2.
One For The Price Of Two, by
Cynthia Jameson. An old man's
boasting causes his friends to
decide to teach him a needed

The thesis of Mitchell's argument
is not just unsound; it is dangerous.
It is the stuff of which dictatorships
are made, because not only is he arguing that the end goal of electing a
specific candidate (in this case Mr.
Nixon) justifies illegal means, but
also he's contending that only one
specific individual is qualified to be
president.
Mitchell was not saying Mr. Nixon
was so superNor to George McGovern that he was the only choice: he
was saying Mr. Nixon was so superior to whatever Democratic candidate was nominated that his election
was imperative. This is the implication, because Mitchell's involvement
with the cover-up began nearly two
months before the Democrats nominated Sen. McGovern.
In contrast with Mitchell's view,
we believe he did neither the country
nor Mr. Nixon any favor in participating in the Watergate scandal cover-up. He helped create a situation
that has left the country with a tremendously weakened President
one who, even if he survives the
storm of this scandal, is unlikely to
regain broad public confidence.
About the best thing we can say in
regard to John Mitchell is that our
nation is fortunate he is no longer attorney general.

Newmarket Hall Feature Of State Fair

Health, wealth, fame and fortune all fade into
insignificance if we try to live without Christ.

Even the most bored fair-goer
is sure to find something to
capture his attention in
Newmarket Hall at the 1973
Kentucky State Fair, August 1625,
This 600-sed, air-conditioned
auditortum behind the West
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Exposition Wing will house a
wide variety of activites, from
of
out
usually
Money is always on the brain, but
the Future Farmers of
reach of our hands, like a ripe fruit that never falls American - tobacco auc-- tioneering contest to-a beauty
while you are waitingto_oldi it _1410w. It is tistutAt —pageant for 3-year-oldr:
picked by someone else before it drops.
The Hall's activites will open
"He who has money has in his pocket
with the pre-Fair Quarter Horse
Show Beauty Pageant on
those who have none."
Monday, August 13 at 7: pm.
_s—Tolstny
judged on
Entrants ,W111

Isn't It The Truth!

as
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horsemanship, appearance,
poise and personality.
The 4-H exhibits and shows
will take over Thursday through
Saturday. August 16-18. The
many demonstrations will include home furnishings, animal
science, home management.
agronomy, and photography.
The 4-Hers will present a
variety show Friday and
Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
A nondenominitional worship
service wirl be sponsored by the
Kentucky Council Sunday.
August 19, at 11:00 a.m., and
Monday athe FFA tobacco
auctioneering contest will be
held at trifrp.m.-

The FFA will hold its Awards
Program at 1:30 p.m. Tuesday,
August 21, and all FFA winners
will receive their prizes
On Wednesday and Thursday,
August 22 and 23, several local
dance schools will present
prdgrams at 10:00 a.m., 1.30
p.m., 3:00 p.m. and 4 30 p.m.
The Fair's youngest contestant will vie for the grand
title in the Toddler Three for '73
contest for 3-year-old boys and
girls on -Friday. August 25, at
2:00 pin
-So if your feet get tired, your
money runs low, or the sun gets
too hot, drop by Newmarket
Hall, where there's always
something going on

The Tales of Olga di Polga,
by Michael Bond. An enchanting and very, very funny
book about the incredible adventures of a vain, inventive
and altogether fetching guinea
Pig. 3-6.
Tennessee Boy, by Gloria
Root Savoldi. Two young boys
cement a tentative friendship as
they travel North during the
Civil War. 34.
The Unmaking Of Rabbit, by
Constance C. Greene. A novel
about a lonely youngster who
eventually realizes that only he
can make his own life "happer." 5-7.
Walter In Love, by Aileen
White. Dog-about-town Walter
has a difficult time communicating his love to Tito, the
lovely -Spaniel, until she
discovers a way to decipher his
love letters. PreS-4.
What's The Matter With
Carruthers? by James Marshall. Carruthers the bear
surprises his friends with his
unusually bad mood until they
discover what his problem is
and realize that his good nature
will soon be restored. PreS-2.
The Winter Cat, by Howard
Knolls. A gentle story about a
cat's search for a winter home

The Sound Of Boomerangs, by
Carol Morse Perkins. A look at
a group of unusual people—the
aborigines, whose way of life is
simple but rich with custom. 46.
Spark Of Opal, by Mavis
Clark. Australian opal-mining
is the setting for this novel
about a family's problems in
deciding about their future. 610.
Stirabout Stories, by Barbara
Sleigh. An imaginative and
highly amusing collection of
contemporary fairy tam. 3-5. PreS-2.

THE
FAMILYtur
LAWYER —
Fraud By Mail
To Eddie, the idea seemed like
a sure thing. He mailed out
phony invoices to a number of
businessmen, billing them for ads
they had never ordered, and
waited for the money to roll in.
Some money did. But so did
two federal investigators, who
haled Eddie into court on a
charge of "using the mails to defraud." In short order he landed
in jail, following the path of
countless get-rich-quick artists
who have run afoul of the United
States Post Office.
Under our legal system, most
crimes are local. Robbery and
riot, murder and mayhem ordinarily come under the jurisdiction of local governments.

But mail fraud is lederal business, because the Constitution
gives exclusive control of the
postal system to the federal government.
Of course, to constitute the
crime, the fraudulent scheme
must include some significant use
of the -mails. However, that need
not. be- the central feature. Consider for example, the case of a
min sr&s used chicanery to sett
lots in a cemetery. All of his
sales were made in person, not
by mail.
But he followed up with letters to his customers, partly to
allay their suspicions and partly
to discourage them from taking
him into court. Such use of the
mails, a court ruled afterward,
v.as enough to support a federal
charge against him for fraud.
Still, there must really be
fraud, not just deft salesmanship.
In another case a woman was accused of mail fraud because she
had been selling "lucky stones"
through the mail.
But at the trial, she pointed
out that she had made no claim
of -magical virtues for her product —beyond the name itself. Dismissing the charge, the court
said:
"There is nothing immoral in
the belief that amulets affect the
scarcer fortune. If (the defendant) wishes to sell lucky stones
For what they are, without lying
about them, :she is not acting
frtioduiently in -so doing.'l An American Bar Assori•tiun
public service feature by Will
Bernard.

Poetically
Speaking
BY TOM PERKINS

-ACUMEN (again)
Time,
after it is passed,
is nothing,
before it arrives,
is nothing,
it does not exist,
in hours, minutes,
or even seconds.
It exists
as the keenest point
so precise
it is passed '• ''" when it is reported,
if it exist at all,
(which I question)
It is unreportable.

‘ CS
4
tWailtS.-1,11

—Tom Perldno
Old Friend
Come in old friend and sit with me and tell me of your days
Tell me old friend where have you been and what has come your
way.
You say you've been over land and sea,
Over life's road you've trod.
You say you've seen the good and bad
Then why are you so sad.
Old friend, you say you've been back home
That marks the old remembered spot
A penciled path nothing more that parts at the farmhouse door.
Old friend, you say the house is old and fallen down
The house where you were born
Where Mother kept the house so neat
And father tended the farm
The things are sitting in the house as though they're waiting still
The
or your bands to hold remembered things but know they never
will
The gabled porch with the yard so green
Broken millstone at the stream
Though many a road may stretch between
For all the wondering of your ways
Your mind goes back to yesterday.
—By Maeda Mae Beane
FOR YOU AND ME
Jesus was crucified for you and for me,
How can we hurt him; Oh! I don't see
His father gave his only son,
That we might live,
And He became as one

We
Ho

Federa
Mu
Main at 7th

Jesus died for you and me,
That from sin we might be free:
But do we try to live and see,
That God did this for you and me
Or do we go out evil way,
Never thinking to pray;
Or let Him wonder all day long,.
That we're so bad that we can't see,
What He did for you and me.
—By Woe& Mae Beane
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THE PERIL OF GR1
Regardless of how
things man may accurn
still wants more. As
creasingly focuses his a
upon what he considers I
needs, it is easier for.
become greedy. Be
strongly in the mate
philosophy of life, he
himself more and mor
adi
of
acquiring
possessions, but greed
certainly perilous.
A Prohibition
Exodus 20:17
Whereas the pr.
commandments dea
words and deeds, this ti
has to do with the regu
the thoughts and
desires God has spoke:
in this prohibition: "IT
not covet." To "cove
desire something which
to another. C,cnretousne
intense, unwarrante
inordinate desire for th
belongs to another, to u
does not have any rig'
though this sin-is in 41
heart, and will, and nc
to others it is very: a
forbidden. In spite of
that it has become or
most respectable sins,
in the so-called best cur
practiced by many
people, this dreadful, i
and heinous sin is thi
parent of the various ot
against which du
numdments speak,
stealing, lying, murdel
comrnittting adultery.
is rendering ineffec
testimony of many p
Christians in these di
the desire of the mast
profit and pleasur
commandment forbids
anything, anywhere, a
time.
To avoid leaving a
through which corn
person might attempi
God concluded till:
commandement, fa
covetousness, by say
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Watergate Affects Lawyers On
Both Sides of Green Felt Table

A shipment of new children's
books have been received at the
assistant counOne of his critics called him
Public
County
Calloway
WASHINGTON ( AP ) -- But me to do," said Shure who is Dash chose four
essence of radical chic."
30s.
"the
their
in
all
sels,
New
a
Library from the Department of for Watergate, both of them on a 6-month leave from
Lenzner said of his exRufus L. Edmisten, 32, the
Libraries, Frankfort. Among seemed certain of promising, Haven, Conn. law firm. "But
interviewing witI'm not going to let Watergate pipe-ouffing deputy chief coun- perience
them are;
unruffled careers.
nesses:
usucan
N.C.,
sel from Boone,
Alec's Sand Castle, by
Both were young, Republican, scare me out of politics."
"At the beginning, when
Shure is on the staff of Fred ally be spotted-leaning over the
Lavinia Russ. Alec's familr well-educated, --well-spoken,
By Dr. H. C. Chiles
started to topple, it was
people
s
Ervin
J.
committee'
Sam
Sen.
of
the
they
as
shoulder
helpful
Thompson,
to
too
well-dressed. Both belonged
D.
becomes
rather depressing.
getting
is
committee
who
the
Jr., D-N.C.,
decide to help him build a sand Princeton's Ivy Club. One went chief minority counsel
!Based on copyrighted outlines produced by the
You'd get in to interviews and
join
Edmisten's
to
in
asked
who,
was
chairman
Thompson
s
PreS-3.
30.
castle.
per
University'
to
by
Georgetown
on
used
and
Committee on The Uniform Series
tell by their
Bubble, Bubble, by Mercer School of Foreign Service, the the staff by his fellow Tennes- view is -the greatest man in you could always
rn,ssi0f1 )
their ges,
expression
facial
Baker
H.
the country."
Mayer. A book with no words— other to Georgetown's School of sean, Sen. Howard
anything that is thy neigh- were devoted to this life only. just plenty of lovely bubbles and Law. Both married 'oright, at- Jr., Republican vice-chairman
"The lessons of Watergate tures, when it was coming.
THE PERIL OF GREED
someHis follies consisted of not a young man having an ex- tractive women. Both were of- of the committee.
Regardless of how many-- bour's." If you long to have the
have made an indelible imprint Soon they'd say,'There's
and
you,'
tell
to
have
—
you
I
first
thing
others,
things
to
first
belong
putting
to
said.
that
me
things
for
Edrnisten
he
PreS-1.
mind,"
on my
things man may accumulate
"It's very sobering
ceptionally good time.
fered jobs with President Nixpit of your
Cancer, by Alvin and Virginia on's re-election committee.
still wants more. As he in- should heed the warning of our putting property above purpose,
see the ease with which some "It's a terrific lesson for many you knew in the
here it comes."
creasingly focuses his attention Saviour, "Take heed, and cash above character, wealth Silverstein. A simplified and
Hugh W. Sloan Jr. accepted. of these people got into so men in this country. If you're stomach,
said he pays a perabove
time
Lenzner
and
ss."
wisdom,
above
covetousne
of
office,
beware
political
of
his
Thompson,
n
be
for
run
to
going to
informative explanatio
much Srouble„" said
upon what he considers
Seerle Field didn't..
price for the long hours
eternity; making the wrong cancer and its effect on conA Parable
needs, it is easier for him to
Sloan, 32, the committee's who expects to return to his don't take any 'short cuts. Don't Sonal
high-pressure atmosphere
Luke 12:15-21
disposition of his goods — temporary man. 4-7,
become greedy. Believing
former treasurer, eventually Nashville law firm when the play fast and loose with the and
work demands.
of
committ
and
claims
needs
that
the
ignoring
work.
its
ic
Streets,
City
materialist
truth."
Captains Of The
strongly in the
found himself in the witness corrunittee finishes
"I don't sleep well at all durChrist amplified His warning others; or anticipations; of by Esther Averill. Tramp cats, chair on one side of the table
Edrnisten has a definite inter"It's dangerous, Thompson
philosophy of life, he devotes
echhimself more and more to the agaist covetousness by pointing making the wrong calculation of Sinbad, and The Duke, take on covered with green felt that said, "thinking that because est in'elective politics, but said, ing these things," he said,
colhis
of
most
of
never
view
not
he
the
as
if
does
oing
life
living
—
that
time
fact
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the
out
have
active
or
politically
ities
additional
system
as
d
responsibil
of
unexpecte
"I'm not
acquiring
dominates the Senate Water- you're in the
at night
possessions, but greediness is consist in the abundance of expected to die; and of failing to when they join the Cat Club. 44, gate hearings. Field, 29, a Wa- faith in your superior, things I was. I want to stop and think leagues. "I wake up
I
things possessed. He taught that make any preparation for
for a while. I want to practice and think of all the things
Castle Merlin, by Ursula tergate investigator for Sen. will work out all right."
certainly perilous.
I
questions
the
all
should
do,
follows
who
to
Anybody
things
have
of
eternity.
acquiring
polia
on
into
the
position
at
jump
s
A
I
vacation
before
Thompson'
Williams.
Moray
law
Will
A Prohibition
Lowell P. Weicker Jr. R-Conn.,
should have asked. I haven't
never by the goal of any man, his example and fails to prepare an English castle provides was on the other.
committee that is closely exam- tics."
Exodus 20:17
not for eternity is a fool.
unexpected adventure and
The assistant chief counsel is seen my Vs-year-old daughter
ining the Nixon administration
Whereas the preceding for it is "being" and
It made all the difference.
is
counts.
A
really
that
Nobility
political
''having"
with
for
young
Republican
maturity
deal
personal
Terry Falk Lenzner, a dark- In almost a month. My wife
commandments
Sloan testified about the mon- hurt any
an)
child
another
Christ
8:11-10
expecting
whom
I
man,
rich
Timely
This
Susie.. 7-9.
haired young lawyer from Long
words and deeds, this tenth one
ey flow from Nixon campaign ambitions he may have?
what
the_
than
Godliness, rather
• The Chick And The Ducklieg. funds that financed the Water"I don't think it will hurt Island, N.Y., who questioned day, and she wonders
has to do with the regulation of used as an example of
supmoral
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to
1.0.11111 financial gains, should be the
which
in
happened
manner
A.
think
wrong
"I
Richard
inward
said.
delightful
A
aide
Ginsburg.
and
Thompson
House
Mirra
by
White
me,"
the thoughts
gate break-in.
desires. God has spoken plainly a living, was not a bad man major goal in the life of the series of adventures of two
Then he went back to Prince- most people realize that this is Moore when he testified before port."
Another assistant chief counhatched, ton, N.J., disillusioned with pol- something you have to do. And the committee. A product of
newly
in this prohibition: "Thou shalt according to the standards of Christian. Godliness brings friends,
in
is
engaged
on the committee is James
sel
which
was
He
nt,
to
world.
Harvard
justify
the
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contentme
about
world
can
I
the
"covet"
Academy,
mind,
To
discovering
own
Exeter
not covet."
itics and ready for a new start, in my
an something that money cannot them. PreS-2.
where he was captain of the Hamilton, 34, a Yale Law
desire something which belongs farming, which is certainly
this time as an executive with it
Communism, by James P. a business firm.
Thompsos's counterpart on football team in his senior year School graduate from Chester,
to another. Covetousness is an honorable vocation. He had the buy. To be godly is to have the
God
working
of
of
S.C.
will
trait
perfect
and
le
holy
and
commendab
An
objective
and
ed,
Forman.
unwarrant
intense,
Field is one of a dozen young the rommittee is chief counsel and Harvard Law, Lenzner, 33,
How has the experience afinordinate desire for that which hard at his chosen task. He did done in our lives. Contentment analytical examination of a attorneys working on or with Samuel Dash, a Georgetown has had a role in some of the
life?
belongs to another, to which one not waste his time in idleness is the mastery of wants, is to be movement that is a major force the Senate Select Committee on law professor who calls himself most controversial development fected Hamilton's
has gone to
life
social
cirt
of
spite
"My
governmen
in
the
expect
happy
at
7-12.
rights
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then
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today.
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world
Even
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the
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right.
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recent
any
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Presidential Campaign Activi- "the
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"And
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hell,"
With
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Play
To
applicants
support
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-antipovert
Had
cumstannes
I
16..11
of
cordial-) The Day
movement,the
though this sin-is in the mind,
ties that is investigating the 48." From scores
the My Sister, by Crosley Bonsai'.
my tennis game."
in
This capable, industrious, acquiescence
who wanted to be on his staff, gram, the Berrigan trial.
heart, and will, and not visible
Watergate scandal.
Teaching a younger sister to
to others it is very definitely frugal, and succeul farmer arrangements of God.
And Watergate is having a
Apart from Christ, one will play hide-and-seek is not the dramatic effect on their personforbidden. In spite of the fact fancied that life was for acthat it has become one of the cumulation. There is not the seek contentment in vain. easiest job especially if you are al and professional lives.
most respectable sins, accepted faintest intimation that he used Contentment is a by-product of constantly being interrupted.
Some have trouble sleeping.
through our PreS-1.
In the so-called best circles, and any dishonest methods in ac- "Peace with God
One attorney has a recurring
A Christian
Flash The Dash, by Don nightmare that he is a pallbearpracticed by many church cumulating his riches. tie was Lord Jesus Christ."
need wealth or an Freeman. When Flash the
not
does
dilignet,
shrewd,
,
industrious
insidious,
dreadful,
this
people,
er at the funeral of one of the
of possession to be dachshund has to earn the bones
and heinous sin is the prolific and economical. He knew how abundance
principal Watergate witnesses.
and contented. Since one for his family, he surprises
parent of the various others sins to select soil and seed, and how happy
A few are on ego trips, conthe
into
wealth
bring
everyone with his ability. PreS- fusing the hundreds of hours of
against which the com- to take advantage of shower, did not
take ti with 1
mandments speak, such as and sunshine. His ground world, and cannot
free television time with suche dies, there is no
As of July 30, 1923
From Lew Aleindor To cess. An attorney called his
stealing, lying, murdering, and brought forth plentifully, and him when
making
his
for
n
Kareem Abdul Jabber, by hometown newspaper to sugcommittting adultery. This sin soon his barns were full to justificatio
possessions his chief objective James Haskins. A look at one of gest that a reporter be sent to
is rendering ineffective the overflowing.
while he is here.
basketball's superstars arid the Washington to interview him.
testimony of many professing
This man fancied that he was
In these days when the events that molded both his One was.
Christians in these days when
.
6-9.
the desire of the masses is for to keep all of his accumulations, possbillties of making money personal and public life.
But most of them said in inGirls Cam Be Anything, by terviews that the whole Waterprofit and pleasure. This and not to distribute or share his are so numerous, and when the
alinarnandment forbids coveting prnsessions with others. He appeal for that which money is Norma Klein. Marina faces the gate drama has made them
anything, anywhere, and at any fancied that he could make life spent is so alluring, we need to problem of wanting to be paInfully aware of the pitfalls a
a thing of ease, that he had stress the fact that man is not something that girls are not professional can encounter.
time.
Rt 3, Hwy. 94 East of Murray - Ph. 753-2962
To avoid leaving a loophole more time than he did, and that profited if he becomes wealthy normally supposed to be. PreS"It's definitely affected my
through which come clever he was a great success. He was and yet is not saved. It is an 1.
life." said Field of Brooklyn,
Henry Possum, Harold Conn. "I've learned a treperson might attempt to pass, not successful because he utter impossiblity for one to be
Berson. Henry finds it difficult mendous amount about life,
God concluded this unique missed the real purpose in life. content until he is saved.
It is the love of miney which is to be serious and to tend to the about some of the dangers of
commandement, forbidding God called him a fool because
covetousness, by saying, "nor his thoughts, time, and energies the root of all manner of evil. business at hand until he gets professional conduct.
Those who have the desire and lost from his family and finds
"You have to be careful of
purpose to be deb, wbo covet that there is a time to be dead compromise, careful of your
the pleasure and power which serious. PreS-3.
principles, aware that even
The Hermit And Harry And things done quietly in the back
money brings and therefore
pursue the acquiring of wealth, Me, by Nonny Hagrogian. An room can be as dangerous as
eventually discover that loving appealing story about friend- so-called street crime."
money and seeking to be rich ship, PreS-3.
Like most of the attorneys,
High Elk's Treasure, by
have pierced thaem with many
puts in a 12-to-15 hour
Field
sorrows, and have kept them Virginia Driving Hawk Sieve.
day, usually 7 days a week. He
palomino
find
treasure,
Hidden
from giving the Lord His
said the work is as exhilerating
rightful place of preeminience horses, and an Indian boy's
dream for the future comprise as it is exhausting.
in their lives.
"My father says to me,'How
this exciting story. 4-7.
can you take on the White
Started
Facts
True
The
Hew
TOO MANY TRIPS
House?' But walking down
BUSHEY, England (AP) — lii StmpoeuvIlle..., by William these halls of Congress, knowunusual
of
collection
A
Hayes.
a
has
Compton
Ann
Housewife
these fine people, I
winning streak she can't afford. tall tales from the Old West. 4-6- ing of all
the White House
how
wonder
Lisker.
0.
I Can Be, by Sonia
She has won too many free vadiversity of
cations in competitions.
A young boy becomes a one- can take on us. Our
The snag is, every time she man zoo as he does one lively leadership gives us a strength
wins a trip for two, she and animal impersonation after they don't have," Field said.
husband Bob have to pay for another. PreS-3.
Field works closely with H.
their two children to go along.
I Was A 96-Pound Duckling, William Shure, 33, an assistant
Ann's fourth win this year is a
by Jean Van Leeuven. Being minority counsel on the comtrip to Canada — but this time,
can be a disaster as mittee staff who is assigned to
thirteen
to
She says, the kids will have
, but even ugly Weicker.
discovered
Kathy
stay home with grandma.
Like Field, Shure has been
ducklings can become swans. 6affected by the parade of men
9.
If I Love You, Am I Trapped with shattered careers who
About 122,000 million ciga- Forever, bu M.E. Kerr. In a have come before the comrettes were smoked in Britain year of painful growth, Alan is mittee.
in 1971.
"It's made me realize the
confronted with a series of
situations that teach him to standards I set for myself have
to be completely lived by, no
cope with reality. 7-UP.
Jacko, bu John S. Goodall. A matter what anyone else asks
charming tale filled with
glowing pictures, capturing the
silARP RISE IN SPENDING
NEW YORK (AP) — U.S. inadventures of Jacko the
dustry will spend $3.16 billion to
monkey. PreS-1.
The Journal Of One Davey improve on-the-job health and,
Wyatt, by Donald Honig The safety in 1973, 26 per cent more
in 1972, McGraw-Hill Pubstory of a young man's growth than
Co. reports.'
lications
to
trail
to maturity on the
According_ to its first health
California in the 1850's. 5-7. --_. and safety spending survey. the
The Wolf, by Dr. Michael Fox. company also noted that preA Eliminating look at a wolf liminary plans for 1976 call for
family that reveals the im- $3 56 billion to be spent in this
portance of their place in area.
Business investment for emnature's balance. 4-6.
The Youngest Captain, by Jay ploye health and safet in 1972
Williams. Pirn and his friend totaled $2.5 billion, or 2.5 per
investment.
fulfill a dream by building a cent of all capital
This will rise to 3 per cent of
marvelous
and
"ship"
having
"
NEEDS.
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total capital spending in 1973
adventures. PreS-3.
of the
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Lesson

Dr. Joseph L. Burns
Will Assume the Practice of

Doctors Richard & Mary
Broeringmeyer

Office Hours:
9-12 Noon-1:30 to 5 p.m.
Saturday 9-12 Noon Closed Thursday
Evenings by 'Appointment

SIDEWALK SALE

August
3rd--& 4th

Federal Savings & Loan
Murray Branch

Annual
City-Wile
Sale

The Most

Gigantic Sales
Promotion
of the Year

Sidewalks and Streets filled
with the Greatest Buys Ever!

Bargains Galore!

Don't miss the fun and excitement
of these 2 Big Days!

The J.IL Churchill Funeral Home

,

,
Dignity and Economy"
ty,
Sinceri
nce,
Revere
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e
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SAVE!! SAVE!! SAVE!!
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The lovely home of Mrs.
Clifton Travis on West
Broadway in Mayfield was the
setting for a bridal tea honoring
Miss Deborah Wyatt, brideelect of Ralph F. Story of
Murray, held on Sunday afternoon, July n.
Mrs. Travis and Mrs. Boyce
Bell, aunts of the bride, were
the gracious hostesses for the
prenuptial occasion.
As the guests arrived they
were greeted by the brideelect's mother, Mrs. Robert R.
Wyatt, the bride-elect, and her
mother-in-law to be, Mrs.
James R. Story. They were
asked to sign the guest register
by Mrs. Joe Lovett, sister of the
bride-elect.
Miss Wyatt chose to wear a
white floor length dress with
ruffles across her shoulders
which were trimmed in bright
red. The gift corsage from the
hostesses was of red carnations.
The tea table was overlaid
with a lace cloth and featured a
centerpiece • of daisies, porn
poms, and baby's breath.
Flanking each side of the floral
arrangement were silver
candelabra holding white
Miss Ruby Carolyn Thompson
burning tapers.
a
from
served
The cake was
Mr. and Mrs. M. Headley Thompson of Benton Route Two
silver tray by Miss Gayna
Puckett, cousin of the honoree. announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
Veopal
Serving the punch was Mrs. only daughter, Ruby Carolyn, to Rob L. Dick, son of Mrs.
Andy Anderson, sister -of the Dick of Murray and the late Ellis Dick.
Miss Thompson is a graduate of Murray State University
bride-elect. Mints and nuts
apher B.S. and M.A. degrees in Business Education. She is
silver
from
receiving
were served
presently employed as a teacher in the Marshall County school
pointments.
The hostesses' gift to the system.
Mr. Dick is a graduate of New Concord High School and is
honoree consisted of electrical
were presently employed by the Murray Division of the Tappan
which
appliances
displayed along with her many C,ompany.
Saturday evening, the fifteenth
other lovely gifts.
The wedding will take place on
in the New Harmony Baptist
o'clock
Approximately seventy-five of September,- at seven
Symsonia Highpersons attended or sent gifts. Church, located on Highway 348, the Benton and
way
the Bank of Marshall
A reception will follow the ceremony in
County Community Room.
be sent. All friends
Only invitations to out-of-town guests will
reception.
and
wedding
the
to
and relatives are invited

Bridal Tea Held
At Hazel Church
For Miss Bramlett

Delta Department Cancer Group
Hears Robert Brown At Meeting

The educational building of
the Hazel Baptist Church was
the scene of a bridal tea held in
honor of Miss Sandra Kay
The success of the crusade
The Cancer Committee of the
Bramlett, bride-elect of Phil
the
made possible by the full
of
was
Department
Delta
from
22,
July
Sunday,
on
Allen,
of the many
at
cooperation
met
Club
Woman's
Murray
afthe
in
two to four o'clock
generous
the
the Holiday Inn Tuesday workers,
ternoon
morning, July 23. This com- donations by businesses and
Mrs. Peggy Johnson, Mrs. mittee is the nucleus of the individuals and the full support
Mrs. Calloway County Unit of The of the news media, the Ledger
Castlemon,
Peggy
Katherine Phelps, and Miss American Cancer Society with and Times, the Murray
Patsy . Bramlett were the Mrs. Ewing Allbritten as Democrat and radio station
W.N.B.S., said Mrs. Hatcher
charming hostesses for the president.
prenuptial occasion.
The co-chairwomen of the and Mrs. Rayburn.
Robert S. Brown, area
Cancer Crusade, Mrs. Aubrey
The guest register was kept
Hatcher and Mrs. J.D. Rayburn representative of the American
by Miss Cindy Nance.
reported the amount was Cancer Society, spoke to the
Miss Bramlett wore a floor
with possibly a few kits members complimenting them
$7,211.00
green,
and
length dress of white
turned in. It is im- on the success of the crusade
be
to
yet
trimmed in pink. Her corsage
portant that all kits are in the and outlining the year-round
carnations.
pink
of
was
hands of the co-chairwomen for plans for the unit. Of the 16
Mrs. Porter Bramlett, mother the better planning of the 1974 counties In his area, Calloway
of the bride-to-be, chose to wear drive.
County continues to lead in
a mint green knit dress, and
every effort. Films, literature
Mrs. J.D. Allen, mother-in-law
and speakers are available for
to be of the brideelect, was
all civic organizations air it is
attired in a pink knit dress.
be Used in order
hoped
Their corsages were of white
to keep before the public the
carnations.
1143*gun,"We want to Wipe
The serving table featured a
ncer In Your Lifetime,"
pink cloth overlaid with white
said.
Mrs. Jeffrey Glen Barber, nee
netting and centered with an
The following officers were
arrangement of white and pink Linda Huniphreys, was com- elected for the ensuing year:
President, Mrs. Ewing
roses. Silver candleholders with plimented with a lovely coffee
cocrusade
pink burning candles were also held at the home of Mrs. Joseph Allbritten ;
cakes, West on Thursday, July 18.
Individual
chairwoman, Mrs. Aubrey
used.
The gracious hostesses for the Hatcher and Mrs. J.D.
decorated with pink wedding
bells, pink punch, nuts, and occasion were Mrs. West and Rayburn; secretary, Mrs.
Mrs. Robert Hendon.
Garnett Jones; treasurer, Mrs.
mints were served.
For the event the honoree Stanford Andrus; professional
One hundred guests attended
chose to wear a red arid blue chairwoman, Mrs. Dwight
or sent gifts.
long dress with blue ac- Crisp; educational chaircessories. Her gift corsage was woman, Mrs. Standford HenRegister Now for
of yellow and white daisies.
drickson; memorial chairGuests were greeted at the woman, Miss Lorene Swarm;
door by Mrs. West. Miss Emily reach for recovery chairHumphreys attended the bridal woman, Mrs. Lillian Graves;
book.
publicity chairwoman, Miss
The dining table was overlaid Hazel Tarry.
i
left
openings
Only limited
with a beige linen cloth centered
with a summer flower
* PIANO
apThe
arrangement.
* ORGAN
pointments were in silver and
JACKSON GIRL
crystal.
* VOICE
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Jackson
Serving at the table were Miss
* GUITAR
Miriam Hendon, Miss Becky of Sedalia are the parents of a
Humphreys, Mrs. Norine baby girl, Brand! Shaye, born
* DRUMS
Tucker, and Mrs. Don Tucker. Friday, July 27, at the Murray* BANJO
Calloway County Hospital.

West Home-Scene
Of Coffee-Given — —
For Mrs. Barber

MUSIC
LESSONS

* ACCORDION
Theory lessons and Music
Rands available for our
students.

Phone

753-7575

16 B Music
Dixieland Center
_Murray,

6y-••=m16.

z

Saturday, August 4
gala
the
Tickets for
homecoming of Douglas School
will be sold at the Rutledge
Funeral Home. The event is
planned for August 11.

Breakfast will be served at
the Oaks Country Club at; 7:30
IL111. Hostesses will be Burlene
Brewer, Nell Tackett, and
Karen Hargrove.

been
DEAR ABBY: I am it married woman who has
deeply involved with a married man few four years. He has
children and so have 1.
his
I divorced my husband thinking he would divorce
promised
he
that
say
honestly
can't
wife and marry me. I
we
divorce his-wife, but he said so many things like: "If
were both free, I would marry you in a minute," and: "I
to
have never loved anyone the way I love you." I took it
mean he would divorce his wife and marry me. I was
wrong.
My husband never suspected a thing until I made a full
confession. Now that he knows the truth he will have nothVIRGO
ing to do with me. Was I foolish?
talking
[WAR VIRGO: You were. Your mistake was
pillow talk seriously. Actually. k's aothin.g more than a lot
ef horsefeathers.
DEAR ABBY: I am so angry I want to scream. I'm
expecting my first baby after wanting one for five years. I
am only six weeks along, so naturally we haven't told
anyone yet. Not even our parents.
Yesterday I attended a church luncheon. Afterwards,
the chairman stood up and said, "The floral centerpiece is
for one of our members who is expecting her first baby
after wanting one for so long'" Then she looked right at.
me.
Abby, I must have turned the color of a tomato. Then
all the buzzing and chattering started. My mother and
mother in law were both there looking surprised and hurt. I
was so upset I wanted to run
Neither my husband nor I toil a soul, but yesterday he
did bring home a used crib, and somebody must have seen
him carry it into the house.
Why do people have to be so nosy? Now it's going to
seem like such a long pregnancy I can just hear them
askihg me the last two months. Are YOU still walking
around?"
At the bottom of your column it says, "You'll feel
better if you get it off your chest Thanks for listening.
BURNING IN DETROIT
DEAR BURNING: And suIt feel better when you get
it off. Thanks for writing.
DEAR ABBY • I love my ,nlaws, but they are my
problem. My husband and . have two children. 6 and 3.
They are the only grandchi/drin my inlaws have [which is
probably why they spoil them the way they dol.
My husband travels a lot, and I like to go with him for
a few days every few months. This keeps our marriage
healthy.
My inlaws beg to keep our children when we're gone,
but after the children have been with their grandparents it
takes me a week to get them to mind.
My inlaws let the kiddies stay up as late as they want
to, and they feed them candy and soft drinks between
meals. Also. when I say something, my word is law, and I
don't put up with any back-talk. The grandparents never
discipline them, and when the kids talk back, they laugh
and think it's cute.
I don't want to seem ungrateful, Abby, but I resent my
inlaws spoiling all the work I've put into training my
children. I have stressed my rules several times, but they
don't pay any attention to them.
How can I drive my point home without getting them
angry with me? If I hired a sitter my inlaws would be
terribly hurt. •
TOO SOFT
DEAR TOO: Tow idgnatiu-e sums up tbe reason for
your problem. Toughen up, and tell your inlaws that either
they must fallow your rules, or you'll not leave your children with them.
-CONFIDENTIAL TO "STILL WAITING IN EL PASO,
TEX." The Euthanasia Education Council, which provides
the Lasing Will, has been swamped with requests beyond
their most optimistic expectations. Please be patient, but
be aware that their CORRECT address is: zso West 57th
St., New York. N. Y. 10019.

Sunday, August 5
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Loftin of 204
South 15th Street will celebrate
their golden wedding anniversary with an open house at
their home from two to four
p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. H. Aultman Newport
Mr. and Mrs. H. Aultman Newport of Route One, Puryear.
Tenn., will celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday, August 12,at the Hazel United Methodist Church.
Their son, Brent H. Newport, his wife, Claretia, and son. Gary,
are honoring them with this celebration. They inivite all friends
ancrrelatives to c-ZI between the hours of three and five o'cIntit in
the afternoon gt the church.
Mr. and Mrs. Newport were married August 12, 1923, at the
Puryear, Tenn., Methodist parsonage with Rev. H.L. Lax officiating. Attendants were Mr. and Mrs. Lexe Humphreys and
Dr. K.B. Humphreys, Sr., brothers of the bride, and Velma Smith
Mohon.
Mr. Newport is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Frank Newport;
Mrs. Newport is the former Loyce Humphreys, daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Humphreys.

Steve Starks and Family of Hawaii Are
Honored, Dinner at Wesley Starks' Home
homemade ice-cream as a late
afternoon treat.
Those attending were:
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Starks
and. Stevie, Hawaii; Mr. and
Mrs. Wesley Starks and Becky',
Gleason, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
E.C. Winchester, Detroit,
Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. R.M.
Vance, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Vance and Richie, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Stewart, Mrs. Ruth Dowdy and
Max, sod Ltynn Brovnx_Paris,
Tenn.
Mr:and Mrs. Henry Hutson,
Sandy, Mickie, and Mark,
Hazel; Mrs. Patsy Orr and Mrs.
Joyce Tyler, Alino; Mrs. Myrtie
Winchester, Mrs. Ola Winchester, Mr. and Mrs. Onis
Roberts, Ola Mae Roberts, Mr.
and Mrs. N.D. Roberts, Glenda,
David, and Teresa, Mr. and
Mrs. George Roberts, and Lori
Roberts, Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Herndon, Susan Herndon, Mr.
and Mrs. Ted Van Dyke, Stacey
Another delightful courtely
-Van Dyke, and Mr. and Mrs.
extended to ML43 Cindy Cherry;
Phillip Starks, all of Murray.
bride-elect of Steve Kemp, was

Making his first visit in over
two years, Steve Starks, on
leave from the Air Force,
recently spent four weeks with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Wesley Starks, at Gleason,
Tenn., formerly of Murray.
Also, with him were his wife,
Joan and son, Stevie of Hawaii,
which was their first visit to this
part of the States. Steve is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
George Starks of Hazel, and the
late Mr. and Mrs. T.A. Winchester of Murray.
July the 8th was a day of
fellowship at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Wesley Starks with a
basket lunch on the lawn and

WMU of First Baptist Church
will sponsor an open meeting
following the evening worship
services when Rebecca Tarry
will give a presentation of her
work as a journeyman in Hong
Kong.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland E.
Goodgion will be honored with a
reception in celebration of their
50th wedding anniversary at
the Murray -Woman'A. Club_
House from two to four p.m. all
friends and relatives are invited
Monday, August 6
Licensed Practical Nurses
vrW meet in the conference
room of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital at seven p.m.
with Mrs. Nadine Turner
speaking on the point system for
License Renewal for LPN's.
Kathleen Jones Group of the
First Baptist Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. Myrtle Wall
at 7:15 p.m.
Recovery. Inc., for nervous
and former mental pinkish" will
,Nsaith
be held at the Mental:
Center, Main Street, at 7:30
p.m Note change of meeting

Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have its luncheon meeting at the
club house at. 11:30 a.m.
United Methodist Women of
the Coldwater Church will meet
at the church at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, August 7
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
home of Mrs. Clyde Jones at two
p.m. with Mrs. W. Hawkins
Valentine as cohostess and Mrs.
UM& Pickard In charge of the
Program. Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
Seven p.m

the household shower held at
DISMISSED,HOSPITAL
the Community Room of the
Melvin R. Smith of Murray
Murray Federal Savings and
Murray TOPS Club will meet
Loan on Monday, July 30, at Route Two has been dismissed at the Health Center at seven
Baptist
Western
the
from
seven o'clock in the evening.
p.m.
The gracious hostesses for the Hospital, Paducah.
Richard
Mrs.
occasion were
Stone and Mrs. Bud Kemp,
It
sister and aunt respectively of
the groom-elect.
of
announces the association
Miss Cherry chose to wear for
the special occasion a long pink
knit dress and was presented a
hostesses' gift corsage._ Mrs.
in the practice of
William Cherry and jitti,_;
Charles Kemp, mother and
mother-in-law to be of the
He has joined in partnership with
honoree, were also presented
corsages by the hostesses.
Dr. Conrad C. Jones
Refreshments of punch, open
41111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E
face sandwiches, nuts, mints,
and olives were served from the
table overlaid with a white cloth
and
an
with
centered
arrangement of summer
flowers.
twenty-five
Approximately
persons were present or sent
gifts.

The Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc.

Members of the Garden
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club engaged in a
delightful tour of several lovely
yards in Murray and Calloway
County during the afternoon of
Thursday, July 26.
The tour schedule included
1973 Yard of the Month winners
T.O. Downing, B. B. Hook, and
James Owen residents), and
the gardens of three department members-Mrs. Cliron
Jones, Mrs. Edgar Morris, and
Mrs. Myrtle Douglas.
Midway through the tour, the
group returned to the Clubhouse
for refreshments, with Mrs.

Harry Conley, chairman of the
hostess committee, presiding at
the punch bow.
Following
refreshments,
members viewed the recently
landscaped rear lawn of the
Clubhouse, a project sponsored
by the Garden Department.
Those participating in the
tour included
Mesdames
Vaughn, Linton
Leonard
Clanton, Max Reed, John
Adams, Ronald Cella, Peter
Whaley, Harry Conley, J. B.
Wilson, Freed Cotharn, L. W.
Paschall, Dick Sykes, Kenneth
Tucker, Thomas McCoy, Edgar
Morrris, Walter Sagrera, Billie
Hall, M. C. Henry, and W. B.
Graves.

PHONE 753-1272
1111al"
GARDEN DEPARTMENTDEPARTMENT members listen to T.0. Downing describe plantings In his patio garden
during the department's tour of sever Murray and Calloway County lawns.

* Your lndivid
Horoscop

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276F &
AM will meet at seven p.m.

By Abigail Vail- uren

— ATTEND REUNION
Mr. and Mrs. Mahlon Frizzell
of Murray attended the class
reunion of the 1932 graduation
class of Lone Oak High School
held Saturday with a picnic
lunch at Lone Oak Park and a
tour of the remodeled high
school building. This was Mr.
gridnattorr class.

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY!!
Veit ve 11We Will et It-Or It Can't Be Had

Local nigh4 will be held at the
Frank Harr* Open Air Gospel
Singing Driv4-In, six miles east
Highway 80, at
of Hardin
Ieight P.m.'

Divorcee took his
pillow talk serio

I WALLIS DRUG
I

From The Pub
Social Security(
There are some
fecting children in tl

Thompson-Dick Vows To Be Read

Deborah Wyatt Is
Honored At Tea
At Travis Home

Obstetrics and Gynecology

It's Time To Get Your Fall Supply
of Sunday School Literature at . . .

THE CHRISTIAN
BOOK CENTER

ARNOLD BOY
Jeffrey Lamont is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Arnold of Murray Route Eight
for their baby boy, weighing
seven pounds ten ounces, born
on Sunday, July 29, at 4:42 a.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital..
The new father is employed at
the Murray Division of the
Tappan Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Loyd Arnold of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
McCauley of Hickman.,

Living Word Curriculum

Franc's Dra
0

Look in the section
your birthday comes
what your outlook is,
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Some good news yo
hoping for will come
of a suspenseful day. 1
- and not too anxiou
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Yoir ikg to get a
amodds d
arpdingly
for advice. Romano
too.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Don't let a.m.
pointrnents get you cit
progress indicated d
Wulf affer no&L Tr3
the pace.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Take a second Inc
objectives - and
your limitations. Vol
aiming too high for th

LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
A clash of terr!
could cause needles
Don't jeopardize
friendship by becomi
emotionaL
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Some situations
beyond your metro]
don't try to solve the
own initiative. Ask at
a trustworthy source.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. n)
A good day for cr
forts. Try to give t
ideas practical-and
- application.
SCORPIO
( Oct, 24 to Nov. 22)
As with Libra, you,
be creatively inspir
yourself jobs should ta
better than you antic

SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
This should be
stimulating weeke
travel and social
should prove enliven
there's a hint of new r
the air.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. M)
Watch the budget n
any ideas for ent4
which you can't roe
Tendency is to be re
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
. Don't plan any '
tivities. Day will
satisfactory if you Cal
yourself and do 5
structive thinking.
PISCM
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Don't fret if it
necessary to sacri
leisure time to bus
ters. Results will
make up for yo
pointment
YOU BORN TO[
hat
determined,
Individual; usually
ficient and self-conl
could succeed in the
are less dramatic
others of your S
brilliant wit, howe
make you an
comedian and, with
music, the music
field would be an kit
career. Other area
you could excel:
medicine, sculpturt
or decorating. Mai
drives you, attrac
admirers. Don't of
trying to dominate
you. Birthdate
Lauder, Scot. enter

&Christ-centered_ Bible teaching/
learning plan for fife.Changing
Christian education._
_
-----

Empties

FLORENCE, 19
Thieves who hijac
load of bottles frc
Philadelphia distil
got a 'surprise
opened the truck,
The bottles, 30,
were all empty.

SALE-on _SHEET MUSIC.

808Chestnut St

Phone 753-0425

Hours.
8- Mon.-Thurs.8 a.m.-9 .m. Fri. 9-5 Sat,
'4
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Social Security Law Changes Affect Rules
From The Paducah
Security Law. A major change
Social Security Office
is that a child who is getting
There are some rules af- benefits even though he is
fecting children in the Social adopted by someone not related
to him, will not be terminated.
Previously, a child's check

stopped if he was adopted by
someone other than his uncle,
aunt, grandparent or stepparent. Now, an entitled child
gets checkseven if he is adopted
by complete strangers and even

if his name is changed.
Another rule allows a child to
get payments on the work
record of his grandparent, if his
natural parents are dead or
disabled and he's living with

and receiving at least/
2support on behalf of the child must be
1
from the grandparent at the made at the Social Sedurity
time the grandparent dies, office.
retires, or becomes disabled.
A third change affects
The Congress added this rule to students who are in school or
take care of children who would college and reach age 22 before
look to grandparents for sup- finishing school. The Law
port. This rule is effective allows checks to be continued to
January 1973. A new application the end ot tbe school term atter

attainment of age 22. If the in January 1973, and applies
school's on a semester or only to undergraduate work. U
quarter system, checks con- the
student already has sop
tinue to the end of the semester bachelor's degree from a- or quarter.
college or university, his check,
If the school is not on such a stop at age 31, as before.
For more information about
system, checks continue
through the 2nd month after the these benefits, call the Paducah'
birthday, Ibis rule is 'elective office at 443-7506.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
AUGUST 4, 1973

•WE HAVE THE LARGEST SELECTION
•WE HAVE THE LOWEST PRICES

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Some good news you've been
hoping for will come at the end
of a suspenseful day. Be patient
— and not too anxious.

"r,r4

TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to Bby 21)
Your day bilaTillad. An
associate of imporkesto will be
surprisingly hill1111 WIWIasked
for advice. Romero* fevered,
too.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 116
9
Don't let a.m. disappointments get you down. Good
progress indicated during the
howl- affer nodn. Try to
the pace.
CANCER
41
( June V to July 23) .0
Take a second look at your
objectives — and recognize
your limitations. You may be
aiming too high for the present.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
A clash of temperaments
couid cause needless friction.
Don't jeopardize a warm
friendship by becoming overly
emotion
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Some situations will be
beyond your control now, so
don't try to solve them en your
owe initiative. Ask advice from
a trustworthy source.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) IngnE
A good day for creative efforts. Try to give theoretical
Ideas practical — and profitable
— application
SCORPIO
( Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
As with Libra, you, too, may
be creatively inspired_ Do-ityourself jobs should turn out far
better than you anticipate.

tatigt

nt,AV,

yiptitp
SAGITT ARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 31)This should be a 'highly
stimulating weekend. Both
travel and social activities
should prove enlivening. Also,
there's a hint of new romance in
the air.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) VII61f
Watch the budget now. Reject
any ideas for entertainment
which you can't really afford.
Tendency is to be reckless.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) *SOIA
Don't plan any hectic activities. Day will be more
satisfactory if you can get off by
yourself and do some constructive thinking.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Don't fret if it becomes
necessary to sacrifice some
leisure time to business matters. Results will more than
make up for your disappointment.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
determined, hard-working
Individual; usually highly efficient and self-contained. You
could succeed in the theater but
are less dramatic than many
others of your Sign. Your
brilliant wit, however, would
make you an excellent
comedian and, with your love of
music, the musical comedy
field would be an ideal choice of
career. Other areas in which
you could excel: the law,
medicine, sculpture, designing
or decorating. Magnetic force
drives you, attracts success,
admirers. Don't offset this by
trying to dominate those about
you. Birthdate of: Harry
Lauder, Scot entertainer.

FALL WOOLENS $
• First Quality, Full Bolts
•52" to 54" wide
•100% Woolens
•Mohair and Woolens
• Nylon and Woolens

•Classic Tweeds
• Herringbones
• Plaids and Checks
• Solids and Fancies
• and many, many others

A

SAVE FROM $1.55 TO $2.55 A YARD ON STEVENS"H26"

WASHABLE, DYED TO MATCH

WOOLENS
•First Quality, Full Bolts
•70% Wool, 30% Nylon
•Machine Washable

• Matching Flannels & Fancies
• Checks, Plaids, Novelties _
• and many, many °then-- .

SAVE TO $5.11 A YARD ON NEW FALL

• First Quality, Full Bolts, 60 to 66" wide
• New Fall Colors, Weaves k Patterns
• Over 300 different patterns to choose from
• Ideal For Sweater Dresses, Pants Suits, Separates
Bolts
Quality , Full
values
First
$4.99
•
to
Regular k3.99 Checks,Plaids etc.
•
Tweeds,
savings
Solids,
extra
•
selt-lined for
All
last
•
600 yards
•while

AY
USE OUR LAY-AW
will hold your
WE SELL FOR LESS
BECAUSE WE OWN OUR OWN MILLS!

A small down payment
purchafairir you .--ftuy now, sew later

A DIVISION OF ONE OF THE WORLD'S FOREMOST APPAREL MANUFACTURERS

Empties
.. .
•

FLORENCE, WI. (AP) —
Thieves who hilackhijackeda truckIssd d bottles from outside a
distillery recently
got a 'surprise when they
opened the truck,Police said.
The 'Potties, 30,000 of them,
were all empty

Paris, Tn.

FIRST
QUALITY
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Okker Upset
In Tourney

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
Have the Oakland A's become the Oakland Avises?
"I guess we're like Avis;
well have to try harder," Manager Dick Williams said after
the world champion A's lost to
Minnesota 6-3 Thursday night
and became No. 2 in the American League's West Division,
one game behind the Kansas
City Royals, who beat Chicago
3-1.
Larry Hisle collected a
double and two singles, scored
N o runs and drove in another
to spark the Twins while Bobby
Darwin drilled his 14th homer.
Kansas City's victory behind
the nine-hit pitching of Dirk
Drago and Gene Garber was
the Royals' fifth in a row.
Coupled with Oakland's loss, it
moved the Royals one game
ahead of the A's and put them
14 games over .500 for the first

time in the club's five-year history.
Elsewhere, the New York
Yankees took a 10-0 drubbing
by the Boston Red Sox, the
Cleveland Indians blanked the
Baltimore Orioles 6-0, the Milwaukee Brewers cooled off the
Detroit Tigers 6-3 and the California Angels edged the Texas
Rangers 3-2.
Red Sox 10, Yankees 0
The Red Sox exploded for
five runs in the first inning on
home runs by Orlando Cepeda
and Carlton Fisk.
Steve Kline, making his first
start since he went on the disabled list with arm trouble
June 24, retired the first two
batters but Reg(ie Smith beat
out an infield hit, Carl Yastrzemski walked and Cepeda
hornered. Kline left after walking Rico Petrocelli and Fisk
greeted Doc Medich with his
20th home run.

Grandpa Rank Wins
Feature At Ellis

Home TV Blackouts
Might Be Banned

NATIONAL LEAGUE
bats)--BATTING (250 at
Rose, Cin, .337. Watson, 1-Itn,
RUNS—Bonds, SF, 93; Rose,
Cin, 80.

RUNS BATTED IN—Bench,
Indians 6, Orioles
81; Evans, Atl, 78.
Gaylord Perry, the 1972 Cy Cin,
HITS—Rose, Cin, 149, Wat
Young Award winner, fired a son, Htri, 134.
DOUBLES—Staub, NY, 38.
five-hitter and struck out the
Cardenal, Chi, 27; Morgan, Cin,
2,000th batter of his career to 27.
TRIPLES--Metzger, Htn, 13.
lead the Indians over the OriSF, 9
oles. He is the 24th pitcher to Matthews.
HOME RUNS—Stargell, Pgh,
reach that plateau.
31, Evans, Atl, 31.
BASES—Morgan,
STOLEN
Chris Chambliss cracked a
Cin, 41; Brock, StL, 38.
run-scoring double in the first
Decisions)—
PITCHING (9
inning and Ron Lolich's double Twitchell, Phi, 10-3, 769, 2.02;
.722, 1.87.
13-5,
NY,
Seaver,
made it 2-0 in the second. The
NY,
STRIKEOUTS—Seaver,
Indians kayoed Don Hood with 166, Carlton, Phi, 159; Sutton,
LA,
159.
four more runs in the third.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Brewers 6, Tigers 3
bats)—
BATTING (250 at
Darrell Porter's three-run Carew, Min, .345; D.May, Mil,
homer capped a four-run sixth 325
RUNS—R.Jackson, Oak, 74;
inning that enabled the Brew- Otis, KC. 73.
BATTED
RUNS
IN—May
ers to snap the Tigers' eight- berry,
KC. 85; R.Jeckson, Oak,
game winning streak.
84
HITS—D.AAay, Mil, 137; Mur
Bob Coluccio also homered
cer, NY, 134
for the Brewers.
DOUBLES—Braun, Min, 22,
A Rodriguez, Det, 21; Melton,
Angels 3, Rangers 2
21.
Chi,
scatRyan
Fireballing Nolan
TRIPLES—Carew, Min, 9,
tered eight hits and struck out Coggins. Bat, 7; Briggs, Mil, 7
RUNS—R.Jackson,
HOME
11 in hurling the Angels past
24; Mayberry, KC, 21;
the Rangers. It was his first Oak
Otis, KC, 21.
BASES—North,
victory since he pitched a noSTOLEN
Oak, 36; Patek, KC, 24.
hitter against Detroit July 15.
Decisions)—
PITCHING (9
California scored twice in the Hunter, Oak, 15-3, .833, 3.32;
bottom of the third on a sacri- Splittorff, KC, 14-5, .737, 3.22.
STRIKEOUTS— N-RYan----014.-__
fice fly by Sandy Alomar and 250;
Blyleven, Min, 164
GallaAlan
by
an RBI single
gher. Newcomer Billy Parker
GOLF
delivered what proved to be the
HARRISON. N.Y. — Steady
winning run with a sacrifice fly rain forced the postponement of
in the sixth.
the first round in the $250,000
Westchester Golf Classic.
National League scores: Los
LEWISTON, N.Y — Jay
Angeles 4, Houston 2 in 11 in- Haas, 18, of Belleville, Ill , carnings; Cincinnati 17, Atlanta 2; ded a two-under-par 65 and
Montreal 2, St. Louis 0; Phila- took the lead after the opening
delphia 4, Chicago 1; New York round -of the Porter Cup Amateur Golf Tounament.
-6, Pittsburgh 1.
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Thomas, whose running abili- sive
fourth inning including a home run by Shirley ties most Redskins fans have center Jack Rudnay is still not came from Washington for the
the
until
scoreless
In the 10-11 boys' division,
Wilferd.
820,000 waiver price.
when they scored six runs.
on known.
George Bell's six hole total of 36
Cline and Sims carried the only heard about, will be
Peoples Bank came back big sticks for the Acers with display.
was the best while Trent Jones
strong in the fourth also to score three hits each.
With a couple of exceptions,
was the runnerup with a 38.
four more runs.
the Redskins starting lineup
Dick
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will be the same as the team
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Staubach would give way in the man of the House subcom- ketball Association commissionBoys in the nine and under four four innings then Burger
ture race at Ellis Park Thurs- second half to Jack Concannon.
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There is also a chance that says he's convinced Congress broadcasting
Paul Austin took that
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'Five Games Played In

Molar League
Leaders
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

1973 Pontiac Catalina, 2 door hard top, double power and
air, 6,500 miles, company owned demonstrator, like
new car for a used car price.
1972 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, green,full power and air, one
owner,local car, 15,000 actual miles,clean as new.
1972 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, blue, full power and factory
air, one owner local car,sharp as a brier.
1972 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, full power and air, one
owner, local car, clean as a whip.
1972 Pontiac Grand Safari Station wagon, full power and
factory air, tape player, local car, slick as a hounds
tooth
1971 Oldsmobile Delta 88, 4 door Sedan, double power and
factory air, one owner car, sharp
1970 Oldsmobile Delta 88, 4 door hard top, power and air,
Kentucky car, sharp
1969 Oldsmobile Delta 88,4 door sedan, slick as a mole, air
and power,
1968 Plymouth Baracuda. 4 speed, with factory air, one
owner, local car. It's a little dandy.
1966 Ford. 4 door Sedan,red as a fox.
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Junior Golf
is Held On
Thursday

Royals Move Into Lead
-As-Oakland A's Falter

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Helfrey Is
Top Winner
At raducalt

league
rs were victorious last night as they defeated the
KENTUCKY LEAGUE ALL-STARS—The Kentucky League All-Sta
and Jim Gough,
coach
Ails,
Willard
coach;
Robinson,
Frank
right,
champion Cubs 7-5. Members of the-All-Stars are top row, left to
ro%, Paul
Daniel, Dwight McDowell and Dave Jaws. Front
coach. Second row, Craig Rogers, Steve Gough, Mike Kurz, Bobby
and David Story.
Denton, Kelly Rogers, Bill Shelton, Joe Mark Ails, Bill Milton
'4 Staff Photo by Mike Brandon
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LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) — In
a stunning upset, unseeded Antonio Munoz of Spain towed
second-secled Tom Okker of The
Netherlands 6-3, 6-4 Thursday
in the third round of the Pro
Tennis Classic at the Louisville
Tennis Center.
"I was awful," said the short,
slim Dutchman after the
match. "I couldn't get my
serve in and he got his in. That
made a big difference."
Dicker was the fifth of eight
seeded players to be eliminated
in the first four days of the
week-long tournament.
Also defeated Thursday was
Marty Riese& of Chicago, No.
5, who fell to Australia's Ross
Case 7-6, 6-4.
Top.seeded Arthur Ashe of
Miami, Fla., defending tournament champion,seventh-seeded
Roscoe Tanner of Lookout
Mountain, Tenn., and No.
Clark Graebner of New York
were eliminated in secondround play Wednesday.
Okker lost last year to Cliff
mitt of
aides in an effort to get by the outstretched
Drysdale in the quarterfinals.
OL1' AT HOME—Joe Mark Albs of the All-Stars
7a
take
to
rallied
rs
manages to tag out Ails. The All-Sta
In other action Thursday,
catcher Alan Warner of the Cubs but Warner
Cubs.
John Newcombe of
champion
sixth-seeded
league
the
over
win
5
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)
Mistretta defeated Ed Gibbs of
Miami Beach, Fla., 6-3, 6-3, and
third-seeded Nikki Pilic of Yugoslavia downed Australian
Bob Carmichael 7-5,6-1.
Philic and Newcombe will
meet in quarterfinal play today.
The only other seed to advance to the quarterfinals was
ManWtOintites of Sptdri7No. 4,
.wo times for the winners ',hilt
UMW season
The Kai
Kelly
and
Rogers
Craig
who defeated George Goven of
Gough,
the
came to a doss lest algid at
once
scored
6-1, 6 2.
each
France,
Rogers
city park as the AB-Stars rallied
By JANE BRANDON
For the league champion
Dick Crealy, unseeded, of
champion
league
the
defeat
to
Tom Helfrey, 70 of Evan- Australia, advanced to the
Cube. Dan Potts and Alan
Cubs 7-5
and sville, Indiana, was the top quarterfinals with a 6-1, 6-2 vicsingled
each
Warner
Three pitchers. Bob Daniel,
driver at Paducah International tory over Brian Fairlie of New
doubled.
Steve Gough, and Craig Rogers,
Cubs managed to Raceway Saturday night.
other
Two
Zealand. Crealy defeated Tan10
for
mound
combined on the
super ner Wednesday.
big
Tim
the
game
took
the
Helfrey
in
safely
hit
strikeouts for the All-Stars.
Berkley smacked a double and stock feature race winning 8500
Guillermo Villas of Argentina
The Cubs used Brett Warner,
reached on a single. for first place. Helfrey also took defeated Graebner in secondWells
Brad
McClure
Greg
and
Tim Berkley
Warner, Potts, Wells, Tommy top time for the night with 19.473 round play Wednesday, and
on the mound and that trio
and Gary Eaker all seconds.
went on to down John Alexancombined for a total of five Hendon
Bobby English, 3, Benton, der of Australia 8-2, 7-5 Thursscored runs for the Cubs
strikeouts.
Other members the Cubs won the fast heat and the slow day. Vitas Gerulaitis of New
For the winning All-Stars,
Stan Rushing, Louis heat went to Cotton Glisson, 44 York defeated Dick Dell of
were
Steve Gough had two hits, inZimmerman and Mike Rogers. from Paducah in the stock Bethesda, Md. 2-8,7-5, 6-3.
cluding a double and a single
Tommy Hendon of the Cubs division.
Gerulaitis will face Crealy in
while Kelly Rogers singled
smacked three homers to lead
Bobby Jones, 44, won the today's quarterfinals. Orantes
twice.
in that department sprint car top qualifying time meets Case and Munoz faces
Other hits for the All-Stars the league
the season.
and the first heat race.
Villas.
included a double by Craig for
Warner of the Cube led
Alan
Russ Recine, 5, took the
Milton
Bill
by
single
Rogers. a
HOCKEY
the Kentucky League in hits and second heat in the sprint
and a single by Joe Mark Ails.
CLEVEIAND — The Clevedoubled
Other members of the AllWorld
Three members of the Cubs,
Fast heat—Bobby English, 3; land Crusaders of the
Star team who saw action were
Tim Charlie Jett, 60; Bill Hay, 97; Hockey Association announced
and
Warner
Alan
and
Brett
David
Mike Kiwi, Dave Jones,
joined Bill Milton of Jerry Inman, D-7, and Jesse the signing of left wing Billy
Story, Bill Shelton, Paul Denton Berkley,
Heincil, formerly with the the
in sharing the league Ladd, 77.
Reds
the
and Dwight McDowell.
Providence Reds of the Ameritriples.
most
the
Glisson,
for
honors
heat—Cotton
Slow
scored
Milton and Ails each
Mark West of the Reds led the 44,; Jerry Wyatt, 13; Roy can Hockey League.
league in bases on balls.
Rodgers, 115; Don Taylor, 90
Craig Rogers of the Cards, and Melvin Woodford, 14 Jr.
Feature race-Tom Helfrey,
Bob Daniel of the Reds, Greg
McClure of the Cubs and Steve 70; Bill Hay, 97; Bob Calhoun,
Gough of the Mets all shared the 1; Charlie Jett, 60; Jesse Ladd,
lead for the most strikeouts for 77; Cotton Glisson, 44; Jerry
a pitcher in the league this Wyatt, 13 and Raymond
Rodgers, 90.
season.
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A number of TV shows
haven't ,, hired Sahl since he
started talking a lot about the
CIA. "I have the reputation of
being an outlaw. But all the
shows I worked, I submitted
material two weeks ahead to
the legal staff. I saw no reason
to penalize the people I worked
with. We share a common problegn — libel.
4,'A man without his work is
really a eunuch. I never understood guys who want to retire
and play golf. I want to be part
of the action.
"I worked somehow. I moved
to the colleges. The kids are
very dull at the schools now,
now that there is no draft. I
can make them laugh, as a professional comedian, but they
cian't have the same perception.
i"It is all going to turn around
nliw, my acceptability. It's goto change because I waited.
is the third act now. I didn't
ept the second act as the
tain."
The curtain went up 20 years
ago, when Sahl made the very
first comedy album.
! Sahl has a follow-up LP in
grand, ."It's going to be about:
Odhen you train an agency to
Overthrow governments, it is
likely to rehearse here at
home."
. He's also writing his autoand will be in the
o
I 'ography
t
vie, "The Head of Alfred
Garcia." "It's about a bounty
hunter, played by me. We start
Sept. 3,10 weeks in Mexico City.
We're making it outside the
country to help the balance of
payments."
Singles out on Watergate include "Watergate," Diclue
Goodman, the only one on the best-selling charts; "Son of
Checkers," Don Imus; 'Tricky
Dicky Rides Again," Jim Capaldi; "The Watergate Blues,"
Tom T. Hall; "The Watergate
Blues," Red River Dave; "Haldeman, Ehrlichrnan, Mitchell
and Dean," Robert Warren,
and David Allen Coe's -How
High's the Watergate, Martha?",
1,13s take longer to come out.
Ten are planned at the moment, including "Watergate
CoMedy Hour" and "Pure BS,"
by comedians Burns and Schriher, and one by George Carlin,
and David Frye.
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History Served
With A
Certain Flair

By MARY CAMPBELL
AP Newsfeatures Writer
The Watergate break-in is
being investigated and the
voice of Mort Sahl is once
again heard in the land.
Sahl, now 46, has a new LP
out, his 11th, made and processed in 17 days, called "Sing a
Song of Watergate," on GNP
Crescendo. It isn't the only
recording about Watergate -in fact there's a flood of them.
But before we list some of the
others, we'll chat with Sahl.
Sahl talks fast, skips quickly
from one subject to another,
smiles engagingly, tells facts,
opinions and one-line jokes,
shooting, as he says, at both
sides. He has thoroughly digested tharday's newspapers,
which provide him with material for comment.
He made the record,,he says,
"Because I want to have a
hand in what goes on in this
country, good or bad. I'm not
Jack Parr. I don't retire. I
want to be as active on as
many fronts as possible until
I'm dead.
"I lean to the left to correct
the drift in my country. If they
continue to attack Nixon I'll
have to defend him to restore
the balance. You want to know
my politics? I'm floating in orbit until I'm cleared for landing. I just have to keep attacking people, shoot on both sides.
"I've known Nixon 20 years.
One,time at a dinner in Los Angeles in 1964 he said,'You have
au epic chance to be Will Rogers. If you remember to keep
a fire under our behind as well

MORT SAME
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LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

PARKER FORD, Inc.
4.

DIAL 753-6363

TIME and
TEMPERATURE
DAY or NIGHT

plenty to say. One track of my
album is Watergate and the
rest is stuff I've been doing for
the last 10 years. The CIA is in
it. It's only the CIA's latest
plot. You've get to know what
the origins of this are; it's not
a government, that suddenly
went crazy.
"I only made one track about
Watergate because I like my
albums to have a historical perspective.
"I know a let of the principals in the case, including the
President, if he is involved."
Placing is tongue in his cheek,
he adds, "I find it hard to believe that he knew. He has a
quality of innocence, I've
found, over the years.
• •1 said in Miami this adminas theirs, you can make us honistration would be more corrupt
est.' I doubt that; it's too late
than Harding rind not as colorfor that; but those were his
ful. At least the British have
words. I don't know what hapsome women in their scandals.
pens to Bob Hope in that in"The liberals have no sense
stance.
of humor. My following is nev"Our job, as comedians, is to
er the liberals. They hate me
take national tragedy in Amerand I hate them. How do you
ica and make it funny. Exthink the country got this wayample — World War II was not
the indifference of the liberals.
funny. Bill Mauldin drew a carIt is not that people don't know.
toon of two officers in Italy
They hope the rat-infested
looking at the sunset and one
ghetto will stay on one side of
said, 'What a beautiful view.
town and they can stay on the
Do the enlisted men have one,
other side. But they know. They
too?' and made a grim subject
don't want to know so they
funny. I make people laugh at
don't have to do anything about
the government's blundering efit.
forts to suppress evidence.
"Jack Webb is a close friend
People are much more open to
of mine in ,LA, You shake
the truth when they're laughEvery fall the harp seal mihands with him or Duke Wayne
Said says, "Fifteen people
and you can put it in the bank.
grates from the Arctic to the
were doing Watergate albums
Jack said, 'I believe in law and
Gulf of St. Lawrence, off Neworder and Nixon and I don't
foundland — a 2,000-mile jourhit none of them were political
agree with anything you say
ney — to breed on the exposed
comedians. I knew there was
but there is room for what you
ice.
believe in.' I never heard
liberals say,'There is room for
I you' I'll take George Wallace.
any day, not George McGovern.
For Correct
1
"But 1 have a natural affinity
inHe
with EugeneiMcCarthy.
WDXR
KFVS
WSIX
WPSD
WLAC
WSM
troduced me To Catholic humor
29
Ch.
Ch. 12
Ch. 8
and Irish humor. I'm sick o
Ch. 6
Ch. 5
Ch. 4
Paducah
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Noshwell•
Pflashvoll•
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Mo.tv,iis
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Highlights

Friday

is a seA guitar- for a birthday. amateur musicians
lection of sheet music (startmusical
the
for
accessories
ing at under $3) in their fabride and groom. a recorder
vorite moods.
for mom,or a harmonica and
For the beginner there are
some rhythm instruments for
to learn instruments
easy
house
a
the young child as
and self instruction aids —
gift. all are welcome gifts.
(from under $3
And the price is always right. harmonicas
$50); recorders
than
more
to
hunhave
stores
Music ,
(about
dreds of gift ideas for every- (about $7); ukeleles
(non-elecone on ,yOur shopping list $10), and acoustic
(beginning at
and in einlry price category. tric) guitars
aids begin
Teaching
$40).
An appropriate gift for all at less than $1.
For the adult or child who
wants to play a more sophisticated instrument, there are
brass (trumpet and trombone) under $200 and woodwinds (flute. clarinet) which
Friday—August 10
begin at about $150.
12:00 Noon Movie: Channel 3.
"Wings for the Eagle." Ann
Sheridan, Dennis Morgan.
How everybody pitched in at
Lockheed Air Force Base for
the war effort.
4:00 p.m. Movie: Channel 4.
"Brighty of the Grand
Canyon." (1967) Joseph
Cotten,Pat Conway. Etrighty,
YOUNG WINSTON'S WARS.
a freedom-loving burro finds
Edited by Frederick Woods.
his adventures lead him to
Viking. 350 Pages. $13.95.
encounters with
perilous
We should all remember that
mountain lions, the raging
Sir Winston Churchill, the first
Colorado River and a
Englishman not a member of
murderer.
the royal family to receive a
8:00 PAO. Movie: Channels 4, 6.
formal state funeral since the
''The' SUbject Was Roses,"
Duke of Wellington, won his
starring Patricia Neal, Jack
spurs as both writer and politi•
Albettsoir and Martin Sheen.
cian the hard way.
In this book Churchill's early
A son returns home from the
Arms only to find unhap- accounts aS a correspondent in
three wars are brought togethpiness and discord between
er. against the hostile tribeshis parents.
men on the northwest frontier
N.
Channel
p.m.
Movie:
8:00
of India, in the Sudan. and in
"Tht Miracle of Morgan's
the Boer War.
Creek," Betty Hutton, Eddie
Frederick Woods has served
BraCken. Rejected by the
history well in collecting these
writings, most of which are
Army,Norval loses his girl to
hard to find today.
a soldier but he becomes the
The first thing that strikes us
greatest hero of them all.
10:30 NM. Late Movie: Channel is the contrast with Churchill's
later writings. The rolling peri12 11:30 on Channel 5). "Cry
and eloquent prose of the
ods
of the Battshee," starring
World War I and World War II
Vincent Price_ Suspense
memoirs were still to evolve.
drains of a magistrate whose
Also, we are startled by the
perVerse sense of justice
way war correspondence has
drives him to evil and
changed in the last 75 years. In
sadistic deeds of vengeance.
young Churchill's day it was so
10:30 p.m. Movie: Channel 29, personal, like a photograph tak"The Monolitch Monsters." en with a very narrow lens.
And often the correspondent
(1947) Grant Williams, Lola
as much a soldier as a rewas
Albright. As meteor shatters
Churchill buffs will enporter.
in California desert, strange
toy this fledgling view of their
series of deaths occur.
•
sero. •

Musical Gifts Suitable Mort Sahl Pipes Up on Watergate
For Every Occasion
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Bob Crick (beton, left), Anne Archer (top, right), David Spielberg (top, left) and Anita Gillette
)bottom, right) are starred, respectively, as "Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice," In the new ABC Television
Network series to premiere hi the fall The half-boar series will air on Wednesdays (7:30 p.m., EDT).
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11:00 p.m.-Movie: channel
"Invisible Woman" John
Barrymore, John Howard.
Eccentric scientist causes a
series of mysterious goingson when he makes a girl

72

the part he took in America's
fight for independence.

"John Paul Jones" Robert
Stack, Macdonald Carey.
Historical biographical
drama of John Paul Jones
and his valiant fight for a
strong American Navy and

11:00 p.m.-Movie: channel 6

million dollar treasure.

10:00 p.m.-Movie: channel 29
.'Dead Men Tell" Sidney
Toler, Sheila Ryan The
famous detective gets his
answers from the "dead",
when he is searching for a 60

Nemo.

such as Richard Strauss.

Mencken's beginnings in criticism
books, plays, music.
His perceptive appraisals of
creative figures were seldom
wrong or abandoned by the author: writers such as Joseph
Conrad, dramatists such as
Henrik Ibsen, and composers
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p.m.-Movie:
, channel 29

"Mysterious Island" Joan
Greenwood, Michael Craig.
Five men after escaping
from a Confederate prison in
an observation balloon find
themselves on a South Seas'
Island where they encounter
a giant bird, giant crab, two
British girls, band of cut
throat pirates and Capt.

8:00

8:00 p.m.-Movie: channels 3,8
"The Long Duel" Yul
Brynner and Tnevor Howard
star in the epic adventure
story of two txinorable men
forced into cohflict during
the 1920's rebellion in India.

crime.

where Mencken got his start.
There also are selections of

The earliest samplings are
from the Baltimore newspapers

THE YOUNG MENCKEN.
Collected by Carl Bode. Dial.
576 Pages. 115.
Most serious students of
American letters are familiar
with what Alistair Cooke called
the "vintage Mencken," the later writings of the great American critic H. L. Mencken, now
dead more than 17 years.
Carl Bode, a professor of
English and author of a thorough Mencken biography, offers here a delightful collection
of well-chosen examples of both
early prose and, surprisingly,
verse by the Sage of Baltimore.

A Glimpse
At Early
Mencken
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Saturday, August 4

of hobby - robbing
DAVIS stars as an energetic widow who discovers a different kind
14 in color on
banks- "Barmy O'Hare." adventure film on -The CBS Late Movie" Tuesday, Aug.
the CBS !Television Network. Rebroadcast).

3:30 p.m.-Movie: channel 12
"Quicksand" Mickey Rooney,
Jeanene
Cagney.
Garage mechanic "borrows"
twenty dollars for a date, and
before he knows it he sinks
deeper into quicksand of

girl he married; his rise to
fame and fortune.

1:00 p.m.-Movie: channel 8
"Story of WW Rogers" Jane
Wyman, Will Rogers, Jr.
Story of WW Rogers and the

man.

12:30 p.m.-Movie: channel 29
"Swingers Paradise" Cliff
, Richards, Walter Slezak.
Singing group jcins a movie
group where one of their
members is hired as a stunt

Saturday, August 4
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"The Glass Wall"- Vittorio
Gassman, Gloria Grahame.
European refugee in New
York as stowaway, is about
to be deported when he
escapes to get aid from a
musician he once hid from
the Nazis.
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18:00 p.m. - Movie: Channel

girlfriend.

Jack Carson, Lola Albright.
The mishaps and misadventures befalling a "Good
his
and
Humor" man

8:00 p.m.- MoVie: Channel 29.
"The Good Humor Man" -

"Stowaway" - Shirley
Temple, Robert Young.
Daughter of slain Chinese
missionary stows away on
playboy's yacht.

epidemic.
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suggested she was a blonde
bombshell and alleged she is
one of those chic, inner-circle
who
journalists
Washington
thrive on the outrageous.

hed that someone would ask
again what she felt abbut a
Now York magazine article.
- Add article was about her. It

the revised and revamped
-CBS Morning News" shoat.
Rudd, 52, seemed more at
ease and mildly amused at the
goings-on. Miss Quinn, 32, appeared slightly tired and wor-

seats a party of four.
The idea of the lunch, aside
from free eats, was to let the
scriveners talk with Rudd and
Miss Quinn, who on Monday
take over as the coanchors on

exclusive restaurant, the kind
of place where, if you pop a
button, a waiter immediately
hurls a tablecloth on it and

a
quiet, intimate lunch the other
day with some 15 scriveners, a
pride of CBS News executives,
Hughes Rudd of Waco, Tex.,
and Sally Quinn of Savannah,
Ga., and Washington, D.C.
The gathering occurred at an

By JAY SHARBUTT
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - Had
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*"GRIMPA'S FAIRY TALES FOR ADULTS"
z***************

4Late Show[X] 18 & Over 1 1:30 p.m.*

Sunday Highlights
Sunday,August 5
12:30 p.m.-Movie: channel 12
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Production of
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2:30-5:00-7:30-10:00

Coming Soon! *
"40 CARATS" *
"CAMELOT" *

Chicago and Los Angeles.

ROSS HUNTER'S
MUMCAl

"a
she
and Rudd have been on the
road, promoting the new shoi.i
,
with interviews in Cleveland'

the show biz bible, calls
heavy press rush."
For the last two weeks,

and feature writer.
Since her signing with CBS,
the tables have zeen turned
and she's gotten what Variety,

last four years on the Washington Post as e party reporter

vision experience, has spent the

Hell's Angels and freaking out
on foreign substances while
covering a story in Las Vegas,
Nev.
Miss Quinn, who comes to
her new job without any tele-

analyst for the show.
Thompson, now national affairs editor for Rolling Stone,
has written at length about the

places other than New York"people still think we're a
bunch of effete Eastern liberal
snobs"-and mused about
whether CBS would hire Hunter
S. Thompson as a political

Texas newspaperman.
In between, he allowed as
how he'd occasionally like to do
the "CBS Morning News" from

sold by the late Wick Fowler, a

He wandered from table to
table at the luncheon, amiably
damning the feebleness of Manhattan chili and praising the
gusto of the "Five Alarm Chili"

rica and Europe.
A 14-year veteran of CBS
News duty in such places as
Berlin, Moscow and Vietnam,
he still seems more Waco than
world-traveler. He just needs a
jaw of Day's Work and a
toothpick to complete the image.

Columbia Pictures presents

CINEMA 1

,
VW Alma Ls ON* 11.•*

CINEMAS

CENTRAL

War II service as an Army artillery spotter pilot in North Af-

wandering newspaperman most
of his adult life, save for World

dove
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marries a girl less than half
his age.

11:30 p.m. — Late Movie:
Channel 12(11:30 on Channel
5) "Lola," starring Charles
Bronson, Susan George,
Orson Bean, Trevor Howard,
Kay Medford and Paul Ford.
Domestic drama about an
Who
writer
American

revolt and the lady who is the
actual chieftain and the wife
of the conniving commander
)
of the British forces.

Knowles. Canadian rebellion
England-romance
between active leader of
against

porpoises will be entangled in
fishnets.

guard such beasts as porpoisas,
the National Marine Fisheries
Service has slapped on the
regulation, hoping that fewer

1973
FRIDAY-AUGUST 3,

CBS Morning News To Premiere

NOT ON PORPOISE
WASHINGTON (AP) - You
should know that it's illegal now
The article was read by practo place radio transmitters on
everybody who is anytically
porpoises.
of
the backs
body in New York and WashWho would want to do a thing
111/10w. which may have driven
like that? Tuna fishermen,
.
Ste magazine's circulathat's who. They do it because
porpoises chase tuna and if you
tion that week. Miss Quinn,
can locate the porpoises easil)',
meanwhile, got mad at the auyou can zero in easily on the
thor.
tuna.
Rudd hasn't been embroiled
Since the Marine Animals
in such matters. He's been a
to
intended
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Thursday, August 9

falls for girl
horse rancher and he puts
feelings aside to fight
Veternarian

3:30 p.m. - Movie: Channel 3
"Stallion ,Road." Ronald
Smith.
Reagan, Alexis
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PANY
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A Return to Improvisation
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j 7:00 THE CHANESE
WAY: Pig Roasting and
Pork Vegetable
7:30 EKU PRESENTS:
i Denny Brooks: Guitarist
Denny Brooks performs and
chats with WEKU-FM's
HAL BURTON. Denny
talks about his tours and
concerts.
' 8:00 PLAYHOUSE N.Y.
Biography - Gertrude Stein
; 9:30 CHANGING MUSIC:
,
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Thursday Highlights
Thursday, August 9
1:30 p.m.- Movie: Channel 29.
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5 00 MISTER ROGERS

TUESDAY, AUGUST 7

WEEK IN REVIEW
10:30 BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE NEWS

9:30 BOOK BEAT: Facing
the Lions
1 0 . 00 WASHINGTON

730 JUST JAZZ Don
Byes
8:00 SPECIAL OF THE
WEEK: The Coming Asunder of Jimmy Bright

fore winter.

7:00 MAKING THINGS
GROW III: High Summer
Thalassa shows how to profit as plants make one last
glorious burst of bloom be-
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PANY
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7.00 ZOOM
7:30 FRENCH CHEF The
Lobster Show
8:00 EVENING AT POPS
Carmen De Lavallade
9:00 MASTERPIECE
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10:00 FIRING LINE
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-That was a very lucky break
for me. It gave me the inside to
publishing and songwriting. I've
been able to untile the experience in my personal
career," he said.
He passed this knowledge on.
His father, Thomas Overstreet
Sr., retired and moved to Music
Clty with Tommy and is head of
his two music publishing
companies. His mother is the
president of Tommy's fan club.
Something new for his career
is television. He will soon be
starring in his own syndicated
television show, which will be
produced in Tulsa. Oklahoma
under the guiding hand of Jim
Halsey, his booking agent.
Halsey is also the agent for
Roy Clark, Minnie Pearl, Hank
Thompson, and Grandpa Jones.
Tommy is excited about the
new show because he feels he
and his band can offer a country

you,
and relatives to help support
added.
he
,"
can't
but yolk
to
When Overstreet did move
wasn't
Nashville in 1964, it
he
entirely as an artist. When
took
also
he
Dot,
with
signed
leadership of
over the Nashville
in

back
"You'd like to stay
friends
home, where you have

wish there was as recipe for
success for up and coming
songwriters, singers and
musicians, but there isn't.
Almost everyone I've talked to
came up a different way. What
worked for one can't necessarily
work for the other."
For the Dot Records star, it
was a "long, hard arduous
road." For the 37-year-old entertainer, a Houston radio show
at age 13 was the beginning, but
it wasn't until a few years ago
that things really began to
happen for him.
"I stayed in Texas until I felt I
was ready. I think that is one of
the prerequisites, that you have
to be ready when the door opens.
I also moved to Nashville, and
this is a prerequisite," he said,
Tommy points out that a
young or unknown artist must
move where the action is if he
expects to get into the big time.
Current centers of country
music growth, other than Nashville, are Los Angeles, Bakersfield, Chicago, and New York
Qty.
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escaping everyday cares for a
while.
Phil Thomas
AP Books Editor

This is a happy little book,
and reading it is a good was of

shows with her wit and wisdom. flirting with her 77-yearold bo friend; whipping a fat
young girl into good physical
condition, and fixing up her female editor with a man who's
too shy to talk to the girl ex(vpt over the telephone in a
disguised voice.

folks' home getting dusty isn't
her idea of living.
When she isn't jogging or
knitting, she's out charming the
nulltons who watch the TV talk

book is published, and this novel about an old woman's knittuig book is off and jugging -which is what Sadie likes to do
when she isn't knitting. Sadie,
obviously, isn't an ordinary oldster. Sitting around an old

publishing house.
The patterns are accepted, a

off
This is a novel - and a funny
one at that - about a 72 or 75year-old woman, she isn't sure,
who sends a bunch of her best
knitting patterns to a third rate

SADIF SHAPIRO'S KNITTING BOOK. By Robert Kimmel
Smith. Simon dr Schuster. 190
Pages. 1,5.95.
Don't let the title scare you

Author
Knits A
Funny Novel

By DARRELL ROWLETT
Tommy Overstreet, whose record "Send Me No Roses" is
topping the country charts at
press time, contends the question most frequently asked him
on the road concerns how an
aspiring young singer and-or
songwriter
enter
might
the profession.
According to
Overstreet,
which is his
real name,
Buck Owens
had the best
answer when
he said, "The
Rowlett
you
• harder
work the luckier you get."
Tommy observed,"It's true. 1

Wednesday, August 8

10:30 p.m. - Late Movie:
Channel 12(11:30 on Channel
Si "Fraulein Doktor,"
starring Suzy Kendall,
Kenneth Mere and Capucine.
One night during the First
World War,ti German U-boat
lands three people on the
British cOast. When two are
captured, a British Intelligence officer learns that
one of his prisoners is an
infamous German spy whose
mission is to kill the British
Field Marshal, and British
mobilizes
Intelligence
against the spy.

Basedon Broadway hit about
a rock 'n'roll singer about to
be drafted and his songwriter manager

9:30 p.m. — Movie: channel 29
"Bye, Bye, Birdie" - Janet
Leigh, Dick Van Dyke

7:30 p.m. - Mystery Movie:
Channels 4; 6. "'The Park'
Avenue Beat," starring
as
Widmark
Richard
Madigan. Racing against
time, Madigan tries to
prevent an old friend and expartner from committing
murder,

7:30 p.m.- Movie: Channels 3,
8. ''A Cold 14ight's Death" 90minute original suspensedrama made especially for
ABC starring Robert Culp.
Eli Vtallactyind Michael C.
Gwynne.INVD men isolated in
a snowbound mountain
laboratory to study the effects of altitude on apes
become victims themselves
of a terrifying, unknown
,
experiment.

4:00 p.m. - Movie; Channel 4.
"It Ain't Hay" Abbott &
Costello, Eugene PaBette.
Champion horse, -Tea
Biscuit", is mistakenly given
away, causing riotous confusion.

Wednesday, August 8
3:30 p.m.- Movie: Channel 3
"Mr. Belvedere Goes to
College." Clifton Webb,
Shirley Temple. Belvedere
goes to college and the fun
begins when he meets
America's sweetheart.

Tommy Overstreet

As he noted,"In this business,
it's either a feast or a famine."
By developing a younger
audience, he should be able to
feast for many years to conic

•
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show that will have a larger
mass appeal than many syndicated shows.
"We're not strictly
country.We
feel there is a vast audience
that enjoys country music for
various reasons. We've never
got into rock or anything like
that, but we do a lot of contemporary things," he said.
The "Nashville Express," his
band, is one of the most versatile in the business. All four
members are vocalists and he
allows them to do a little of
"their own thing."
Overstreet, once a pop singer
and songwriter in Pat Boone's
organization, also feels his
approach will reach out to draw
in more young people.
"We feel that country music
needs the younger audience to
sustain us," he said.

Overstreet Answers Most Asked Question

Highlights
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Sunday, August 5

Sunday,August 5
1230 p.m.-Movie: channel 12
"Strange Affection" Richard
Colin
Attenborough,
Peterson. Neglected youth is
arrested for father's murder,
but is released when truth
comes out
4:00 p.m.-Movie: channel 8
-The Young Americans" The
Young Americans, Milton C,
Anderson. Semi
documentory: Los Angeles
school teacher recruits new
singers for his group known
as the "Young Americans"
and takes them on a
chaperoned singing tour
7:00 p.m.-Movie channel 29
"Lonely Man" Jack Palance,
Anthony Perkins. Gunfighter
tries earnestly to reform but
is baited into one last gun
battle.
7:30 p.m.-Mystery Movie:
channels 4,6 "The Fine Art of
Staying Alive," starring
Rock Hudson as Police
Commissioner McMillan and
Susan Saint James as his

MAPPING rr OUT
FROM ABOVE
RIVERHEAD, N.Y. (AP)Aerial photography is being
used to map Suflolk county's
600,000 parcels of land for tax
assessment purposes The taxing authorities figure this will
unscramble some of the old
systems inherited from colonial
days

"Girls are for Loving"
starring Cheri Caffaro in the
James Bond-type super spy role
of Giner MacCallister, which
she originated is shovring now at
the Central Cinemas.
The show also stars Timothy
Brown,former football pro, as a
CIA agent and Jocelyn Peters.
The action ranges from the ski
slopes of upstate New York to
Washington, D. C., and St.
Thomas in the Virgin Islands.
"Girls Are For Loving,"
produced by Derio Productions,
was written and directed by
Don Schain, orgiriator of the
successful" "Ginger," and the
"Abductors" pictures.

'Girls Are
For Loving'
Showing Here

Ginger
Cahn,
as
Chen
McCalhster, the female James
Bond, in "Gels Are For Loving,'
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PCAIthe go ahead people

t

My line of credit with P.C.A. means
I can buy with cash. It sure helps me buy
at better prices and my annual payment is
set up to fit my income. lnat means a lot
to a farmer this day in time.

a Forty-two per cent of all
U.S. households have at least
one amateur musician, says
the American Music Conference. About 31 per cent of
all amateurs play more than
one instrument and nearly 8
per cent play more than 2.

* Piano continues to be
the most popular instrument
among America's amateur
musicians. According to an
American Music Conference
survey, more than 44% of
all amateur musicians play
piano.
Music may be our key
to success: The AMC reports
almost one out of every three
U.S. presidents played a musical instrument as compared
to the general population in
which one out of every five
is an amateur.

Music Briefs

wife, Sally. Sally's kidnappers demand as ransom ,
a priceless Rernbrandt on
display at the San Francisco
Art Museum-.
11:30 p.m.-Movie: channel .3
"Kid From Kokomo" Pat
O'Brien, Wayne Morris, Jane
Wyman. Farm lad, who
becomes a good prizefighter,
turns the tables on his
scheming fight manager.
10:31 p.m.-Movie: channel 6
"Lad, A Dog" Peter Breck,
Peggy McCay. Based on
Albert Payson Terhune's
novel of a collie who brings
health and happiness to a
crippled girl.
11:111 p.m.-Movie: channel 29
"Atomic City" Gene Barry,
Lydia Clarke. Rescue of a
small son of Los Alamos
physicist who has been
kidnapped by H-bomb spies
is streamlined and realistic.

Sunday Highlights

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

HAPPY HARMONY-Berty (Dick Van Dyke) and Mary
Poppins, (Julie Andrews) greet a group of forest friends dating
an outing in the country in this colorful scene frees Walt Disney's
musical-fantasy "Mary Popping." Filmed in Brilliant
Technicolor, and based on the famed Mary Poppins books by P. L.
Travers, this whimisical story of an English nanny starts Wednesday at the Capri Theatre.
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finds himself able to write nothing but pornography. To purge
himself he makes a pilgrimage;
and successful in his quest, be,
gins "a long poem on the inalienable dignity of light and
air...

collection is named, it's a beau. tifully written piece about an
old, much honored poet who,
after a life devoted to creating
work of consequence, suddenly

this technique, of course. "The
Fourth Alarm" is a straightforward account of a man
whose wife tires of suburbia
and gets a part in a nude show.
It's a funny story but also tinged with sadness, as is "The
Geometry of Love," a story in
which an engineer unable to
make sense out of the world as
it is resorts to Euclidian
geometry in an effort to solve
his problems.
As to the story for which the

Cheever does not always use

look forwward to it.

ver is building. Those not used
to Cheever might find this a bit
disconcerting. Those who are

contributing its brick to the
over-all structure which Chee-

within stories, and his technique work*.
This, perhaps, is because
each little story derives naturally from the one preceding it,

Mate son, and on and on. Cheever delighte in telling stories

Semitism, the narrator's acquaintance with Cabot's illegiti- .

that short span, Cheever is able
to entertain the reader with the
related, yet separate, stories of
the murder of Mr. Cabot, the
theft of Mrs. Cabot's jewels,
the flight of the thief to Egypt
and into mrriage, the narrator's dislik of seeing his own
photograph, his mother's anti-

"The Jewel of the Cabots,"
for example, one of the 10 stories in this Sparkling collection,
fills roughl 19 pages. But in

--and

John Cheever is an extremely
economical writer who never
uses more than one word when
one is all that's really necessary. This practice enables him
more —
to get as much
into a short story as lesser
writers do in a novel.

THE WORLD OF APPLES,
By John Cheever. Knopf, 174
Pages. $5.95.

Cheever
Sparkles
Once Again
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Ouurse in contintiou use in the
Onited States. i
Constiliction Of tk nOncomsiliercial American
If Hall of
iame's 10,000-squa feet, tWo. ory library apd
useum is
si....lieduled to bgin this sumler.-

tcakt
evn
grirto'the
he
°da
Eo burg Country Club — the 'Meat golf

Wedge, official*

FORE POSTERITY
FOXBURG, Fla.(AP) — The
first divot for the American Golf
Hall of Fame's libc4ry and museum was taken ijt Foxburg,
Pa., on Friday, April 27.
Using the late J Kirkwood's
humus trick sliotj and sand

the National Marine Fisheries
Service in sea farming techniques.
Thre e-year-olds released
from the services Aquacultural
Experiment Station, and twoyear-olds that escaped from the
Pilot Salmon Farm, returned
as adults last fall in sufficient
numbers for local sports fishermen to be able to take as
many as 100 fish a day from
the stream.

- There's a new rum of salmon
in Beaver Creek, near here as
the result of experiments by

SALMON RUN
THIS CREEK
MANCHESTER, Wash.s( AP)

Los Angeles businessman is
the witness to a street
murder. After calling the
police and reporting the
crime,the man is horrified to
find that none of the witnesses is willing to testify.
Dennis Hopper is- featured.

5) "Key Witness," starring
Jeffrey Hunter and Pat
Crowley, While Making a
phone call in a public booth, a

channel 12( 11:30 on channel

seductive beauties involved.
10:30 p.m.—Late
Movie:

men to ward off Apache
attack.
8:00 p.m.—Movie: channels 3,8
"Maroc 7" Gene Barry, Elsa
Martinelli' and Cyd Charisse
star in a mystery-adventure
of international jewel thieves
and a secret agent. Filmed
on location in Morocco.
8:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 29
"Only Two Can Play" Peter
Sellers, Mai Zeitterling.
Small-town librarian,
frustrated Don Juan, embarks on series of arnorous
escapes with board member's wife.
10:00 p.m.—Movie:
el 29
"What's Up Tiglilitr:Lly"
Woody Allen, ,Tatsuya
Mihashi. Camp-comedy spy
spoof—International plot to
steal the recipe for the best
egg salad in the world finds
superspies as well as

confederate
officer-turned
rancher and some of his

-Loves of Salornbo" Jacques
Serves, Edmund Purdom.
Leader of the mercenaries,
hired by the Council of the
city pf Carthage to defend the
Romans, makes a pact with a
high priestess to insre their
payment.
4:00 p.m.--Movie:, chiumel 4
"Ambush at ICIMmaron
Pass" Scott Bredy,j Margie
Dean. Union patrol and
prisoner team up with ex-

3:30 p.m.—Movie: channel 3

Monday,August

Highlights'

Monday 1,

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

portrays a friendly neighborhood werewolf, and Dan Rowan plays another
variety 14 w
'The Maltese Bippy" on 'The Ne4 CBS Tuesday Night Navies" Tuesday, Aug. 14
:30-1040 p.13.41Y1)in color on the CBS Television etwerk.(Rebroadcast).

Rue NE
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"'Thank You All Very Much,"
starring Sandy Dennis. A
single, lone woman faces the
biggest private decision of
her young life. A graduate
student produces a doctoral
dissertation and a baby all at
once. Faced with the
possibility of settling down
with a suitable mate and
father for her child, she
decides that she will try to
fend for herself and her baby.
Ian McKellen and Eleanor
Bron are featured.

10:311p.m. Late Movie: Channel
12 11:30 on Channel 5).
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"Pursuit"

MR01,16:

Temp.

at Six
"
i
Pete
I've G
Got
To Tell
ll
Bi
Bill
Secret
the Truth
Anderson a

Cactus

Iterthsbe,s

Ch. 3

guest
Stars Victor Buono, Paul

Lloyd Bridges, with

tilled,
8:39 p.m. Movie: Channels 5, 12.
"Crime Club," starring

rc:17

towns like a desolating
plaque looting, terrorizing,
and running amok but when
accused of rape they ban
together to prove their innocence.

Tuesday, August 7

7:30 p.m. Movie: Channels 3, 8,
"Pursuit,", original 90minute suspense-drama by
the author of 'The Andromeda Strain,"-Michael
Crichton-about a brilliant

postponed from Friday, July
131

"Operation Kid Brother,"
starring Neil Connery,
Daniels Bianchi and Adolfo
Cell. A famous plastic
surgeon and hypnotist is
instrumental in preventing
an international crime cartel
from blackmailing the world
into surrendering half of its
gold supply. United Artist,
1967. (Repeat of May 5, 1973;

7:00 p.m. Movie: Channels 4, 6.

agent after a futile robbery
attempt, then with his wife
sets out to escape, but ends
up in a shoot out in which his
trile is killed.
8:19 p.m. Movie: Channel 29.
Walk,
er, Dian Varsi,
tClark. Returned serviceman kills a federal agent
after a futile robbery attempt, then with his wife sets
out to escape, but ends up in a
shoot out in which his wife is
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Tall and powerfully-built,

By PHIL THOMAS
Al' Newsfeatures Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
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Shop At Green Acres
WEST TENNESSEE & WESTERN
KENTUCKY HOUSING HEADQUARTERS

Shopping For
A New Home?

GOOD BANDS EVERY

.0%
•qp

Cover chg.$2 ea.

a

South Fulton Tenn)

-You see, I haven't got that
much to say. Actually, there
isn't that much to say that
hasn't been said before My
writing is about such things as
honor, faith, hope. desire I tell
you about what is right there
under your nose but you don t
know anything about it
'I tell you about it because I
think I know about it

every day that 'In two years
something comes together — a
little book

Thursday Nite—Friaay Nite--Saturday Nite
Boogie Music...Rock Music...Blues Music
•
ENJOY AN EVENING AT RAY'S

Open 7: pm

(RAY S !OUNCE

California. I had to. I kneS I
was going to be poor, and I also
knew that in California I would
be able to sleep outside."

rubbish. Hence the difficultsi of
forcing anything into an empty
head' is witty. An individlial
who would pick that thought
must have wit.'•
Hoffer, who is now past 70,
says he left his New York City
home when he was 18 -and
wept on the road. I wenti to

"For example. the man 4ho
liked 'An empty head is pot
really empty, ills stuffed With

takes you by the neck and
drives you. I had nightmares
while I was trying to learn to
write because my talent kept
driving me It was like trying to
write with no arms"
Hoffer says he follows no routine in his wnting. "I write
longhand and I write slowly. I
have found that if I write a little

ERIC HOFFER
talent is like an appetite. it

After working at his variety
of jobs. Hoffer became a longshoreman when he was 41 "and
1 did that for 25 years and then I
retired I still live in San Francisco because 1 have a very
great passion for the waterfront It gives me what I need
'You see, being a working
man who writes books is my
style If I had been formally
educated 1 probably would not
have written my books That's
my style. too.
"I started my writing because I thought I had a talent A

Longshoreman Is
A Philosopher

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCK1

Tuesday Highlights

,

„pis light jacket bulging at
the shoulders as he hunches his
big body forward. Eric Hoffer
,looks more like a longshoreman
than a philosopher
4. Which isn't strange since he
i
as a worker on the docks for
years and before that a mf- '
ratory crop picker. gold prospector. construction worker
land lumberjack. He also is k
. self-educated philosopher whil
„, has published seven books', the
1,,11etest being "Reflections On
' 'lle Human Condition,'. a col- :. lectern of aphorisms and philosophical comment.
, "There is a lifetime in that
• book." Hoffer says in his boom- ing voice "There are thoughts
in it that God alone knows when
Dennis Weaver screams In alarm aa a-erased driver determined to kill him with a huge truck bear,
they started."
He explains, "I was a placer
down on him in "Duel," a unique sitspense drama on the ABC Television Network's "Wednesday
miner. I never found a big pieee
Movie of the Week" Wednesday, August LS, 7:30 p.m.
of gold, I panned for flakes.
; You've got to catch every flake
i- by sluicing or you can't make a
j living My mind is like a slti&e
1 box and I have to catch the
il flakes as they come through
drama of a fraternal ' The same way I panned lor
political extremist whose
Tuesday—August 7
organization of public and
diabolical plan to destroy a
gold. I sluice my life, and as the
3:30 p.m. Movie: Channel 3.
private investigators whose
major city places millions of
thoughts come I put them
"Northern Pursuit." Errol
founder and confidant is a
lives in jeopardy. Ben
down."
Flynn, Gene Lockhart. Two
learned, retired Federal
Then he laughs and says, "I
Gazzara stars with E.G.
Mounties find only one
Judge.
have-gotten letters from a numMarshall, William Windom,
survivor of the group of Nazi
ber of people who read tliat
Wiseman and Martin
10:111 p.m. Movie: Channel 29.
saboteurs who landed by
book and they told me what
Sbeen.
"Devil's Angels." ( 1967)
submarine in Hudson Bay.
things they liked best And, you
John Cassavetes, Beverly
8:90 p.m. Movie: Channel 29.
know, even though I have nerr
4:00 p.m. Movie: Channel 4.
Adams. Depredations and
met these people I can tell what
Robert Walker, Dian Varsi,
"Tarzan and the Slave Girl."
they are like by the thoughts
alienations of a motorcycle
Dick Clark. Returned serLex Barker, Denise Dared.
they selected.
club that sweeps through
viceman kills a federal

The people of a village are
suffering from a strange
disease.
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Eaton's Wins
Pair In Men's
League Action

NM&

by the All-Stars
il the crews bi the Kentucky League, were defeated
KENTUCKY LEAGUE CHAMPIONS—The Cubs, wlellees to WI,tap rew, ulen Esker, manger; Stite Rg.4111112, Alan Warner.
team frega tight
Gary Faker, Danny
last night at the city park, 7-5. Members of the
Warner and Gary Boyle, coach. Front roe, Dan Calhoun,
Bradley Wells, Dan Potts, Tommy Hendon, Brett
.
liteCksre
Greg
and
an
Sims,The Berkley,Mike Rogers, Louis Zimmerm
(Staff Photo by bike Braadon
_

Are More 'Unbreakable'
Records In Baseball World

Standings There
>C7›.=.=-CD4C-C>CiCii=iCii=i0C
American League
East
W. L. Pct. 0.0.
56 46 .549 —
Baltmore
60 93 73.45 --N'ew—York
57 49 538 1
Detroit
2
/
56 49 .533 11
Boston
2
1
486 6/
51 54
Milwaukee
361 20
39 69
Cleveland
West
564
62 48
Kansas City
556 1
6048
Oakland
2
1
514 5/
54 51
Minnesota
52 55
486 81/2
Chicago
486 8,-2
51 54
California
381 19, 2
40 65
Texas
Friday's Games
Boston (Tient 13.9 and Plle 00) at Baltimore (McNally 9 11
and Jefferson 3-3), 2
New York (Peterson Slit at
Detroit (Lolich 10-10) N
Milwaukee (Parsons 35) at
Cleveland (Timmerman 3.3) N
Kansas City (Fitzmorris 2-0)
at Minnesota (Kaat N
Texas (Bibby 54) at Chicago
(Johnson 2.3) N
Oakland (Blue 9 7) at Calitor
nia (Singer 15,7) N
National League
East
W. L. Pct. 6.8.
542 St. Louis
58 49
2
1
505 3/
55 53
Chicago
486 6
51 54
Pittsburgh
2
1
51 55
481 6/
Montreal
472 714
51 57
Philadelphia
2
1
47 57
451 9/
New York
West
67 41
620 —
Los Angeles
587 31/3
64- 45
Cincinnati
561 61/2
San
Francisco 60 47
509 12
Si
56
Houston
438 20
49 63
Atlanta
36 70 340 30
San Diego

:

Bench Destroys Braves
While Cardinals Lose

Action in the Men's League
Wallace's
Last night found
continuing their sudden winning
By ALEX SACHARE
streak by defeating the
Galloway Cubs by a slender Aesecisited Press Sports Writer
A league-leading total of 81
knargin of 8-7.
McIntosh, Colson, and— runs batted in plus 21 home:
Taylor shared hitting honors for runs are figures which would
Wallace with three hits each. make just about any baseball
Gordon had two safe hits for the player quite happy.
Not Johnny Bench.
losers.
"It's been a very frustrating
The second game found
Eaton's edging past Douglas year for me," said the young
Cincinnati Reds slugger.
All-Stars by a margin of 7-4.
"I just haven't been comfortDouglas had a strong third
inning and led 4-3. but Eaton, able at the plate all year,"
scored two runs in the fourth Bench said Thursday. "I've
and sixth innings to Insure the been trying out all sorts of different things.. tonight they
victory
worked."
for
stick
big
the
carried
Lamb
Bench slugged a two-rim
Eatons with three safe hits.
in the fourth inning at
homer
and
Brandon, Rutledge,
starting the Reds on
Atlanta,
the
for
hits
two
Wilson had
their way to a 17-2 rout of the
losers.
Braves.
In the second half of Eaton's
The victory left the secondon
was
Eatons
ader,
doublehe
the winning side, again. 'They
defeated Bynum's by a narrow
margin 6-5. Peeler had three
bits for Bynum's and Downs
slammed a homer for the
losers. Miller and Percy each
knocked a homer for Eaton's.

Wednesday night's action in
the Girl's Softball League found
Wills'
at
shot
one least likely to. be broken. aneris has a
the Sluggers defeating.the first
Wills' stolen base icvuid, on record, but then again, Wills place team, Parker-McKenney
the other hand, was the one was the best baserunner the 14-11.
Wills' record is the most
they felt was easiest to break.
The Sluggers took the lead
The records and some of the touchable."
in the game by scoring
early
Angeles
Los
Alston,
Walter
comments to them:
in both the first and
runs
five
balk
"If
the
Dodgers manager:
Cy Young's
Parkerinnings.
Wilbur Wood, Chicago White rule were enforced you'd have second
scored four runs in
y
McKenne
bases."
stolen
more
anyone
imagine
Sox: "I can't
Sparky Anderson: "The the second inning but could not
winning 511 games in this day
record can be broken if some- gather enough to overcome
and age."
their opponents.
Al Worthington, Minnesota body wants to torture himself."
Verna Williams slammed a
Twins pitching coach: "You've
No one knows what baseball home run for the Parkergot to be around an awful long
McKenney team.
time, have a good strong arm records will or will not be broIn the other game, the Blue
drivcab
old
black
an
ken—but
and good temperament, and be
er in Atlanta made one state- Hornets walked away from the
level-headed
with a score of 21-2.
"Even then, you have to ment that might have some va- Nets
the first inning of play,
After
a
put
lidity.
pitch for a good team and
were behind only one
the
Nats
GibJosh
"Satchel Paige and
lot of 20-victory seasons togethbut a strong second and fifth
run
'em."
broke
done
already
son
had
who
Spahn
Warren
like
er,
he said, "but the white folks inning for the Blue Hornets
13."
clinched the win
won't tell nobody!"
Johnny Vander Meer's
Ralph Houk, New York Yan
kees manager: "There could be
two straight no-hitters. It would
be rare but not impossible."
Charlie Fox, San Francisco
Giants manager: "Never! Personally, I don't think it will
ever' happen again."

NEW-YORK 4AP h —There
was a time when no one
thought that Babe Ruth's
record of 714 career home runs
could ever be broken.
But then, nobody gave Henry
Aaron's homers a thought until
a year or two ago.
Now consider these "unbreakable" records:
—Cy Young's 511 career
pitching victories.
—Johnny Vander Meer's two
consecutive no-hitters.
—Joe DiMaggio's 56-game
hitting streak.
—Hack Wilson's 190 runs batted in.
—Lou Gehrig's 2,130 consecutive-game appearances.
—Rogers Hornsby's .424 batting average.
—Maury Wills' 104 stolen
bases.
Unbreakable? Perhaps.. and
perhaps not. The fans are divided—but no more so than today's players themselves.
_ "Nobody will break them,"
Insists Jim Ray Hart of the
New York Yankees. But Willie
Davis of the Los Angeles Dodgers believes "they'll all be broken one day."
Says Aaron, who may well hit
his 715th homer before this season ends: "I think all records
can be broken.
"However,the thing you have
to remember about records is
that a player can't come up
and play only 10 years and expect to break a record. It takes
20 or more good years and you
have to be consistent. I think a
speedy hitter who can handle a
bat can hit .424.
"The only thing I know about
pitchers is that I've been successful against them," Aaron
added.
Most of the players questioned in an Associated Press
poll thought Gehrig's consecutive-game record was the

Elsewhere in the National
League, the Philadelphia Phils
heat the Chicago Cubs 4-1, the
Montreal Expos blanked the St.
Louis Cardinals 2-0 and the
New York Mets defeated the
Pittsburgh Pirates 5-1 San
Francisco and San Diego were
not scheduled.
Phils 4, Cubs 1
Young Dick Ruthven of the

Program Of Games Is
Held At City Park

Two Games Played
In Girl's League

West Kentucky Amateur
Tournament at Mayfield

REPLACE
VOIR OLD
Ig[IWARIIE
WITH ACE
POTSCRUBBER

239'

MURRAY
_APPLIANCE

Joe DiMaggio's
-Bill Melton, Chicago White
Sox: "Dialaggio's record will
never be broken. In 56 games
you can have two or three
liners caught or they might
walk or pitch around you."
Herzog, Texas
Whitey
Rangers manager: "That was
the mark of greatness. It will
never be broken."
Tony Oliva. Minnesota
Twins: "If you get tuella-yogi
can break the records,"

Many youngsters living in the in the 11-12 category. Jimmy
vicinity of the neighborhood Woodruff was the winner in the
park on Belmonte Drive open division.
recently participated in a
The games and contests were
variety of games and contests sponsored and supervised by
at the park. Miss Lisa Woodruff Mr. and Mrs. John M. Clark,
and Miss Donna Hughes were Mr. and Mrs. Don Burchfield,
responsible for organizing and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hale,
cleasam
conduetingand.and Mrs. Neff Woodruff.
paign of the park area earlier
Gary Hohman, Murray City
this summer for which they Park and Recreation Director,
received a letter of com- has encouraged any efforts by
mendation from the Johnny parents or interested inHorizon '76, Clean Up America dividuals to help sponsor and
Campaign.
organize summer neighborhood
The winners in the bicycle -park programs until such time
races were Margaret Burthat it is possible to provide an
chfield, girls' 5 years old and
expanded city-directed park
under; Karen Parker, 8-9 year
system of activities and
74
boys'
old girls; John Reed,
maintenance in the outlying
years old; Pat Clark, 9-10 year
park areas.
old boys; Mark Farmer, 11 year
or
12
,
Lisa
Woodruff
old boys;
older girls; and Stan Rushing,
12 or older boys.
Stan Rushing and Donna
Hughes won the softball throw
for boys and girls twelve years
or older.
In the rope jumping contest,
Margaret Burchfield was the
winner in the 5 years old
category and Kathy Clark in
the open division (no age
limit).
The winners in the 100-yard
dash were John Reed 7-8),
Pat Clark and Karen Parker (910), and Mike Clark (11-12).
dash,
In the 75-yard
Margaret Burchfield was the
winner of the girl's 6 years old
--Sure luxury cars= nice. But with
or younger division.
operating expenses so high, who can
The winners in the basketball
and
Duncan
Diana
toss were
afford them anymore?
Tim Burchfield for girls aild
You can. A Datsun 610. With around
boys 9 years old or under, and
25 miles per gallon and remarkably
Chadwick and Donna
Jeff
inexpensive maintenance, it's still a
Hughes, 12 years or older
bracket.
ous automobile. Tinted glass, full
-luxuri
Chris Clark won the sit-ups
carpeting, big reclining bucket seats,
contest for boys 7-9 years old
and Mike Clark was

Billie Jean And Riggs
Wilt geOn Television

Init. pride.

electric rear window defrpster and much
more are all standard equipment:
The Datsun 610. A luxury economy
car. An idea whose time hasvome.

Secretariat To Run
On TV Saturday
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Phils has a complaint about the I
—
baseball he's sometimes asked
to pitch with.
"I learned to pitch with a -4
baseball and they hand me a
ball bearing," Ruthven said.
The "ball bearing" is the new
ball being tested this season,
which is stitched in Haiti. Ruthyen had no trouble with the old
American ball he was given
Thursday night, however, as he
beat the Cubs 4-1, allowing only
five hits and striking out nine.
Greg Lusinski; drove in two
runs with a pair of singles to
support the 23-year-old Ruth- I
ven, 5-9.
Expos 2, Cards 0
Balor Moore, recalled from a .
two-week stay at Peninsula of
the International League on ,4
Tuesday, fired a four-hitter and '
Ron Hunt scored both of Montreal's runs in the 2-0 victory
over the Cards.
Moore, 5-10, has notched
three of his victories against St.
Louis, which leads the National
League East.
Dodgers 4, Astros 2
Ken McMullen delivered 'a
two-run pinch-double in the llth
inning to lift the Dodgers to a
4-2 triumph over the Astros.
Doug Rader and Lee May sent
the game into extra innings
with solo homers for Houston in
the ninth.
Don Sutton, 13-u, pitched 10
innings to get the victory, then
Jim Brewer hurled the llth and
earned his 13th save.
Mets 5, Pirates 1
Cleon Jones cracked a runscoring single in the third inning for the 1,000th hit of his
career, capping a three-run rally that helped the Meta to a 5-1
••••
triumph.
Ray Sadecki, 2-1, got the victory, with ninth-inning relief ;
help from Tug McGraw.

place_ Reds 3kt games behind
Las Angeles in the National
League West. The Dodgers beat
the Hciaston Astros 4-2 in 11 innings Thursday night.
The Reds' 17-run outpouring
climaxed a four-game series at
Atlanta Stadium in which 77
runs were scored. Cincinnati
tallied 45 of them, winning
three of the four games.

Den Dowels
Nearly 200 golfers from the Forrest.
12,30-11.tra Rovers. Howard (
sore. Nelsen hid
area will be competing for ran.zpsi
12,40 — Jerry Featherstone, Kent
$2,000 worth of trophies and Humphries. leer Thorpe, Ha) Clampett
prizes this weekend as the West
12.50—Pat Gosens. Walter Powell.
Hunt. Ken Hunt
Golf Philip
Amateur
Kentucky
IMO—Wally Young, W B. Singion
Chapman, George Sullivan
Jr.
Richard
Mayfield
at
begins
Tournament
1.10—Jim McClure. Kent Mbrutort.
Alan Smith Sr.. Alan Smith Jr
Saturday.
1 20 — Vito Canonic*, Dr. Millers
A red blazer sports cost will Hunt. Bill Chumblay, J T. Rowland
1.20 — Cecil Wade. David lisseara.
of
winner
the
to
be presented
Charles Browder
1:40—Rex Stickman, To., Atkins,
the championship flight and a Jack
Keller. Steve Keller
1:30—Stew DuPerrieu. Ste,. 0010'
local auto dealer is offering a her,
Lee Stewart, Hank Dallam
2-00 — Jai Atkins, Jim Atherton*.
1973 Monte Carlo to the first
Harry Colbert
persgi to score a hole-in-one on
J10 — Randall Om Joey Wilson,
Robert Adams. Mike Reed
the ninth hole. -- Action in the tournament will
at 8:32 a.m. Saturday
begin
k
lain'
"I
don't
Charlie Fox:
final round
anyone will ever break that. morning with the
The fellows are not as con- being held Sunday.
sistent now in everyday play.
110a. I Tee
sarZamalin Cope. Bill Bryan, Jake
Joe played every day, mostly
11elb _
C4meAlilL.
in daylight. The added travel
dscsquis, Tony Thorpe.
lecatika. Duncan
and the different time zones Gary
11141--,/•• MI Tim Stratton. Ron
Keith Pyle
and day-night play make it Bainetce.
By CHUCK ADAMS
g•SS—Carl Jones. Harold Headley.
match. No monetary figure was
Sutter. Randy Jones
tougher now to sustain a James
Associated Press Sports Writer announced.
5-04--Dick Brown. Jim Brown, Jeff
Brown. Rim Williams
streak."
NEW YORK ( AP) — "I'm
The match will be a best-of-5
11,12—Jack Shell. Richard Knight.
Hack Wilson's
TM Miller, Clyde Atkins
going to let my racquet speak sets affair. And while Riggs
Dawson.
Gene
Burke,
11115—Bob
Whitey Herzog: "To break Charles
for itself' is how Wimbledon has loudly forecast victory over
Weber. Robert Koonce
11:25—Ray Edwards. Jack Reed. C. T.
this would depend on the club Winslow.
champion Billie Jean King Mrs. King, Billie Jean, 29, will
John H. Shave
9.34-11segb Hunt. George Pickens,
and the circumstances. Persummarizes her chances in have youth on her side. When
CurUa Boyd, John Oink
haps a player like Johnny
11.30—iim Jackson, Po Jackso,,.
tennis battle of all Riggs overwhelmed Margaret
'the
Hale
J.
T.
Flynn.
Bench could do it if Pete Rose Bob
1200—Roy Brown Hale. Bob Brown.
time"...but one- of the condi- Court of Australia in their
By TED MEIER
Bushart, Lennie Lancaster
Morgan have extra Toot
tions of the match may also "Battle of the Sexes" on Moth12.10—Doub Lancaster. Tom McCue,
Associated Press Sports Writer and Joe
Torn Freeman, Wise Kirkendall
DeMartin,
Billy
years."
good
the
work in her favor.
Secretariat, the King of
12,20—Al McClain, Al Lindsey, Dick
er's Day, it was best-of-3.
Tigers manager: "Hack's Stacey, Fred Sanders
troit
presregal
his
puts
In this case, however, unless
world,
Rielly,
turf
$100,000, winner-take-all
12:30—Steve Barker, Ted
The
Iecuid will be broken."
Pat Rielly. Joe Belot* Jr
ence on display in the $50,000between Mrs. King, who Riggs can take three straight
duel
12,40- -Herbie Hunt. Rob Cresson.
Lou Gehrig's
Walt ApveNoll, Bob Byer,
added Whitney Stakes at historcalls herself the old lady of sets, he runs the risk of coming
Nall Jr.. Jim Marc,,,.
Jim Turner, New York Yan- Bill12.50—Seott
Saturwith
track
race
Hale, J. L. Smith
Saratoga
ic
women's tennis, and 55-year-old away from the match
Hal
Brown.
Nom.
Glenn
1
00—Dr.
kees coach: "Nobody will play David
Barkley
tennis hustler su- nothing to show for it but a
day
Riggs,
Bobby
games."
1.10—Richard Trams*. John Steele.
pubAlready a legend in his own in 2,130 straight
Jirn Steele. Greg Austin
preme, was agreed to in July. good workout.. and all that
Bill Freehan, Detroit Tigers:.
1 20--Lee Sims. David Fowler. Bun,.
licity.
time, the 3-year-old Meadow
Johnny Campbell
see how it can be bro- Peel.
But at a closed circuit teleBracknell. Plichar8
1 Xi—Mickey
Stable colt will be competing "I don't
TENNIS
Nosh The Arnold. Tom Dawson
and
seasons
long
the
with
vision news conference Thursken
the
for
1:40—Gary Wallace. David Sty,,,
against older horses
NEW YORK -- The Houston
Bill Mill. Mike Wilson
have to do."
day, Boone Arledge, president
Rill
e
first time No matter, he is ex- the traveling we
Barker.
120—Wayn
Rogers Hornsby's
of ABC Sports, and Jerry Per- \strodome was selected as the
Jingo Parson. AuMin Copeland
pected to win and loin the
200—Carl Cowrerse. Donnie Cru.e.
Carew
"Rod
Melton:
Bill
enchio, head of Tandem Pro- site for the $100,000 winnerThe
club.
McNeil
Jesse
equine millionaire's
210—Jeff Wolfs. Scott Nall Jr
MODEL GSD461N
y
with
especiall
.424,
hit
ductions, promoter of the event, take-all exhibition tennis match
Kirkendall, John Quertermom
first Triple Crown winner in a could
2.20—Jaaper Yemen, Max MoDale.
f."
AstroTur
of
the
coming
announced it will be staged between Wimbleton champion
earned
4 PUSHBUTTON CYCLES
has
century
a
of
( harlots Binford. Connie Connell
quarter
husWash
ta
IN. 10 TN
• Power Scrub" Normal
Minneso
Carew,
20 in Houston's Astro- t(iilv-lean King and tennis
Rod
starts
Sept.
career
Hold
$970.242 in his 16
o 011.----Sydney Webb. Dean Yates. Dan
is
Snort Wash and Rinse •
event
The
Riggs.
Robby
tler
time
The
prune
know.
on
aired
don't
"I
d
Rinse
Holloway
dome—an
Garrett. Charier!
• Antonini Detergent•
The appearance of Secretar- Twins:
Caldwell. Charles Cald524—Jerry
20.
Sept.
for
d
schedule
then. Not well, TIm Lambert. Sonny Gibson
(lio Dispeneers
television
iat in the Whitney will be na- game was different
I1JUISVILLF,.Ky.— Austral0.X1—Plaky Pelham. John Enain 10.
Bat- Jim
0 PT-70r. TIMMY Thompson
tionally televised over the CBS many relievers were used.
Billie Jean, the tan Ross Case scored an upset
and
Bobby
Latta,
Robert
ey
Griffin.
5,40—Stani
same
the
at
to
look
had
ters
network.
Kenny Wilson, Sydney Thomas
king of male chauvinists in a victory over fifth-seeded Marty
a whole
5.48—Ronnie Danner. Jimmy BerkThe popularity of Secretariat tired .„,pikhers for
ley. Danny Rogers
studio .in New York and Mrs. Riessen of Chicago, 7-6, 6-4 in
don't."
a
they
Now
fife
Dave
gime.
Harp,
11,56--Rill
Barnhill!.
attract
to
seems certain
.
•
Sears. Larry Whetter
King ui another in Denver, the third round Of the Louisville
There
way!
"No
Fox:
, Plus small installation charts record crowd of 30,000 to the
Charlie
, 005-11111ua Reinegal, Torn Owen*.
Tara
Lorena
were. Jed by Howard Cosell, ,Pro Tennis classic.
Pitcher.
.51111.
1112—Darrell DeMorri. Gene Res
century-old Saratoga track. won't be anyone remotely close
COLUMBUS, Ohio
who will serve as sportscaster
j
tere__
Deirsauskir
up
141
to
the
.400_
Horneby
hitting
for
ready
4-:
• And the King is
liger--JOTuf Thinter.-Sing Corm,
the latthrough
match,
the
for
opan
wide
for
Paxton
David
going
Kneel',
field
Mark
the middle,
lImtle test against a
hit—Prank Hawking. Bobby Dow
est of a series of promotions vanced to the quarterfinals of
home ard.
Jay Mervin, Tommy Rom
likely to include True Knight, spaces. Kids now want
1240—Bobby nutnati.. Robin Fo•trr
building up the. event
the $25,000 Buckeye Tennis
roast
runs."
West
212 E Main
.let,
Joe Inman. Mike Holton
Onion, Tri
of the corn- Championships. defeating Jun
all
sold
has
ABC'
H. Newton. Jim
12.10---C
Wills'
Maury
Scout, Anno and Rule by ReaDavid Rrin, Ed Raley
available for the Kanawazumi of Japan, 6-1, 6-4.
Phone 753-1586
12:20—Lad Stokes, Lee Greco, b' ' martial time
Tang Oliva: "Bert' Camp4111I.

Fridays Gamin
6-12
and
(Wilson
Houston
Dierker 0-1) at Cincinnati (No
Ian 0-1 and Hall 6-4) 2
741) at
Pittsburgh (Walker
Philadelphia (Carlton 10-11 N
Chicago (Reuschell 1141) at
Montreal (Marshall 10-6) N
St
Louis (Gibson 11.10) at
New York (Matlack 7.14) N
San Diego (Greif 6-12) at Atlanta (schueler 6-6) N
Los Angeles (Messes-smith 11)6) at San Francisco (Bradley 99) N

C:
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Methodist

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

Baptist
I

Emmanuel Missioaarr
Morning Worship
11 a.m
E v en mg Worship
11.30 p.m

Church Of Christ

Ila.m
• 311p.m.

lir RNTIICKir

Spring Creel'
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.rn
Sp.m.

Nortlisid.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11•111
7p.m.

Haritl Santis,
11• m
Morning Worship
7 30p m
Worship
Evening
Peeler Wends
Ilam
Morning Worsnip
• 30p m
Evening WorShiP

•S•
7pm.

Kinsey Illadltat•
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:31p.m.
Evening Worship
Memorial BaptiSt
Morning Worship
10:50a.m.
. 7:00 p.m
Evening Worship

10,00
11'00

11 a.m.
?p.m.
11 cm.
70.m.

10 00a m
11:00a in

Coldwater
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

10:50 a.m.
6 p.m

Sabine Baptist
11•rn
Morning Worship
7 IS pm
Evening Worship
Snow Creek
11 am
7 15 pm.

First Christian
10 JO a m .
Worship Services
rri
Christian
in
Worship Services 10 45•in .7p

Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist
9 30 a m
Sunday School
11 00 p.m
Worship

I

s Auto & Furniture
'
Peck

Vernon's Boot and Shoe and Western Store
and Shoe Repair

Upholstery

te• good 11••••• •••••,
wend •••• did wow&
110. d11.••••• •4
tiodek Ss, •••••
vs I.•••• iw Wove,
•4 do Lord ld
sopood be, d••••••
of lidNylt• 2415 bodge.
dy, b••1.01•1•1
or,• dimly Wide do{
ft •••/ Iowa menace.

S TERMITE & PEST
'
4 KELLEY

"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way".
753-3914
100 So. 13th St.

Your
753 7992

Five Points

JAS. D CLOPTON

"BOWLING AT ITS BEST"

Randy Thornton Service Co.

HEATING • SHEET METAL

SALES AND StitiTiCE

ltitaifletift Shopping Center

V

Ph. 753-3037

Rudy

American

CZED
-_-'
Ambassador-Hemet-Matador-Gremlin-Jeep
Cars
Used
Top Duality
Phone 753-6448
Ph 753-3571, Murray
Five Points
ir

gae„„K ,
cofot4i

inc
John D. Grogan Mobile Homes

.SALES . SERVICE

Moor(paintsPh

Marine
Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Sales-Service-Parts
Complete Boating Supplies
94 E. At Murray Bait Co.

. 753-3080

-,...____,

Member FDIC

Jones Brothers
,„-,
1 ...e
;
7.
,11
iiip _
.161j
17
4

P
e-09

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
MEMBER F.T.D.
753-3251

S
'
LUBIE & REBA

HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

1

ii

- PIZZA

753 5944

The Beauty Box _
. \

753-7132

705 Chestnut

Kentucky Lake Oil
$I4111
....1".

4Il

Company
'

JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS-.
Mayfield
247 1487
•

Murray
753 1123

12th

& Chestnut

Adding Machines and.
W -id* • 753-1763

Ward-Elkins

_

RCA VICTOR FRIGIDAIRE MAYTAG
403 Maple

"

Phone 1511713

Air Shopping Center

.
Phone

Phone 753-2997

andar
3 7".1rs
illo
:
5n6

W
•

MACK & MACK

Sales and Service

SERVICE & RENTALS

Lynhurst Resort ,.•
2345
436Thomas
d Mrs
Co I apnhon

Bel

W

SALES

Storey's Food Giant

SPAGHETT I

25 Cent Delivery on All Orders

Phone 753 1933

Murray, Ky

Typewriters
Calculators
115 So 4th

Lubie & Reba Parrish, owners
1100 Chestnut Street- Phune 753-8488

DODSON, OWNER

WANDA NANCE-OWNER

Mrs Mona Purclom RN-Admrn
"A HOME OF DISTINOTtON FOR THE
SENIOR CITIZEN"
Physician On Call At All Times
753.7109
1505 Stadium View Drive

Real Estate Agency

E

-ls

of Roses
40-so
Shrubbery & Supplies
All Types of Bird Houses

Fern Terrace Lodge

Trenholm's Drive-In

FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

.......-e-,

SUPER BURGER

Hogs bought daily
WM

Garden Center

P.M. - PH. 753 5334

I
Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

FOOI Office Equipment & Supplies

Wells Electric

Shirley

SOON 4th

Lots and
Residential - Commercial- Farm - Building
?
,
Lake Property-Buying - Selling- Leasing
Prione 753-7724
518 W Main

Body Shop

BERT, ALTOS AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work. Free estimates
eh 753 7150
Hwy. 641 S (Hazel Hwy I

,

Guy Spann

TOM ANDREWS • YOUR HOST

302 N. 4th St.

_

Mobile Homes
Ph 753 9636
Murray, Ky

'''ir • .' '
••
-, . - __. .____. -....... - .•
....

Murray's Most Complete Department Store
753-7175
Central Shopping Center

Chestnut St.
753-1215

Shirley Florist
FTD

Murray Livestock Co.
SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1

753-3734

',..X's
;
-.'
(ROSES

"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"

So. 12th & Story
753-6655

753-1717
Murray. Ky.

Benton, Ky

___Th

Grecian Steak House
Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin- Thurs.. Chicken- Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 - Call In Orders to 753-4419

:
_ -,--. -•iii,
AISTIZ.11 ••.'
-.....-,i• awn

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

SOO Main
753-3231

Rt. 4,

Phone 753-6164- 4

Joe Morris & Sons

PARK RENTAL
Hwy. 94- 1 Mi. E. Murray - Ph. 753-6685

AOMP$IMENTS

COMPLIMENTS

Benjamin

1210 Matn

. ,.,..
-----,---Paschati-Tr-uck Lines • •

Wayne Darnell Outboard

,,i
AA
COVERING

Restaurant

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy. 68 at Aurora
PhOne 474-2202

-

Ph. 642-4624, Paris

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

Phone 753-8220

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential-Sales & Service
Repairs & Installation-Gas & Sewer
SOI N 4th

753-2385

2 Mi From 5 Points on N. 16th Ext.

Call in Orders 753-7101

n
V
Claude Vaugh

A Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads - Meats
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast- Service - Open Sundays
Phone 753-2700
Hwy. 641 North

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR

r•
•

Colonial House
Smorgasbord

Co., Inc.
Distributing Gulf Products
Trres-Batteries-Accessorees
Murray, Ky
South 2nd St.,

Cain & Treas Motor Sales

Murray's Only Authorized Sylvania Dealer
Complete Repair Service On All Makes

GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn, Wheat & Soybeans
1E.W . Outland, Supt.
—RillMeS EMS;Mgr.

Our Madan INN and Mani Sandwiches

_Sycamore at 12M

-

753-7334

1413°five Blvd

Orten's TV
Sales and Service

-

Try

753-3164

808 Coldwater Rd.

,"IT'S PINOSIS LICKIW GOOD

Wyly Murray State University

Lovett Distributing

Motors

1..j.
-,

aocoxv

--Zionsrnirei-id.ResidentialOriginal Equipment Auto Glass
753-7117
1202 Johnson Blvd.

Admiral & Whirlpool

Your Complete Tire Service Center
For Passenger -Truck & Farm Tires

Alit CONDITIONING

Kentilekii Fria ckiektx

Wallace's
Book Store

"BIBLES a
RELIGIOUS

Glass Company

Ewing Tire Service

DIV.

"West Kentucky Transportation Center"
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp. Dealer
753-1372
4th at Poplar

Phone 753 1319

Industrial Road

Lassiter & Frankhouser

Appliance
__ _ .

SERVICE
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND

Ph. 474-2211 Ext. 171

Ky Lake State Park

Phone 753-8181

Chestnut

Taylor Motors, Inc.

nt Co.
Stokes Tractor & Impleme

J.W. WILHAM-MGR.
*HOUSE BOAT RENTALS*

802
II

Phone 753-4832

5th at Chestnut

Kenlake Marina

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

753-1751

109 S. 7th

753-6025

Highway 641 North

Dunn Furniture, TV &

Di
ENJ
MON

Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

Gerrald Boyd-Owner
Complete Automatic Transmission Service-Front End Alignment-Complete Tune-ge & Repair Service-

URGER
QUEEN

C A poi)i„,17-7,

(

Ph. 753-5209

Mayfield Hwy. 121

With Over 20 Years Experience
Radio-Stereo-7 V
753 2900
Mayfield Hwy

..___

c1/4..„_,-..--.-->... rio Pagliai's

Dealef
Authorized Mercury Outboard Motors
Fiberglass IL AlUTIrtLIT Boat Repairs ,
sa
West End Eimer% Ferry Hwy
Ph. 474-7344 '
Aurora

.
_...:wcilf-Kiinfu'aii- Rtircil

ElectriC-7-

Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 7531012

•31EZA
FAST FREE-HOT DELIVERY
510 W.'Main

753 7975

641 Super Shell
FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY
Open 6 00 a in Close 17:00 p in .
South 12th Street--Phone 753-9131

.
--Carroll Tire-fietvice-------------U-siel:Ctife
YOUR UNI ROYAL TIRE'DEALER

1105 Pogue '2 Block E of S. 12th Phone 753-1449

DO
1 Cut o
2 Poem
3 Prote
diger

BLC

Mobile Horn. Courts

„Z__"til_r" Dealer

1 Jump
4 Carton
9 Woocle
2 Fuss
13 Hosle
14 Grain
15 Feaca
17 Regan
19 Bury
21 Dine
22 Agree
24 Drink
26 -CP*
Mernp
29 Beet
31 Fond
33 Mum
34 Old T
(ebb(
35 Male
37 Tiny
39 Swab
ruiner
40 Ethioo
42 Preve
free
44 Be ol
46 Regio
48 Dance
50 Pont.
61 lnsec
53 Nag
55 Macs
68 Parts
61 Parce
62 Conic
disk
64 Deca
65 Ferns
66 Look
67 Ocea

Waymen Chapel
AME Church
Morning Services 10:45 AM.

Shady Oaks

753-2411

s Auto Repair
'
Sholar

Phone 753-2202

P4tviliebr
Ser
ceitree
WOrdts
Sunda
00 a.m. 3rd. Sunday:
Sunday School 11:00 •.m. 1st
sun
aly
Suncla
yi0:00 a.m. 2nd., 3rd. I.
4th
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd.
Sunday: 11:00 •.m. 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 1st, 3rd
I. 4111 Sunday: 11:00 cm. and
Sunday

Seventh ilay Adventist
10 00•in
Sabbath School
• 30 a.m
WorshipService

Palace Cafe

CONTROL

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
1415 Main Street

Dexter-Martin United
Worship Service 10.00 a.m.
lit & 2nd Sundays, 11:00 a.m.
3rd S. 4th Sunday, 6:30 p.m.
1st & 3rd 8. Wh Sunday

Immanwel Lointeran
• 15• in
Sunday School
10 XI• m
Morning Worship

in

Ground
10 00•.m

p°I
es Cain
Service
wary,C

Ph. 753-7494

604 S 4th

YOU
THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN

Sunday

St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10 30a in
9.30•.m
Morning Worship

Tucker TV Sales & Service

Boone's Incorporated

Lynn Greve
Service at 1:45•in 1St
2nd S. eh

S. 3rd Sundays. 11

Wayman Chapel A.M.R.
fp rn
Worship Services 11 a

The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home

Prayer Changes Us,
Not God

MR. & MRS. WM. A. JONES, OWNERS

Now Open In Our New Location On Acardia, Across
From The Central Shopping Centerwi 753-1145
Boots 1. Shoes For Any Activity Under The Sun

GoShert Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a m 1518.
3rd Suays, 7 p.m. Ind & 4th

St. Lee Catholic Church
Sunday Mass S a m 11• m ,4
m
4:31 p.m.
Setwillay Mass
Christian Science
Ile.m.
Worship Service
Jehovah's VIitivesaira
10 30a m
Watchtower
V.-306.m
Anne Lecture

Ti. h Ilu Own
Own In ha

"Gather the clusters of the vine of the
of Revelations
earth, for her grapes are fully ripe." Haw beautiful! How far-reaching
is this challenge' It is up to us Throughout the Bible the grape and the
vote hold great spiritual meaning They emphasize the close
unbon between Christ and His church. We iudge the vrne lrom
the Inm it beats. St John warned us in the first piece. that the
branch cannot bear fruit, except it abide in the Lord In • swarms)
sense. man makes Ass own harvest His reaping Is strictly
in accordance with how well he has taken care of the vineyard,
how thoroughly he has supported the chanties of the Lord,
S.
\\
or..........m.• Am...N..4ft 1••• ••••••
and how genuinely he Ras served God

Christian

Owens Chapel
11.012AM
Morning Worship
5:30 PM
Evening Worship

Russells Chapel United
10 a.m
School p
5urlda
rningtiys
Mora
s Sunday
ndwrvt
11 a.m

3.

Find The

11 a.m

First Methodist
$.45 100•50a.rn.
Worship

Church el Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
10 a in
Sunday School

Liberty Cumberland
10a m
Sunday School
11•in
Worship Service
North Plesant Greve
10. in
Sunday SCh001
11a in.
Worship Service .
Rok Greve
10• m.
Sunday SCh001
Worship "treks% its
Mown Plesant
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
79 in.
Evening Worship
son
Fwst Presbyter
1 30•in.
Church School
10 0•m
Worship Service

10 a.m.

Mornino Worship
Sunday School

11*.m
3P m

Other
Denominations

Presbyterian

Find Ilophst
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30p.m.
Worship
Evening

Kirksey United
11:00•.111
Morning Worship
7:00p.m
Evening Worship
Ceidwater United
Worship Service 11 .00 a.m 1st &
2nd Sunday. 10:00 a m 3rd S. 4th
Sunday School 10 00 a m 1st
2nd Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 3rd & 4th
Sunday
Temple Hill United

Friendship
Sunday School
Morning worship

First AssemblY 04 G4/4

New Mt Carmel Missionary
11 00•.m.
Morn eng Worship
7 00 p.m.
Evening Worship

Morning worship
Evening worship

Second Street
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

m
Church Scheel
Vilorshio Service

Independence United
Sunday School
1000a.m.
Morning worship
11:00a m.

New Cascara
10 50. m
Morning Service
7p m
Evening Worship
PlesaM Valley
11 a m
Morning Worship
49 in
Evening Worship

Alma Heights
11 •.m.
Morning worship
730p.m.
worship
Evening
United. 314 Wren Ave.
10 a.m
Sunday School
7p.m
Evening Worship
Cancerd
United. New
10.1?..
Sunday SCh001
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7p.m.
Calvary Tewpte
1111 a.m.
Sunday School
11•rn .7:30
Worship Services

Bleed River
11 a.M.
Morning Worship
6:311p.m.
Evening Worship

Cherry Conoar
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
E lin Greve
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

West Murray
10 SO a m
Morning Worship
•p m
Evening Worship
Union Greve
10 50• m
Morning Worship
t 10p m
Evening WOrSINIP
Unions & Peeler
10 *Oa in
Worship Service
49 in
Evening Service •

Pentecostal

ACPC

Bethel United
11:00a.M.
1st Sunday
700p. m.
2nd & Ith Sundays
9.30a. m.
3rd Sunday

Green Plain
Morniiiu Worship
110•45e m
7p m
Evening Worship

Murray Church
10 a in
Sunday School
Il• in
Worship Sec v ect
Church
Locust 12/4•Yll
11 a in
Morning Worship
7 p in
Evening Worship

ros

Brooks Chapel United
7 00p. m.
1st Sunday
9 30 a. m.
2nd Sunday
11:00a.M.
Sundays
3rd 1.4th

University
letRiarn.
Morning worship
41:00p.m.
Evening Worship

Nazarene

Sinking Springs
11 a in.
Morning worshi p
7 30p m
Evening Worship

Grace Illeptist
Morning Worship
E %NM ing Worsts ep

New Providence
ham.
Morning Worship
610 p.ni.
Evening Worship

-

Fail% Baptist
11 AMMerningWOrgiiP
4:311110.M.
Warship
Evening
Locust Grove
11.00a.M.
Morning Worship
7.00p.m.
Evening WorShep
Chestnut Street General
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship

First Baptist
-r10•41--n
Morning Worship
vrming Worship
6• 30 p.m.

I

ev:

Lone 011k MORN,
2:13) P.M.
1st. Sunday
10730 A.M.
.3rd. Sunday - •

West Fork
Merrerma Worth.*
Evening Worship

CT 11 U

E

Scotts Greve
1110 11.M.
Worship Service
Evening worship

GE N

Palestine United
151
Worship Service 11 a.m
Sunday, 10 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel linhiwi
1011.m.
Sunday Scheel
11 a.m.
Worship
Pleasant Greve
1045am
Morning Worship
700p.M.
Evening Worship
Good Shepherd United
10.306.m.
Sunday School
9 30 a.m.
Worship Service

National Hotel Building

,

ist
United
151
11 a.m
d Sunday
to art
108.m.
II am
nt Greve
10:45 a.m
/00 p.m.
rd United
10:30 e.m.
9:308.m.

Today's Watergate Hearings

rossword Puzzle

United
7 00 p m
9 30a m

1100a m

ACROSS

4
5
8
7
8
9
10
11

An...,iv v•sionlity

-FICOU
MOON
RMOMPU M
OO 003(20
ru 11710UN
nnmn MO 0
MAZMO
MU
nom
EIMPVI UM1110M
UOMO ZMO Q74
BOO ADMOB
110 POCIROOM
nonmw 00060M
MOM
MUM

Mr Huntley
Flowers

Walters Says Haldeman Ordered
Him To Deflect Investigation

WASHINGTON AP) --- The
God mound
deputy director of the Central
Otherwise
Intelligence Agency testified toComely
day that H. R. Haldeman orOrgan of sight
Precious
dered him to deflect the FBI's
stone
Watergate investigation last
16 Go in
year.
18 flit tightly
20 Tear
Army Lt. Gen. Vernon A.
22 Disease of the
Walters said that at a meeting
skin
six days after the Watergate
2,3 Essence
54 LulXicatelt
41 Lawmakiisi
25 Church bench
raid Haldeman, wlai was then
Beverage
body
55
27 Eagles neat
President Nixon's chief of staff,
43 Aentorm
56 Quarrel
28 Drags
told him to tell acting FBI Di57 Bishopric
30 Tattered cloth
fluid
59 Ftah eggs
45 Snakes
32 Afternoon
rector L. Patrick Gray III that
60 Music as writ47 Ventilate
party
the FBI's investigations in
ten
49 Fragment
36 Chart
Mexico might uncover CIA ac83 Prefix down
52 Pound down
38 Ills
37 Tiny
39 Symbol for
tivity there.
I
2
3
444:4
5
6
7
ruthenium
Walters told the Senate Wa40 Ethiopian title
13
i4
a.c.....::::
tergate committee that Halde42 Prevent from
...
:i44
tree speech
man repeatedly asserted some
II
:24 17
4.4 Be ot use
151116
CIA secrets might be uncov:VA
46 Region
20 Mail.
sr..;..4.0y. so
.iX••:4..titi
-0
•:
:
40fe::
ered in Mexico even though
48 Dance step
ON vi..,,,
ZNIIII
1
50 Roman date
Walters and his boss, then CIA
27
UMW 26
::::::: 24
WI23••
61 Insect egg
NM .1.....e.
NV.
Director Richard Helms, knew
53 Nag
32 WWI
30 ::93 3i
1
29
of no agency activities that
55 Macaws
4 IME
1X
82,
44!.!
68 Parts of steps
might have been exposed by an
38 fa 39
NV,
61 Parcel of land
investigation.
62 Commemorative
45
MK AI
43 ....e.
41 5S4
442
.
At the time, the FBI was indisk
•••.
64 Decay
vestigating Nixon campaign
5°
65 Female sheep
.:•:*:*
JUl
checks that had passed through
66 Looks slyly
g5f*
67 Ocean
4.!•:M a Mexican bank on their way
W.saINN
11801:40•111
into the Miami bank account of
55 56
57 :44'UR
:444NM
one of the Watergate burglars.
'AXiC 64
Niff 62
ill
61
The checititiveatually provided
1 Cut of meat
4
:
X!
*X
,
2 Poem
Nis
i66
ndirlailaawchtl link between
3 Protective
"Itscifiral- Iftial/PT corfffflittee
inert/Wider
-?Thar. by Perftert fleature-Siendiseek Ina-wwii
Wiretappers.

mted

1 Jump
4 Carton
9 Wooden pm
2 Fuss
3 Hostelry
14 Gram
15 Fracases
17 Regard
19 Bury
21 Dine
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AUCTION

AUcrioN SALE
The Murray Dealers Auto Auction, Inc. will offer for sale
on August 18, 1973 at the hour of 2:00 o'clock P.M. the real
estate and a a large quantity of personal property to the
highest and best bidder. This real estate is located on Highway 641 South, some three 131 miles South of Murray, Kentucky, and has been used as an automobile auction. Located
on this property are three ( 3) buildings. This real estate
fronts on Highway 641 South some 489 feet and some five 15)
acres of this Po acre tract is paved and enclosed by a fence.
All real and personal property will be sold together to the
highest bidder for cash at the date of sale or twenty per cent
(20 per cent I down with the balance of the purchase price
payable not nidie than thirty (30) days from the date of sale.
Bidders must register immediately prior to the sale and the
sale will be conducted on the premises. For inspection of the
property contact J.T. Todd or James L. Lassiter. This
property is ideal for many purposes due to its location and
condition.
MURRAY DEALERS AUTO AUCTION, INC'.
J.T. TODD, PRESIDENT

named him ambassador to
something the top CIA officials Iran.
He testified that shortly after
didn't.
Walters has turned over to the Watergate break-in White
the Senate panel copies of per- House aides put out feelers to
sonal memoranda that recount the agency in an effort to deterhis dealings with White House mine whether the CIA could be
used to cover up the bungled
aides and Gray.
bugging of Democratic headWalters said that within an quarters
hour after he and Helms met
The former spy chief acwith Haldeman and Ehrlich- knowledged- that several of the
man, he went to see Gray who men arrested in the Watergate
seemed to be expecting him.
affair had been connected with
"I said to Gray I had just the agency and that one, Eucome from the White House genio Martinez, was on a $100where I talked with senior staff a-month retainer at the time of
members. I was to tell him the the break-in
pursuit of the FBI investigation
But Helms's soft voice built
In Mexico might expose some to a near shout as he told the
covert activities of the CIA," Senate panel, "The agency had
no involvement in the break-in,
Samuel Dash, chief counsel said Walters.
HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED
He said he then reminded no involvement whatever."
for the Senate committee,
And despite the feelers from
asked Walters if Haldeman had Gray of an agreement between
been inquiring whether CIA se- their two agencies to inform Ehrlichman, then presidential
HELP WANTED
crets might be uncovered, or one another if anything oc- chief of staff H.R. Haldeman
curred that might expose the and White House counsel John
was saying that on his own.
The Calloway County Board of Education is in need of a
"I do not recall it being put other's activities. He said Gray W. Dean III, Helms said, he rebus driver-janitor combination employee for the Hazel
to
the
efforts
involve
sisted
agreement.
the
of
aware
was
in question form," Walters
Elementary School. Salary averaies $664.28 per month
Walters said he returned to agency in the cover-up, saying:
said. "It was put in directive
for ten months of employment.
to
want
heavily
"I
the
lean
on
Helms,
to
reported
and
CIA
the
form."
Anyone interested should contact the Calloway County
Walters said that although he then questioned CIA staffers fact that I was trying to keep
of Education's office, 401 North Hah Street, phone
Board
and
the
did
clean
I
that
agency
and Helms knew of no CIA se- about any possible connection.
753-3033. If this number cannot be reached phone 492-8222
kept
I
as
long
as
succumb,
not
nobody
clear
became
soon
"It
crets that might be uncovered
or 753-7184.
In Mexico, they didn't dispute involved with Mexico oper- it clean I felt I was doing my
"
job
could
Haldernan's authority because ations thought anything
he was close to the President be imcovered by the FBI invesWANTED
DRIVEWAY
and beesuae he- might know -ligatigr," he said.
be reliable and
salesman.
Must
nayslater,
1-, on June 27, three
bondable. Apply North Point
Walters said he received a teleStandard, 121 bypass,
phone call from a man who
Murray.
A4C
W.
John
as
identified himself
Dean III, then the White House
counsel.
FRANKFORT, Ky.—For the business.
WANTED FOUR men who could
Following Governor Wendell
"I said I don't know who you second consecutive year,
use $87.50 average for 20 hours.
Cleaner
of
are," Walters recalled. "He Kentucky took a Blue Ribbon in Ford's proclamation
Ideal job for college student. See
said you can call Ehrlichman the national (leaner Air Week Air Week last year, the cam- Mr. Golf, Regal 8, 3:00 p.m. or
paign reached its peak. Thirty- 8:30 p.m. sharp, Wednesday,
contest.
and find out if I'm okay."
The Kentucky Department five mayors and one county- August 1.
Walters said he called EhA8C
rlichman and got the con- for Natural Resources and judge proclaimed the week
Protection while radio stations, marquees COOK AND companion wanted
firmation, then went to see Environmental
recently received word of its and churches announced it.
Dean.
for middle aged gentlemen. Must
At least 68 newspapers be free to travel and like outdoors
"Dean said he was handling win from the national Air
this whole matter of the Water- Pollution Control Association throughout Kentucky publicized and fishing. White, female, aged
gate, it was causing a lot of APCA ). Last year's 24th an- the Cleaner Air Week Coloring 35-50, prefered. Strict referencestrouble, was very embarrassing nual campaign was co- Contest judged by a Pulitzer- required and furnished. Write to
that the leads led to some sponsored by the APCA and the prize winning editorial car- P.O. Box 32R,Murray,Kenimportant people and might National Lung Association. The toonist Over '630 persons en- tucky.
A7C
lead to some other important Division of Air Pollution in the tered that contest
Five thousand air pollution DOMESTIC HELP needed, four
environmental department,
people." Walters said.
He recalled being told the which conducted the nphlieitv cartoon strips were produced days a week, three hours a day,
blue and distributed along with films
FBI was proceeding on theories campaign last year, won a
11:30-2:30. Good pay, Phone 753that the Watergate break-in ribbon for the week in 1972 and and posters. At least 24 radio 5757.
A4C
was instigated by the Republi- an honorable mention in 1971. and six television stations aired
Most
programs.
pollution
air
Cleaner Air Week, held each
can National Committee, the
AUCTION SALE
October, calls attention to the were interviews with members
CIA or someone else.
"I said I don't know who problems of air pollution and to of the state's air pollution
originated it, but that the CIA promoting greater community control staff.
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
did not," said Walters. "He effort toward understanding the
August 4, 10:00 a.m. east edge of
the
included
Other activities
kept pressing and said it must problems and seeking solutions
Coldwater, Kentucky on 121.
:'urse
Air
Clean
the
of
running
nationally
sponsored
have, these people all had Although
Selling to settle the estate of the
worked for the CIA. I said by the APCA and the lung at Latonia Race Course and late ha Stone.
maybe they had, but they Association, activities and announcements by Kentucky
Nice couch and chair, coffee
programs have always cen- Educational Televison. the and end tables, fancy wicker
didn't now."
the
and
Aging
on
Commission
tered around control agencies,
Said Walters:
rocker, odd chairs and tables,
"This seemed to shock him citizen groups, community department's of Fish and quilts, linens and drapes. Lots of
Education.
and
Wildlife
and
industry
organizations,
somewhat. I said anything that
picture frames and lamps and
would involve any of these goywhat note, Jenny Lind bed, nice
eminent agencies like the CIA
maple twin beds, nice little
Ile GOT THIS
or the FBI, anything improper
breakfast set, fancy oak dining
FAR. GRASS
in this way, would be a,disaster
IS FIATTEMED
chair, real nice ... electric
MT._ A
for the nation. Somewhat
refrigerator and electric stove,
STRUGGLE
reluctantly he seemed to accept
almost new Coolerator air conthis line of argument."
ditioner, color TV., glass, china
Kentucky's second largest million came from out-ofaitate and cooking utensils. Many more
Gray, who resigned after it
was revealed he destroyed po- industry-tourism-has a brand- visitors. Out-of-state travelers good items.
lineally sensitive .documents new tool, espeIcally designed to provided 450 million in state
-For information phone Chester
given him by White House more effectively advertise the taxes and over $11 million in & Miller Auction Service, 435aides, is scheduled to follow state's travel attractions and local taxes.
4042, Lynn Grove. "It Pays To
"The competition becomes Sell The
Walters to the witness table heritage.
Chester-Miller Way."
and
greater every year, but this
late today or Monday.
A3P
advertising
new
The Department of Public other
Two former CIA officials tes72a
published
to
us
has
enable
Information
should
techniques
heartified at the committee's
AUTOS FOR SALE
ings Thursday about the agen- page travel book, titled "Call of surpass last year's tourist incy's role in furnishing spy Kentucky," which is the state's come," said the Commissioner.
In additon to 175 color Pic- CHEVROLET PICKUP-1971
equipment to E. Howard Hunt current advertising theme. The
shortly before the 1971 Ellsberg magazine-size publication is tures, the "Call of Kentucky
Cheyenne, straight shift, V8.
printed in full color throughout. includes a highway map in Price $2250.00. 1970 Chevrolet
break-in.
Commenting on the need for color, printed as a back-cover pickup, V8, automatic, 41750.00.
Hunt, a former CIA ClandesA3C
tine Service officer, has been the book„ Public Information foldout; a chart listing all the Phone 474-2378.
implicated in the break-in at Commissioner Thomas L. state parks and the national
the office of Daniel Ellsberg's Preston, said, "By presenting parks located in the Com- FORD-1968, it ton pickup. V8,
psychiatrist and pleaded guilty Kentucky's many attractions in MOnwealth; and vignettes of radio, standard transmission,
one professional publication, we Kentucky history, as well as
in the Watergate conspiracy.
new tires. Very good condition.
Gen. Robert E. Cushman,for- hope to interest tourists into descriptions of the travel at- $1050.00. Phone 753-0289.
A4P
mer deputy director of the spending more time in our state tractions.
planned,
at
or
originally
than
art
finished
the
for
Except
agency and now commandant
FOR SALE or TRADE
of the Marine Corps, swore he least entice people to see more work and printing, the book was
gave orders to help Hunt after of Kentucky during their stay." prepared within the Public '2-1973 Buick demonThe Commissioner added, Information Department.
being asked to do so by former
Istrators. Call Peck's Motor
Five-hundred thousand copies •Sales
presidential adviser John D. "The book is in every way a
something
prestige piece and is
753-7494
of the book have been printed at
Flirlichman.
Ehrlichman has testified he that tourists, vacationers and 40 cents each. Funds for prindoesn't recall telephoning the Kentuckians alike will want to ting were set aside in the last
keep a long time. People tend to fiscal year by reducing other OPEL KADEI-1968 Rally
request to Cushman
This spring, however, a discard brochures shortly after costs within the Department of Sport. Approximately ?A miles to
search of CIA records turned acquiring them. This fact in Public Information, Preston gallon. Excellent condition.
Phone 753-2884 after 1:00
up the minutes of a meeting itself indicates that we needed a said.
"This book will allow us to p.m.
A6P
with CIA Director Richard M. new approach in marketing our
remain within our present
Helms on July 8, 1971, in which tourist attractions."
and
budget
"Tourism is a highly com- advertising
Cushman reported on the Ehrlichman call of the previous petitive business and profitable simultaneously produce a
to Kentucky. With limited better quality of promotional
day.
Hunt met srith Cushman funds, it is necessary that every material Illustrating Kenshortly after the phone call and advertising dollar be fully tucky's appealing tourist sites,"
acid for dummy identification maximized," he corm/rented. Preston said.
"In addition it will replace
cards and a disguise. Cushman - Topped only by agriculture in
ordered that he receive the ma- generating income-in Kentucky, over 20 brochures, reduce the
tourism is advantageous to all personnel time and effort in
terial.
Helms spent a quarter centu- residents of this state, either distributing promotional
materials and compensate for
ry in the CIA, the last six as directly or indirectly.
Last year, tourist spent $635 the heavy demand of highway
director, before President Nixon relieved him last- spring and million in Kentucky, and 4482
Haldeman has testified that
he merely inquired of Helms
and Walters whether a vigorous
FBI investigation might uncover some CIA secrets. He said
he told Walters to talk to Gray
only after the CIA officials
failed to give him any flat assurances that no secrets might
be exposed.
Waiters gave a different version. He said Haldeman asserted that "pursuit of the
FBI's investigation in Mexico
might uncover some CIA activity." He said Haldeman repeated this three times, and said
"it has been decided" that Walters should tell Gray this.

State Takes Me Ribbon
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Tourism Booklet
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If You

CHEVROLET
PICKUP-1987,
long wheel base, standard shift.
Good condition. 1501 Glendale
Road. Phone 753-7867.
A3C

Miss Your Paper
Please Phone
Your
Paper Carrier
First
If No Results:
Phone

BUICK SKYLARK-1969, six
cylinder, good gas mileage.
Excellent condition. $1150.00.
Phone 489-2331 or 489-2530.
A3C
VOLKSWAGEN FASTBACK1972. Local car. Clean. Phone 753A6C
7770.

753-1916

0

0

•

Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.
753-7278

%MICE .
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY only
Special! $15.00 permanentthrough August, $12.50. The
Hairdresser, 201 South 6th
Street

U

L

FREE
'BIKE
•
agt4

BARRETT'S
SERVICE
CENTER

from

Given Away at
Qtaratiii.
MATINEE

is sow at their NEW
LOCATION across from
the Bunny Bread Store oa
South 4th St. Alex aad
Preston Barrett are giving
a FREE GIFT with we
purchase of fine ASHLAND
GASOLINE.
Phone 766100$

•

WILL GIVE tobacco barn to
anyone willing to move it off our
A4C
property. Phone 489-2101.

NOW OPEN
Sat., Aug. 4th
1:00 p.m.
See Don Knolls in

"SHAKIEST GUN
IN THE WEST" I G
4
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GaIiimore
Fruit Stand
in Hazel, Ky
Both Hazel & Puryear
Locations
Open 8 am-9 pm
7 Days a Week
This Week's Special
RED SKIN

j
Call
y753-1916
•

l'oR SA1.E

•
•

000000009 *0900000000000000000 000000
FOR SALE

•

en
Pain

Fon SALE

FOR SALE

0%
NTIQUE HOUND oak table, 6 SET OF Fenton chrome wheels 1973 YAMAHA RT3, 360cc En- •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
ladder back chairs. antique for Ford pickup, 4 wheel drive, duro. Excellent condition. 4
french marble top armoire, $110.00. Antique secretary desk, months old. $850.00. Phone 753-•
antique cane back couch. 2 solid walnut, $200.00. Antique oak ,6994 after 5:00p.m.
A9NC•
handmade four poster single beds bedroom suite, $115.00. Phone
with mattresses, antique high 435-5533 or can be seen one mile 16' RUNABOUT-1972, Mark•
chair. antique cradle, arm chair, south of Crittenden's Grocery, Twain, walk through windshield,•
block and board book shelf, swing ,second house on left.
A6C 115 H.P. Mercury motor, heavy•
set. 2 rugs. French baby buggyduty Roleo trailer. Used less than•
car bed-stroller in one, girl's
15 hours. Price $2800.00. Phone•
A4P
bike Phone 753-6094.
753-5040.
A4P•

•

ANTIQUES: FURNITURE and
glassware. 516 South llth Street.
A6C
Phone 753-3796.
GRAIN BINS. Before you buy a
drying bin, compare GSI's
standard features, then compare
prices. Heaviest gauges of steel
used throughout. The Grain
Systems,Inc., storage and drying
system is planned especially for
your needs. It lets you sell when
the price is right or store for your
own use. To let you fill any bin in
one day, we offer you a pre-wired
electric low temperature heater
and fan combination with a cal
rod element for safer and more
economical drying. To find how
GSI clan help you and to see a
typical farm set up call 753-8609
A
anytime after /!10-tr.tn.

FOR SALE
POINTER

• BIRD DOG PUPS
• Championship Bloodlin•,
S.

• Phone:
,
N 753-8760-7 a.m.-5p.m.\\
• 489-2398 after 5 p.m.

Aluminum ?,
Siding

•

One Rack

•

DOUBLE KNIT

ELECTRIC
STONE, selfcleaning oven, like new, $100.00.•
If you spent your vacation ; Four hardwood kitchen chairs,
painting the woodwork and 's 816.00, One new porta crib, $20.00.
windows on your brick ; Baby swing, $5.00. Phone 7538749.
A8C
home, we can completely
cover all wood with
aluminum that never has to t COFFEE TABLE, Spanish style.
Phone 753-0045.
A4P
be painted. It has a 30 year
guarantee. We sell and
STOVE, $10.00; refrigerator,
Install all types of siding.
640.00; rugs, $10.00 each; TV.,
$10.00; chairs, $5.00; semi antique couch and chair, $75.00;
After 6:00 p.m.
1964 Chevrolet. Saturday, 202
South 12th Street. Phone 753* FREE ESTIMATE * 8010.
A4P

•
•
•
•
•
••

Phone 498-8886

COMPLETE ELECTRIC Shop.
This includes electric motors:
hand presses; small and large.
Drill press, two speed, Frobaillte
volt heavy duty electric
welder, guaranteed, 220 amps.
Electric hand saws. The best
electric jig saw that Skill makes.
1000 or over electric drill bits,
high speed. One pipe threading
head, up to 4". One ratchet
Toledo pipe threading head up to
3". One 3 phase electric welder,
220 volt, excellent condition,
guaranteed. Work benches with
casters. Also we want to buy
anything you have for sale of
value. We buy and sell daily. See
George Mauzy at Dill Electric
Company.
A3C

HEAVY DUTY trailer, 6'x7' for
road or field use. $70.00. Phone
SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE:
7674462 or 767-2357 after 5.00
5 H.P. riding mower,$206.95, B & p.m.
A7C
S Engine. 7 H.P. electric start
riding mower, 30" cut, $319.95, B
ONE SET of Super Ludwig
& S Engine. Roby Sales, Highway drums, plus
all extras. Come to
September 4C
68,Benton, Ky.
Route 1836, turn right next to
Baptist Chruch in Coldwater
SUMMER CLEARANCE on all
third house on left, after 5:00
Armstrong large truck tires.
p.m.
A3NC
First line:
1$11 ........... $36.00 + $6.14

•
•
•

SPORT COATS
$2699

Har
•..
Ken
•..
is

St.,

NECK TIES
$199

PEPSI COLA drink box; large
sandwich
grill;
counter
showcase; 6 single iron beds;
with_psprings and mattresses;
double iron bed with springs a •
mattress; dresser; some small
A4
items. Phone 436-2242.

•
•
•
•

M

SHORTS
$25°
• All Other Merchandise

ag
pr

106' ROLL of 2" x 4" mesh wire AI
fence, 4' high and 14-6' metal
poles, $30.00. Phone 753-5596. ITC I:\

a •
Pr or
la

KITCHEN TABLE-drop leaf
and two chairs. Just like new.
Phone 753-3378.
A4C

•

REGISTERED MINIATURE
•
schnauzer puppies, non shed top
guaranteed.
Health
personality.
Melody-Ayre Kennels 901-642A8C
1930 or 901-232-8327.

Long & Short
Sleeve Shirts

20% Off

•i KING'S DEN
•

VA LOANS, no down payment for
qualified veteran. 12 ears to
pay. Drive on out almost to
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
Bank financing on spot. Bill's USED BICYCLE-three
Mobile Homes, 3900 South In excellent condition,
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky., Also 314 H.P. mini bike.
Phone 489-2558
443-6150.

Southside Shopping Center

f••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

filif

Ticket from

PEACHES
13.75

CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 25' and
treated fence posts. Murray
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
A4C
Street.

speed.
$40.00.
$35.00.
A4NC

Gordon's Farmers Market
Hwy. 94 East of Murray

Under New Management

PEACHES, $6.00 bushel. This
week is the pick of the peach
Canning
Cooking
season. We are picking our best
varieties now. Purple hull peas
Bu:
$4.00 bushel. Green beans, $6.00
900 x 20-10 ply. $46.18
$7.33
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST bushel. Corn picked daily.
Bu $7.00
1000 x 20-12 ply $59.95 + $9.10
a bushel
$2
1,4 bushe
variety of pistols. Buy now while Flippen Hill Billy Barn is backed
Good at Both locations 1000 x 22-12 ply $62.34 + $9.98
you. can still get them at by over 200 acres of apples
ti tin r. a 4"S „
Arrnstrongs best highway tread
reasonable prices. Country Boy peaches and vegetables. Come to
BIRGO
AI.
IN TIRES
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest truck tire.
Armstrong PEACHES, HAND picked,
Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles the Flippen Hill Billy Barn on the 1,t
825
x
20-10
+16.14
ply
$44.16,
e - whilemad
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
present inventory limited amount. Phone 753-5653
Union City and Hickman HighJunction
117
from
Hopkinsville,
horses
saddle
gaited
TWO-FIVE
lasts. 4 ply nylon 775-826-845 by after Friday. Delivery Tuesday,
13th Street, "every day you delay 900 x 20-10 ply $55.34 + $7.33
and two Western saddles. Phone and 164. Open Sundays until 4100 way for your fresh produce. No
c
14" or 15" $15.06+$2.80. Custom Wednesday and Thursday. A6C
lets bugs have their way." Aug4C 1000 x 20-12 ply $66.68 + $9.00
grocery
store
orders
please.
A4C
AOC
p.m.
492-8813
A6P
1000 x 22-12 ply $70.22 + $9.96
supreme polyester F-G-H-78 by
Best
traction
type
Armstrongs
14" or 15" $16.51+$2.80. Custom 52 GALLON hot water heater,
FISHING BOAT!! Mint con- ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales, FORD-1966. Econoline van with 78
truck tires.
Series polyester F-G-H 78 by electric, $40.00. Kitchen set, like
Kentucky,
on
the
Mayfield,
$600.00.
new tires. Runs good,
dition. 1971 Cherokee "Dolphin
125 x 2940 ply $65•21 + $7.25
new.,$35.00. Miscellaneous items.
Highway. Travel trailers, Also 16' Thompsdn pleasure boat
Benton
64"
boards,
plus
wide,
iRth
floor
ply
$61,14
+
$8.51
20-10
900 x
For the convenience of the Citizens of
Polyester Glass belted F-G-H 78 Phone 753-9465,
camper,
toppers.
We
also
A6C
pickup
with
50
H.P.
Evinrutie
motor
and
swivel
seats
and
1970
Evinrude
25
1000 x 20-10 ply $73.09 + $10.52
Murray and Calloway County
H.P. outboard with-without 1971 rent campers by the week or trailer. All for $600.00 Call 762- by 14" or 15" $18.44+$3.10
Armstrong Best lug type tire:
Paris tilt trailer. 1638 Olive weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489- 6151 from 600-10:00 p.m., Jim Polyester Steel Belted F-G-H 78 INNERSPRING MATTRESS825 x 20-10 ply $53.89 + $7.25
A4C Sowders.
A4C by 14" or 15" $21.50+$3.10. Wide Campbell, double bed size, super
Street.
A6P 2303.
900 x 20-10 ply $59.92 + $8.51
70 series Polyester glass belted firm. Never been used. Will sell
1000 x 20-10 ply $73.21 + $10.52
F-G-H 70 by 14" or 15" at a bargain. Phone 753-7578 after
will bit from
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton, PLATFORM ROCKER, nylon, CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot 1972 YAMAHA 175 Enduro, exA6P
1TC full of them at prices you couldn't cellent condition. Phone 753-0123 $20.81+$306. Wide 60 series 4:30p.m.
Ky.
September 4C green. Phone 753-4975.
7-7 Mon.-Sat.
believe, starting at $450.00. Full
4:30 p.m. or 753-7699 after nyiong glass belted E-G-L by 15"
Only thru August 31st
gauge 870
A4NC $25.90 + $366.. Roby Sales, High- REMINGTON 12
1Y Sears Sears MOBILE HOME, 50'xIO• Ritz- type,fold down and motor homes.At
Pe•M•
way 68, Benton, Ky. September5C Wingmaster pump shotgun, one
seamless gutters installed per craft, two bedrooms, fully fur- New and used. At Bill's Camper
year old deluxe golly choke
your specifications Call Larry nished, fully carpeted, air con- Corner, located at Bill's Mobile 11172 YAMAHA 200 street bike, 700
barrel. Phone 753-2570.
Homes, 3900 Clarks River Road,
A6NC
free
for
ditioned.
IIsles
at
753-2310
Phone
4374444.
A9P
SOLID
MAPLE
twin
beds,
miles. Excellent shape. Phone
ORR ELEtTRIC, electric motor
Paducah, Ky. Phone collect for
hilt LEASE
TFC
estimate
springs
and
mattress
with
753-0123 before 4:30 p.m. or 753repair and sale. New Concord
A4C
FRONT YARD moving sale, 218
AIR CONDITIONER-18,000 information 443-6150.
7699 after 5:30 p.m.
A4NC dresser, $300.00. Four all wool
Road,phone 753-8114. August9(
North 13th Street, Saturday
floral
rugs,
SOU P'5 on. the rug that is, clean BTU,Coolerator. Phone 753$15.00
each.
Phone
753BICYCLE.
Phone
20"
through
Tuesday, Sunday 1:003917.
electi'ic
1TP
iiitli.Blia,Lustre..
Rent
753-8118.
A3P
Station
A6C OUTBOARD MOTOR, 70 H.P.
3806.
,6:00 p.m. If raining, inside.
shampooer $1 Kwik-Pik Market,
Mercury. Ideal for pontoon or
Antique ice box, air conditioner,
Coming Up for tease live Points
MC
runabout. A-I condition. Phone GENTLE PLEASURE mare,
toys,
school desks, evening
three
bridles
and
1-horse
trailer.
Good potential with good
436-5366.
A4C
OVER-UNDER shotgun and .22,
flistter Western
clothes, lamps, vacuum cleaner
Also two saddles. Phone 435business. Rudy Lovett and
two man raft, pup tent, Olympus
A4NC and other good miscellaneous
Homer Brown will be
AKC REGISTERED poodle 4640
camera. Phone 75335mm
Pen
items.
A6C
next
taking applications
puppies, tiny toys and toys.
A6P
6019.
Wednesday. For more
Whites, silvers and
blacks. Fewowemmivekmftwo
Information.
GELDING,four years
Phone 753-6379.
A4C
0 SORRELL
BU
SST :
SL
W
AD
••• SA
old, 15 hands, gelding. Gentle
SALE THOMAS A. Edison air
Kentucky
'Paducah,
Phone 753-3571 conditioners. 10,000 BTU,$184.25.
gaited, fox trot, trot, rack,
and
BIG YARD sale, August 5, 1:00 0
17,000 BUT, $233.00. Roby Sales,
canter. Phone 753-5889.
ABP
p.m., Uncle Willie's Trading
Highway 68, Benton, KenPost, 641 South of Murray. 10"
FOR SALE
tucky.
August21C
SEVEN WEANING age pigs.
table saw, Depression glass,•
2045 Beltline Highway
Phone 753-8501 after 5:00
Lincoln drape aladdin lamp, and
MOBILE HOME-10'x55' two
LUMBER
W.
Tenn.1 p.m.
kerosene lamps, furniture, O
A9C
, 4111..111
,
,a
t
car- 1972-14' BOSTON Whaler boat
A
pu
rv
ear.
Now on Friday evenings:
clothes, odds and ends.
A4P
e Ex- with trolling motor, 40 H.P.
HONDA C1,70, excellent concondition. $2100.00. Phone Johnson motor and Paris Line
eel
dition. Phone 753-7947.
ATC
A6C
USED -RIDING mowers, $39.95
A6C trailer. Phone 436-2245.
753-0814.
and up. Murray Supply, phone VERNON'S BOOT & Shoe &
753-3361.
Augult8C Western Store & Shoe Repair, DACHSHUND PUPPIES, four
COUCH AND chair, floral CLE 1N RUGS, like new,so euy
Inc., next to Tom's Pizza Palace, ARC registered, black and tan,
printed, $20.00. Phone 753-9966, or to do with Blue Lustre. Bent
across
SPECIAL
from Central Shopping males and one ARC registered
electric
5'
shampooer $1.00. Btll K
fiberglass one piece
can be seen at 1669 Ryan
Admission -$1.25 at Door
tub, $172.50, white and colors. Center, Hours 9:00-9:00 :Monday miniature red male dachshund
A3C Relaire Shopping Center.
MC
Avenue.
puppy. Champion bloodlines.
Murray Supply,753thrOugh Saturday. 1:00
Four generation typewritten
3361
.
Sunday
Just
SINGER SEWING machine, TR AVEL-TRXII:ER, 19*-1'it35'.
arrived--3
styles
August8C
•
I evis. latest stele.hush jean bells, pedigree free with each puppy.
touch and sew, automatic bobbin two bedrooms. Air conditioned.
CIA.L 14"s12." one piece .lust arrived 10 new 'styles dress Phone Benton 5274700. . ' MC
"
? 11inffing winder, in maple finish cabinet. Perfect for lake or -tearer-Mt:
- AVita Ibis illhi
fiberglass shower stalls. Special shoes solid leather. Western
---P"Igrantlift.W.aq-Channel 1125.001 Phone7534899 er MMUS- eel
t12.00.-White and colors. Murray hats- Western clothes. . - fa- the--------12
per -.,•:•
H.P.-• -•- - - - - - •-• - --after 5:00 p.m.
MP
. A3C 753-0289
BrOualVaLt1 you by StsocEntoont
Supply,
753-3361.
AugustiOC cent sale on now throughout
Sponsored by:
ROHALD W.SESHEAR,
'store "for I sale on Verde dress "
bl
and ''lardell trschir'••- 14$11V..-*
ill aki
MASSEY FERGUSON corn THREE BEAGLE hounds, 'all
allsCiA
L'
number•4
8
14.'mo
.Pw.erj.ohn
boots
and
Roughout
NORTHWESTERN
casual
Regular
boots.
Deere
•
quick
„attaCh rabbit dogs. Two 2 years, one 5
BSA 250 Starfire road bike, newly
k I e ert - two corr,
Ladies golf shoes. $12.97. Four 81965.00 Through July Aorawhile
7:'MUTUAL VIVI_
number
411V•leati
24.
Like
new.
None
:
Phone
rebuilt.
$350.00.
Phone
759-2283 styles Western Jeans. $1.1.00-1suPPly lasts $1005.00. Murray
--I
after 6:00 p.rn
A6P Now. $9 00
' TFC SuPPIY,753-3361.

Get Your

Lo
Dr.
Ex

All
WALKING

•
•
•

SU
:
1381
$44.
sale
reg
M..
Pri •
way
tuck

I t

PEACH.E$
$799

APPLES
99

-

--- NOTICE

-The Land FM Hours

Gulf

Kentucky

AtrtiquO Show Sale

CABANA CLUB CONVENTION CENTER
August 3, 4, 51 1973
Daily 1:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 p.m. - 6:00,p1.

"60 Minutes"

- ••
•••••

N. CO.1

Quality Dealers, free Parking,
Excellent Food

_

r

•

The Lourdes Hospital Auxiliary

"I*

7

..-11ir".••••••=1•111V-

LA:UST 3, 1973

IT'S EASY
To Place Your
Ledger & Times...

WANT-ADS

Another View

PEST CONTROL

FOR SALE

SUMMER CLEAALANCE on
Brother sewing matinee. Model
1381-regular $79.95, sale price
844.49. Model 621-regular $99.95,
sale price $63.56. Model 751regular $139.95, sale price $95.47.
Model 761-regular $159.95, sale
price 8114.37. Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton, Kentucky.
August23C

Legal Notice
NOTICE TO CREDITORS:

'sfec-6

•'411

ment
Cooking

PIUS
44 bus
HAND picked,
int. Phone 753-5653
Delivery Tuesday,
id Thursday. A6C
hot water heater,
10. Kitchen set, like
iiscellaneous items.
5.
MATTRESSible bed size, super
ieen used. WW sell
Phone 753-7578 after
A6P
gauge 870
12
pump shotgun, one
!luxe polly choke
A6NC
753-2570.
D moving sale, 218
Street, Saturday
iday, Sunday 1:00f raining, inside.
ox, air conditioner,
I desks, evening
s, vacuum cleaner
nod miscellaneous
A6C

* Call Today *

I,DING,four years
s, gelding. Gentle
trot, trot, rack.
A6P
.753-5869.
ANING age pigs
1 after 5:00
A9C
11, excellent con753-7947.
A6C

1

PUPPIES, four
-ed, black and tan,
w AKC registered
i male dachshund
npion bloodlines.
ition typewritten
with each puppy.
5274700.
ASC

H.P. John Deere
rden tractor with mower. Regular
Pugh July or while
$1695.00. Murray
Si
August8C

THE OLDE Shoppe. Furniture WILL DO odd jobs, household $10.00 DOWN and $10.00 per
stripping and repairs. 1301 Main, repairs, yard and garden work. month will buy a large wooded lot
next to the Dairy Queen. Phone Pay by the job or hour. Phone 753- at Keniana Shores. Lake accessA6P central water-all weal
753-8240.
August24C 6019.
streets. Phone 436-2473 or 431August9NC
JERRY'S REFINISHING & BULLDOZER WORK trucking, 5320.
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles also bank gravel, fill dirt and
BEDROOM brick house,
South of Murray on Hwy. 641. topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138 or THREE
508i
TFC fully carpeted, all built-ins.
Jerry McCoy, owner (502) 492- 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m.
Street. $22,000.00.
13th
outh
-------S
TFC
• sew8837.
Phone 7534492.
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
A9C1
Carpet
Phone
cleaned.
steam
HEARING Master 489-2504.
A
HAVING
TFC LOT 606 in Pine Bluff Shores,
50'x100', $300.00. Phone Paducah
PROBLEM?
TIMBER-LODGE on Tenn- 898-7169 anytime Saturday or
For free hearing test and Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville, Sunday after 5:00 p.m. on weekA9C
consultation call 753-0832.
Tennessee, will build complete days.
fireplaces, starting at only
$895.00. Selection of stones ON KENTUCKY Lake: four
R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality available. Satisfaction large bedrooms, 2 baths, large
work guaranteed. Business and guaranteed. Phone 901-593kitchen and living area, breakTFC fast bar, fireplace, central heat
residential Free estimates. 3534.
and air, boat dock, large patio.
Phone day or night Mayfield 247TFC
A9C
7201.
$35,000.00. Phone 436-5574.
SALE
FOR
REAL ESTATE
WILL DO trash and brush
•
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
•
TFC
•
753-6130.
•
•
•
•
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank •
•
•
installation Phone 753-7850. TFC
•
•
to 131 THOUSAND. Call today. We have an extra good •
•
oom house on a nice large lot. This houuse •
ee
• buy on a
ROY HARMON finish carpenter.•
Houses trimmed -cabinets- • has central heat and air, also nice shag carpet and two baths, •
1 car garage, built-in range and dishwasher stay with the •
formica tops-doors-remodeling
•
house.
speciOist. Quality workmanship.•
•
AugustlINC
•
Phonen3-0790:
•
•
▪ 1▪ 6,,ACRES for less than $10,000, located Northeast of New •
•
Concord
•
S
a
!JuDo barn painting and •
•
Rusty
•
spraying.
-commercia1
1 1 5 ACRES with three bedroom house and several outbuildings, •
1
•
roofs a speciality. Phone 753-0400 •
• good garden area, and fenced field. Near Kirksey.
August 13C
Or 312-2299.
•
3 ACRES. Near town with three bedroom house, cleanup •
•
monthly
big
provide
can
which
homes
alterations
four
mobile
and
shop
and
DRESS MAKING
•
•
•
0 income
.
in my home. Phone 436•
August21C
•
•
5525.
o 1 ACRE on Irvin Cobb Road has nice four bedroom house,
•
shop, garden space, all for less than $14,000.
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING de•
• clean-up
repair
pump
a
Complete
Electric
•
service. Let us check your old
pump for you before you buy a
new one. 24 hour emergency •
•
service. Phone 753August21C4.
•5643. •
1111 SYCAMORE'. - • - - •
John or Joretta Randolph 753-&182
•
Keith Hays 489-24
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.•
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
f?EALTOR' •
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
IB•11•11•1111•••••••
TFC
153-7625 Melts.

BUYING or SELLING

•
•
•
•

_

JOHN RANDOLPH REALTY
and AUCTION COMPANY

WANT TO BUY

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

753-1916

PRIVATE ROOMS for boys or
men. Has kitchen facilities,
bentraI heat and iffr, private
entrance. Phone 436August9C
5479.

WANT TO BUY 8' camper for
short wide bed pickup. Must be
equipped with stove and
refrigerator. Phone 436-5848 A3C

LosTdit'OLND
TO BUY good set used
ONE BEDROOM furnished TWO BEDROOM furnished WANT
FOUND GOLD Kreisler ball apartment. Also two bedroom apartment,large living room and ladies golf clubs. Phone 753A3C
point pen with initial. Phone 489- trailer. Both Li mile from kitchen. Available for two male 0509.
A4C Murray. Phone 901-232-8347. A9C students. Inquire at Kelly's Pest
2148.
WANT TO BUY two used 28"
Control, 100 South 13th Street.A6C bicycles or frames. Phone 753REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
NICE ONE bedroom furnished
A9NC
3712.
ON KENTUCKY Lake; four apartment, air conditioned, all FURNISHED APARTMENT.
large bedrooms, 2 baths, large electric. Adjacent to university $110.00 per month. utiltities inkitchen and living area,.tesisk- campus. Couples only. Phone 753- eluded. Couples preferred. 710 BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
fast bar, fireplace, central lied 3805.
A7C
A9C Poplar, ask for Betty.
Wanted.
Dealer-Salesman
and air, boat dock, large patio.
Prevent burglaries. Protect
A3C
$35,000 00. Phone 436-5574.
TWO BEDROOM trailer, air LAKE FRONT two bedroom business and homes. No inconditioned, large living room house, furnished, $90.00 per stallation. High profits. Call or
THREE BEDROOM brick with pull out extension, storage month. Available August 10. write: AID ALARMS, 85 N.
veneer house, near downtown, or building. Water furnished. Phone Phone 753-2250 after 400
4th-Memphis, To. 901-523A6C p.m.
A3C
489-2513.
will take trade. Phone 7532315.
1408.
September 4P ONE BEDROOM furnished TRAILER SPACE. Opening new "1.0.ANS. kVAIL.kfil.E for any
apartment with storage closet trailer court 2Ls miles east of purpose, $20,000.00 up to any
THREE BEDROOM brick house, and screened in back porch. Murray on Highway 94. Phone amount Call Mr Hensley g 15-247A4C 1152."
carpet throughout, central heat Couples only. Phone 753-6524. A6C 753-2377.
\IIP
and air, garage. Five miles north
SALE
SALE
FOR
FoR
VIE
ESTATE
EST
SALE
REAL
EAT
FOR
k
A13C
"
ESTATE
REAL
753-5639.
of Murray. Phone

Harley Williams, Deed
Robbie Falwell, Route 2, Murray,
Tom /he io 4 I* On --Am ,ipos ...overt
Kentucky, Executrix
e. .•010 !cows Snrweatit to,
Robert Homer Williams, Deed 8-3
42,
James H. Blalock, Box
" I HAVE BECOME FASCINATED WI11-1 THE
Murray, Ky., Administrator
WAY 5,AM ERVIN'S EYEBRoWS ARCH UP AND
James Terry Cochran, Deed
DOWN,"
Marjorie Shroat Dwm, 601 Elm
St., Murray, Ky., Executrix
SERVICES OFFERED
Ben Harrison Roberts, Dec'd,
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
011ie Roberts, Route 3, Murray,
Kentucky, Executrix
FOR AI,I. your additions,
Lois I. Miller, Deed
remodeling, residential or BY OWNER 103 acres land and
Dr. Chas Tuttle and Sue M. commercial. New or old. Free trees. Adjoining TVA. Phone 354Tuttle, 307 S. 13, Murray, Ky. Co- estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC 8604.
A9NC
Executors
Carl Timmel, Deed
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
Mary Elizabeth Timmel, Route 6, Phone.Paris,642-6551.
TFC NEW FOUR bedroom house on
Melrose. Will be completectabout
Murray, K37., Executrix
All persons having claims PAINTING-EXTERIOR, In- September 1. Lots of closets and
against said estate are notified to terior. For free estimates phone storage. 12'x20' master bedroom,
present them to the Ad- Sammie Atkins Painting & Vs baths, dining room, family
ministrator of Executors verified Decorating for free estimate. room with fireplace, central heat
according to law, same to be Phone 437-4534.
A14C and air Decorator color planned
inside and out. Exceptional
presented to said Administrator
A3C
home. Phone 753-3903.
or Executors in due course of 1101111111111•1111111MImmilmlm•
law.
Will shell peas $1.00 a
TWO BEAUTIFUL Kentucky
This 1 day of August, 1973.
bushel. Butter Beau $1.50
Lake lots together, Riverside
Marvin Harris, Clerk
Drive, Pine Bluff Shores, 16
By: Judith Ainley, D.C. 1TP per bushel. Time Donald
Brittain 7534IEL
miles, from M.S.U. For quick
sale-$7850.00. By owner. Phone
311
SERVICES OFFERED
TIMBER-LODGE of Tenn- 443-1565. Write L. Henderson,
A3P
cky lake, Route 1, Springville, Ashbrook, Paducah, Ky.
Tennessee will do your stone'
-Papering -Painting
work. Large selections of stone. BY OWNER beautiful shady lot
-Canvasing
TFC 100' x 253'. beside park, Sharp
Phone 901-593-3534.
FREE ESTIMATES
Street. Ready_ for quality home.
WASHING. Ex- Phone I 606 549-2494 August27NC
WINDOW
BIB Houghton
'753-0•11
perienced Very reasonable
prices. Phone 767-2352, Mr. COUNTRY LOTS; trees, water,
August9C fireplugs. Extra large. High and
ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign Thompson.
dry after rains. $3500.00. Phone
Company, 607 South 4th Street.
August6C
Home Sam Harris 753-8061
August7C URNETT'S MOBILE
Phone 753-8346.
Service, 1105 Lackey Street,
Paducah, Ky. Patio covers, 14
FOR SALE
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest different colors to choose from.
3 bedroom brick home,
Control. Phone 753-3914 100 South nderpenning and anchors.
central heat and air ,
13th Street, "Every day you Central air conditioning. 24 hour
,Canterbury Estates.
delay lets bugs have their
502-442Phone
service.
Phone 713-7494 or 753-7283
TFC
way "
September 7C
3115.

VIarket

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...

FOR THE best in pest control ONE BEDROOM furnished
service and termite control Call apartment, air conditioned.
Superior Exterminating Com- Partial utilities paid. Married
TFC couples only. No pets. Phone 753pany, 753-7288.
A8C
974t"

SEAM1-FSS GUTTERING, white
enamel finish, never needs
painting. Free estimate. Phone
753-8407 or 753-8992. Atkins Gutter
Service, Murray.
Augwst23C

ti E
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MUSIC
PIANO TUNING -Repair
rebuilding. Prompt expert service. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
Murray, Kentucky, Phone 753TFC
E111.

It's Fun to Play the
Drums!

Drum Lessons
Phone /53-7575
USED BALDWIN organ, Baldwin grand piano, console piano.
Lonardo Piano Compkny, across
from Post Office, Paris, TenAC
nessee.
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, TenA3C
nessee.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

. We have a
For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact Guy Spann Realty
large staff of Qualified Salesmen to serve you.
x 16' family room,
NICE 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME on Shady Lane has 16'
car garage with
also 24' x 20' recreation room Shag carpet, draperies, lit
A big livable
nlosets.
many
kitchen
in
range
built-in
driveway,
double wide
house at a modest price.
with 3 bedrooms, 2
AT 204 WOODLAWN IS A LOVELY WHITE BRICK HOME
Expensive carpet,
out.
and
inside
new
Completely
air.
baths, central heat and
Large covered
refrigerator, range and washer included. Lovely draperies.
room. This is
patio One large room with bath can be an apartment or family
State and
Murray
of
distance
walking
short
within
homes
one of the nicer
appreciate.
to
see
must
Carter School. Has 10 closets. You
is 2 bedroom
TWO Goon INVESTMENT HOUSES ON ONF: LOT. Each house
$16,000
for
bought
be
can
Both
$7000
block with bath. Each rented for
1209 IX)FI AN ROAD-BEAUTIFUL three bedroom brick veneer house on large
corner lot with 3 baths, fully carpeted. double carport, central heat and air and
plenty of built-ins. Yard is professionally landscaped. Must see. Call for an
appointrneat
central
BEAUTIFUL NEW HOME in Bagwell Manor is brick with 3 bedrooms,
and
garage
car
2
room,
family
built-ins,
all
heat and air, carpet, 3 baths,
to see this one.
storage galore. On lot 150' x 180' and immediate possession. Call
this lawn and
BEAUTIFUL BRICK HOME on Keenland Drive So unique is
swimming pool, enclosed
rock garden that you must see it to believe. Has large
built-ins, central heat
back yard with beautiful exotic plantings. House has all
and on large
fireplace
carpet,
draperies,
baths,
and air, three bedrooms, two
lot ('all for appointment.

and built to
ON CATALINA COURT IS A NICE 3 BEDROOM BRICK,carpeted
Tile
pantry.
with
kitchen
Nice
range.
FHA specification Paved drive, built-in
room. Priced to sell
bath, utility with washer-dryer hook-up. Outside storage
$17,500.
AT 903 11.X)RAN ROAD IS A MODERN 3 BEDROOM BRICK near the new high
school. Has Central heat and air, 2 baths, carpet, draperies, all built-ins. Really
nice.
NICE COMMERCIAL LOT on corner of 14th and Main St. Large old home in
need of repair. Call us for details.
REAL NICE WATERFRONT LOT in Green Valley Estates. Priced to sell.
PRIME LOCATION. large commercial lot on 641 S. across from Holiday Inn.
150'frontage and extra deep. Ideal for most types of businesses. Call for details.
AT 416 SOUTH 16TH STREET,four bedroom brick veneer. Large living room,
family room, large kitchen and dining area, 3 baths, central heat and air,
garage with automatic door opener, paved drive and patio. On nice corner lot.
FRAME HOUSE ON 3 ACRES just East of Dexter on Brooks Chapel Road. Has
3 bedrooms & bath, good well, new roof. $8,800.00.
ON 44 HIGHWAY, Ls MILE WEST OF TRI CITY-Three bedroom frame housel
newly decorated, carpeted, good garage, stable and crib, 5,1 acres of land,
over 500' highway frontage. On community water system Extra building lots
on highway. Price $15,000.00.

312 AND 314 NORTH 12TH-BOTH MUST BE SOLD together. 312 has three
bedrooms, dining room, living room, kitchen and bath, 314 has two bedrooms,
$29,500.00.
dining and living room. kitchen and bath Fine investment property

CORNER OF BAGWELL BLVD., AND GOODMAN Street.-New attractive
three bedroom brick veneer house with central heat and air, two baths, two car
garage,fully carpeted, and almost ready for possession. Must look at this price
$34,500.00.
1613 BELMONT-THREE BEDROOM brick veneer home with central heat and
air, 2 baths, new carpet, all built-ins and nice size out building. Look only
$27,000.00.

Has central
FARM WITH 9'7 ACRES and good 3 bedroom frame house and bath
1L2 miles
Located
basement
hook-up,
r
washer-drye
garage
car
heat. 3
Southeast of Almo. $34,000.00.

ALMO HEIGHTS-FINE FOUR BEDROOM Brick house on approximately 144
acres with Ps baths, carpeted. A good size outbuilding and lots of big trees.
$30.000.00.

COTTAGE NEAR LAKE-TWO BEDROOM frame cottage partly furnished,
four tenths of mile north of Morgan's Boat Doek.31,250 00.

ON COMM ERICIAL LOT-101 B.12th Bt. Exceptionally idea frame house with
'Moment. 4 bidrooms.,family-room, 1% baths. Nice patio,-built-ins, carpet
Real nice home and investment.
approximately 6
37 ACRES ON DR. DOUGLASS RD. with new well and pump$12,000.00.
bargain.
this
up
pass
Don't
miles east of Murray.

BE AUTIFUL WATER FRONT LOT, size 50' x 120', Pine Bluff Shores-Let's
I nok

NEW HOUSE ON 1208 PEGGY ANN DRIVE, three bedroom brick veneer
house, central heat and air, fully carpeted, two baths, built-ins to include
dishwasher and single carport. You can't turn this one down at $25,500.00.
landREDUCED! This extra nice 3 bedroom home on g.-20(11 flAiitltffu11y
Lovely
scaped lawn. Two lovely baths and large family room with fireplace.
yard and
draperies and carpet All built-ins. Thermopane windows, fenced
double
air,
and
heat
Central
house.
storage
and
Tool
patio
brick enclosed
.
garage. So many extras you must see to appreciate. Shown by appointment
504 BEALE STREET TWO BEDROOM FRAME house on 62Lt' x 150' size lot
siding.
and real sharp Imagine sitting es a wooded lot with aluminum
$16,900.00.
AT 307 N. 7th STREET is a large 5 bedroom home with aluminum siding on
large lot 80' X 450'. Has fireplace. 2 baths, washer-dryer hook-up. Bargain at
$12,800.00.
THE MAX OLIVER FARM, Ps miles southwest of Kirksey. 117 acres of fine
land and three bedroom brick home. This is a fine dairy farm with silo, 4
tractors, milk barn,63 milk cows, 110 cattle, lots of other farm equipment. Also
tobacco barn Call for other details.
lot,
FINE LARGE OLDER BRICK HOME in new condition. On large corner
3
fireplaces.
3
air.
and
heat
central
baths,
2
llth and Poplar. Has 5 bedrooms,
all modern concar carport, dishwasher, disposal, basement, large patio,
veniences and extremely well built. Located near schools and downtown. Shown
by appointment only.
ON OLIVE STREET,four bedroom home with central gas heat, bath on each
floor, separate garage in the back yard, also has fireplace. This price is
$16.900.00. Better hurry. it won't last long.
CABIN ON KENTUCKY LAKE near Kirby Jennings Trail. Two bedrooms,
to "Get
beautiful stone fireplace in big den. Just right for the family who wants
\way From It All $13 100.00.
WE HAVE SEVER NI, GOOD LAKE LOTS, City and County lots. Some small,
some large. All different price ranges. Check with us for residehtial or commercial lots.
824 NORTH 19TH-THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER house on 80' x 150'
size lot with hardwood floors. Single carport. Real sharp and in perfect neighborhood. $24,000.00.
S 16th St The best piece
23 ACRES OF fine deveoping land in city limits and on
for details.
gland left in the city

ON BAG WELL BOW.EVARD is a nearly new 3 bedroom brick home with all
draperies, built-ins, 2 baths, central heat and air, double garage, paved drive.
Extra nice and owner occupied.
LYNN GROVE-BEAUTIFUL THREE BEDROOM brick veneer house on
approximately one acre, with central heat and air. two baths, fireplace and
large family room. 22' x 22' workshop in back. Can't pass up at $33,000.00.
1510 CARDINAL DRIVE is a beautiful Brick borne on 110' x 185' lot. All builtins, 3 bedrooms, central heat and air, fireplace. A really fine home and well
located. Must see to appreciate.
•-•- •
FOUR-MOWING WATER FRONT LOTS ON Barkley Lake All are wooded
and with view of Highway 68 bridge. On paved road and city water. This is a
prime location and priced right.
and
1601 CATALINA DRIVE-THREE BEDROOM brick veneer house on wide
and
deep lot. And kitchen appliances (GE) with plenty of cabinets, washer
dryer,furniture in one bedroom. Really a bargain at $24,900.00
REAL NICE TWO BEDROOM BRICK HOME IN DEXTER. Has two-car
garage.fireplace,and a new well. House built in 1969. Priced at $17,000.00.
121 HIGHWAY WEST, IMMEDIATELY OUTSIDE CITY LIMITS. Two
bedroom brick veneer house on approximately one acre. Nice double car
garage with apartment. Good income. Also one car brick garage behind house
Priced to sell, $37,500.00.
CORNER OF 6th and Sycamore is a good piece for future profit. Frame in fair
condition. Has 3 bedrooms, gas floor furnace.
523 Broad St. 3 bedrooms, central
REAL NICE and newly decorated home at
some carpet Priced right
draperies,
.
gas heat, 1 2 basement, 2 air conditioners
at $17,500.00.
WISWEI.I. IS A LARGE METAL OFFICff BUILDING ON TWO ACRE
LOT. Has four,offices on one end and large shop on other. Central heat and air
and two baths. For sale or rent.
Central
1810 MONROE-BRICK VENEER duplex, three bedrooms each side
K15.000.00
investment
Fine
built-ins.
heat and air„
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Our Sates Staff....
--Guy S'parm 153-2587
Louise Baker 753-2409
Jack Persall 753-8961

- .of./AultIp141 Usiinitt
-- Meantime
. Phan 753:7774
901 Sycamore Str.

- Prentice Dunn 753-5725
-Glenn Wilcox 753-2761
77-13uddy - Sykes 75314E5
frifip Williams - 753;6422
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Legislator Proposes
State Campaign Limit
By WILLIAM BRADFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)- A
Republican state legislator has
proposed a campaign spending
limit for Kentucky political
races like that pending in Congress, only at he is suggesting
a lower ceiling.
State Rep. Raymond Overstreet, R-Liberty, formally
asked Legislative Research
Commission Director Jackson
White Thursday to look into the
drafting of such a bill.
,
'-eeeereeeir--1---- Overstreet - told White the
spending limit should be lower
than that in the measure approved in the U.S. Senate this
week, but he suggested no figure.
He told a newsman in an interview later, however, that he
favored putting a limit of four
cents for each person voting in
the preceding election for his
proposed state bill.
In the bill the Senate just
passed, there would be a 1G
cent limit per voter on such
spending for congressional candidates in primaries and a 15cent limit in general elections.
That would amount to a $220,000 limit for primary elections
in Kentucky and $330,000 for
general elections.
Overstreet also urged that
the state bill require the complete disclosure of any contribution over $25 from an individual. Suety-disclosure now iierequired for contributions of $100
or more.
"In reviewing the situation in
Kentucky," Overstreet said, "it
seems to me that many people
who are eminently qualified to

serve in the legislature are
afraid to get involved in campaigns becuase of the expensie
manner in which campaigns are
conducted in Kentucky.
"I have been in touch with
people
other
concerned
throughout the state," he continued, "and it would seem that
those who could serve Kentucky are being denied even the
opportunity to run for public office because of the financial
burden on them."
In a related development,
State Rep. Arthur Schmidt,
Cold Spring, assailed the seine
federal bill at a Legislative Research Commission meeting.
Schmidt declared that the
minute reporting of spending
required in the bill was going
to discourage many persons
from getting involved in federal
elections.
Schmidt said such a law
would favor incumbents because they would have a staff
and other privileges that they
could use on their campaigns
while their challengers would
not.
"I hope we don't use our office to perpetuate ourselves in
office," Schmidt said, adding
that would be "a misuse of
power."
State Sen. William Sullivan,
D-Henderson, responded that he
thought it was good to limit
campaign spending.
Overstreet-said later that incumbent state legislators would
not have so many advantages
as do incumbent congressmen
and so the same argument
would not apply to his proposed
bill

Farmers Warned To
Expect More Rustling
HUNTINGTON, W.Va. (AP)
- Fanners in rural West Virginia and in neighboring southeastern Ohio have been warned
to expect increasing mischief
from cattle rustlers. Some
farmers have already adopted
new security measures
In Lawrence and Scioto counties, Ohio, cattle owners have
formed a protective association
to guard against increases in
rustling expected to accompany
the national beef shortage.
"We had a real bad problem
about two years ago," Maid IF
sociation President Anihany
Boll. "But that activity dropped
off when we formed the association about six months back."
The group, which boasts 400
members, offers a $5.30 reward
for information leading to the
arrest of rustlers.
"We're hoping that publicizing the reward will discourage
some folks from getting attached to cows, they don't
own," Boll said.
Rustling in the area is not
nearly as sophisticated as operations in major cattle-producing states. One bull, stolen in a
car, was returned to its owner

the same night by a sheriff who
lugged it in the back seat of his
cruiser.
But the threat to many small
farmers is real.
"Beef prices are up and beef
is scarce," said William Gillespte of the West Virginia Department of Agriculture. "Anytime anything is scarce, there*
an upswing in the criminal
tivity associated with that prod-

CHICAGO ( AP: - First
gasoline, then beef, and now
the toilet shortage is on America.
The shortage may delay the
occupancy of the upper floors
in the new Standard Oil Building in Chicago, according to the
contractor.
And homebuilders too are
feeling the commode crunch.
"Toilets are imposeihle to

Girls Accepted
BOONVILLE, Mo-.-4-AP) The Kemper Military Academy
will accept girls this fall for the
first time since the Civil War,
school officials have announced.
The coed enrollment will be
limited to 30 this fall. The
school expects about 1,000 boys.
Girls were accepted during
the Civil War when the war depleted the male enrollment.
The school opened in 1844

Art Sales Up
LONMAJ 1AP.) - Christie's,
the London art dealer, said
sales, jumped to $84.5 million
during the 1972-73 season, up
from $47.3 million the year before. The firm said the uneasy
monetary situation was causing
investors to put their money
Into art rather than foreign currency.

Committee To Investigate
Its Own C ief Investigator

By MICHAEL PUTZEL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON r AP - The
Senate Watergate committee is
setting up a subcommittee to
investigate its own chief investigator. Carmine S. Bethno.
Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr., chairman of the panel, sent letters
Thursday to two Democratic
members and one Republican
member of the committee asking them to serve on the special body to examine accusations against Benin° raised last
week by Republican National
,Cnairman George Bush.
Bush released three affidavits, one of which said the author-now dead-swore he was
confident, apparently based on
hearsay, that Bellino had
bugged the hotel room or telePresident
'74 -YEAR OF THE TIEBREAKER: The bicentennial year for Kentucky will provide the setting phone of then-Vice
the
M.
Nixon
during
Richard
two
steam-powered
Queen
Delta
Louisville
and
the
Belle
of
the
between
race
for a tiebreaking
1960 presidential campaign.
vessels of an era now all but lost. The ships, tied at five victories apiece in their duels over the years
denounced
the
Rellino
will hold their annual race during Derby Festival Week next spring.
charges as ''false and malicious lies" with which Bush
"has attempted to distract me
from carrying out what I consider one of the most important
assignments of my life."
Sen. Herman E. Talmadge,
fl-Ga., was asked to head the
a booming business in the mall special subcommittee, and
By REX THOMAS
order sale of tags. The jury Sens. Daniel K. Inouye, 11Associated Press Writer
- said many of them were issued Hawaii, and Edward J. Gurney,
MONTGOMERY. Ala. I AP)
PORTLAND, Ore. r AP) - To show how easy it is to get a for stolen cars.
Five-year-old Billy Barnard fell license tag for a stolen car in
The investigation brought refrom a playground slide and Alabama. a state official sults Ten thousand fewer tags
broke his right leg Thursday. bought one for a child's coaster have been issued in the county
Common enough-_
this year the -Last..
wagon
Mrs. Jack Barnard waited in
But the practice hazel slowIn eight months, more than
the emergency room while doc- 5,000 tags were sold to buyers ed down in some other countors worked on him. She looked who gave their address as "Sel- ties Posey's records show tags
up and saw her husband bring- ma Rt. 1." A grand jury said have been sold for stolen cars
By R. GREGORY NOKES
ing in son Jimmy, 10, with a only 600 families live on that Within the past year in virtually
Associated Press Writer
swollen hand
IA?) all of the other 66 counties.
WASHINGTON
rural route.
He had fallen on it a couple
His car theft squad recovered Unemployment in the United
One car thief, using the same
of days earlier.
name each time. bought tags at 498 cars and trucks last year States declined slightly to 4.7
Doctors said it was broken.
the Selma courthouse for 13 sto- which had been stolen else- per cent of the labor force in
The casts were drying on the len cars in four months.
where and brought to Alabama. July, although the jobless rate
boys when Barnard returned
When he was state public for blacks went up sharply, the
State investigators say the
with daughter Deanna, 4.
car theft racket flourishes in safety director in June 1971, W. Labor Department reported toShe had been staying at her Alabama because the state has I.. then bought a tag at the day.
grandmother's house, fell, and no motor vehicle title law.
Covington County courthouse at
Total employment was listed
hit her head on cement stairs.
"It's as easy to buy a tag for Andalusia for a 1969 model as 84.6 million in July, about
She suffered a bad puncture a stolen car as for your own," "American Flyer," the trade the same as in June, while
wound.
says Capt. Tom Posey, head of name for a child's coaster unemployment dropped from
"All of this happened within the auto theft bureau of the wagon. He gave his office phone 4.3 million in June to 4.2 million
the space of two hours. I asked state Public Safety Depart- number,289-7538, as the vehicle In July on a seasonally adjustthe doctors if something like ment
identification number and his ed basis.
this happened often and they
-All you have to do is walk in address at Rt. 1, Andalusia.
The country's unemployment
shook their heads slowly," Mrs. the courthouse. or write a letter
The -vehicle" was given an rate dropped below the 5 per
Barnard said.
to some of them. give a rural assessed value of $720, and the cent level in June for the first
The couple has six children.
state official paid 825.16 in time in more than three years.
address and you get the tag."
tent trailer they had rented
Until a grand jury cracked property taxes plus $6.50, the The June unemployment figure
for their vacation camping trip down in .July 1972. the Dallas half-year rate, for the tag and was 4.8 per cent.
probably will be returned.
County courthouse at Selma did a 75-cent issuing fee.
The Labor Department said

Family Has
Its Share
Of Accidents

Grand Jury Investigates

Alabama Car-Theft Rings

R-Fla were asked to be members.
Sources said Ervin, a North
Carolina Democrat, was inclined to reject the charges
against Benin° as unfounded
but Sen. Howard H. Baker Jr.,
R-Tenn., vice chairman of the
committee, prevailed on the
chairman to refrain from any
statement before looking into
the matter further.
Baker, the sources said, was
under pressure from the Republican leadership not to let
the matter drop without the
thorough investigation Bush
called for. A spokesman for
Baker refused to confirm that

'The Jericho Road' Is
Subject For Sermon

but said the senator "wants
something done" about the
After Bush raised
charges.
the issue, 21 Republican senators asked,that Benin() be suspended from the committee
staff and investigated
Bellino is a specialist in the
examination and analysis of financial records and, as a staff
member of the Senate Permanent Investigations subcommittee, reconstructed the tangled financial dealings of former Teamsters boss James R.
Hoffa.
A close associate of the Kennedy' Ninny; he worked lii the
1960 Democratic presidential
campaign of the late John F.
Kennedy and still wears a
"Kennedy '64" tie clasp.
Bellino acknowledged he conducted surveillance during the
1960 campaign but said it was
in an effort to find the source
of an anti-Roman Catholic
speech and did not involve electronic eavesdropping.

"The Jericho Road" will be
the subject of the sermon by
Rev. W. Edo Glover at the
eleven a.m. services on Sunday,
August 5, at the North Pleasant
Cumberland
Grove
Presbyterian Church.
His scripture will be from
Luke 10:29-36. Sunday School
will be held at ten a.m. and
Mrs. Martha Pittman will be
evening worship will be at 6:30
the Lutheran
p.m. Wednesday evening teacher for
for the 1973-74
School
Nursery
services are at seven p.m.
year. She replaces Mrs. Jo
Gardone who taught last year
and is now living in Frankfort.
Nursery
The Lutheran
Sclutel, accredited by. the
Kentucky Department of
Education, will begin its second
year on Wednesday, September
unemployment for white work- 5.
Classes are open to four year
ers declined to 4.1 per cent in
July from 4.3 per cent in June, old children and are conducted
but the jobless rate for blacks three afternoons a week from
and other races rose sharply to 12:30 to 2:30. There are still
9.3 per cent in July from 8.5 some openings for this year.
per cent in June. The May job- For more information, call 753less rate of blacks and other 6879 or 753-6712, said Rev.
Robert A. Brockhoff, pastor.
races was 9.4 per cent.
The administration's goal this
year is for a 4.5 per cent total
unemployment rate by the end
of the year.
The Labor Department said
(Callanisilfrass Page 1
employment was up sharply
shoptiding by 73 per cent
cent,
during July for manufacturing
workers, especially workers in and thefts of personal property
durable goods industries where from automobiles by 15 per
the jobless rate of 3.3 per cent cent
compared with 3.7 per cent in
Nationwide, 21 per cent of
June and was the lowest figure
offenses have been solved. This
since late 1969.
There were shifts in job stat- is an increase of one percent
us during the month by age from 1971.
category. The unemployment
More female arrests are
rate for youths 16 to 19 years
jumped to 14.4 per cent in July being made. 43 per cent of the
from June's 13.3 per cent rate offenders under 20 years of age
and unemployment among per- who were arrested during 1970sons aged 20 to 24 increased 1972 were repeat offenders.
from 7.7 per cent to 8 per cent.
112 law enforcement officers
But unemployment for persons 25 to 54 years dropped were killed due to criminal
from 3.3 per cent to 3 per cent. action during 1972
- -The
-unemployment rate for
From 1963 through 1172 ON
the heads of households declined from 2.9 per cent to 2.7 law enforcement officers were
per cent, the lowest since April murdered in the line of duty.

Martha Pittman
Nursery Teacher

Unemployment Declines
Slightly In Last Month

_Farmers in West Virginia's
Greenbrier County have been
.-Vy Sheriff Cary Burns
at a new wave of catte theft,
and Burns' office has corralled
two rustling suspects.
"We've told everyone involved in the beef business, inBy DALE NELSON
cluding our local stockyards, to
Associated Press Writer
use tighter security," Burns
WASHINGTON(AP'- Envisaid.
Mason, Monroe and Wood ronmentalists were defeated in
counties in West Virginia all re- another major effort to block
port increases in cattle theft, the Alaska oil pipeline as the
and Cabell County Sheriff Ted House followed the Senate',
Barr has investigated two rustl- lead and approved buildino the
789-mile system.
ing incidents recently.
The House Thursday voted
Both were reported a week
after the crimes, as farmers- 356 to 60 for the facility, despite
thought their livestock had the concern expressed on the
floor in nearly 10 hours of destrayed.
bate over oil spills-both on
land and in coastal waters
But, principal backers of the
pipeline say major disagreements between both
houses still stand in the way of
final passage.
get," Lynn Krause, president of
"I don't look for a long
the Chicago Home Builders As- drawn out conference, but there
sociation, said Thursday. are important differences,"
"They're just not available."
Rep. John Melcher, fl-Mont.,
A spokesman for one toilet said after the House vote.
manufacturer says his com"The broad range of the Senpany is trying to keep up with ate bill, affecting all types of
orders.
rights of way on public lands,
"We're at full capacity in flies in the face of the House
both of our plants and we plan bill," Melcher said.
to open a new pottery plant in
Melcher, chairman of the InTexas," said James Harff, di- terior subcommittee which put
rector of public affairs for Koh- the bill together, led the fight
ler Plumbing Fixtures.
for it on the floor. He probably
"The entire plumbing in- will be a member of the Housedustry is faced With a tre- Senate - conference committee
mendous demand caused by the which will begin meetings after
recent housing construction Congress returns from its Auboom," he said.
gust recess.
The bill permits the secretary
Harff said the demand is the
major factor in the toilet short- of the interior to grant rights of
age, but a strike at American way in some circumstances in
Standard, Inc., one of the na- excess of the 50-foot maximum
tion's largest suppliers of provided by the Mineral Leasplumbing fixtures, does not ing Act of 1920
It limits this authority to oil
help matters The strike is two
months old and no new talks and gas pipelines, unlike the
'Senate -Version. which sets up
are scheduled.
Although the housing boom is new procedures for granting
expected to slow down in early rights of way across federal
1974, Ham said a change in
consumer attitudes towatill-eis,„se
1-:"
,' -tir
.
-i4
`....
bathrooms will keep demand %emu'
relatively high.
DACCA (AP) - Because of
"People want bigger bathrooms and more of them," he an acute cloth shortage in
Bangladesh, the relatives of a
said. "A lot of men want two
person are required to
dead
one
for
sinks In the bathroom,
present a death certificate bethemselves and one for their
fore buying cloth for a shroud.
wives."

First Gasolinejlien _Beef
And Now A Toilet Shortage
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House Approves 789-Mile Richardson Orders New
Alaskan Pipeline Move Investigation In Kent
lands for all transportation and
transmission purposes.
The $3.5-billion pipellite, expected to start moving oil in
1978 if finally approved, would
stretch from the rich oil fields
of the Prudhoe Ray area on
Alaska's north slope to the ice-,
free port of Valdez
Environmentalists have expressed fears of damaging oil
spills on the overland route or
the course along which tankers
will transport the oil from Valdez to refineries on Puget
sound in Washington state
They attempted by offering
two amendments to clear the
way for further environmental
suits against the project or to
delay it pending a study of an
alternate route through Canada.
Both amendments were defeated

State Student Deaths
WASHINGTON(AP)- Mk/.
Gen. Elliot L. Richardson today
ordered a new Justice Department investigation of the
deaths of four Kent State University torients shot by National Guardsmen in 1970.
Richardson said his decision
was based on "the need to exhaust every potential for acquiring facts related to this
tragedy."
He gave no indication whether a federal grand jury would
be convened to assist in the
probe
Richardson ordered J. Stan-

Skylab . . .
i Continued from Page 11

nauts board the troubled Apollo
and try to come home, there is
a possibilgy that the third and
fourth thruster systems could
fail, leaving the spacemen with
no way of steering the craft effectively.
The astronauts resulted-medThe funeral services for ical and scientific experiments
James Keith Phelps, 19 months and troubleshooting a few miold son of Mr. anchilrs. James nor problems in the space staPhelps of Benton, were held this tion, orbiting 271 miles high.
morning at eleven o'clock at the
They planned today to fire up
chapel of the Filbeck and their earth resources sensors
Cann Funeral Home, Benton, for the first time. A space walk
with Willard Alls officiating.
scheduled Saturday by Garriott
Burial was in the Union Ridge and Lousma to change teleCemetery.
scope film and to erect a new
The little boy died of injuries protective sun shade was postsustained in a fall from an poned again, for the fourth
automobile and was dead on time, until new procedures are
arrival at the Benton Municipal worked out for undocking the
Hospital at 4:45 p.m. Wed- Apollo ship in case °tan emernesday. The boy was riding in a gency during the outside excar driven by his mother on U. cursion.
S. Highway-641 about five miles, The new procedures are necnorth of Benton at the time of essary because of the trouble
the accident.
with Apollo's rocket thrusters.
Survivors in addition to his -Instead of three operating
parents are one sister, Kirn- thrusters, it now only has two.
,berly Louise Snow of Benton,
Three earlier plans for the
and grandparents. Mr and Mrs space walk were scrubbed beEmmett Henson of Benton cause of now-cured motion sickRoute Five and Mrs. Charlene, ness suffered by all three astroPhetps of Dawson Springs
nauts.

Little Boy Dies
From Injuries

ley Pottinger, assistant attorney general in charge of the department's civil Rights Division, "to pursue the additional
inquiry by such means as he
feelsare agivoiate so that we
will both be complete-1Y satisfied that the department knows
as much as can possibly be
learned concerning possible violations of federal law."
Richardson reopened the
Kent State investigation after
studying the findings of Pottinger's preliminary review of
existing files.
Richardson initiated the preliminary review on the heels of
a White House statement last
May which reaffirmed the Aug.
1971 decision by former Atty.
Gen. John N. Mitchell to drop
the case without a federal
grand jury probe.
In a statement, Richardson
said the resurrection of the investigation "does not mean that
we have reason to believe that
the prior decision to discontinue
active investigation was wrong
or made for improper reasons,
nor does it mean that we think
the additional inquiry is likely
to lead to a different prosecutive judgment."'
However, he said he has
found "some areas where an
additional inquiry is desirable."
REVIVAL SPEAKER
Rev. Julian Warren, pastor of
the Bethel and Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Churches in
Calloway County, will be the
speaker at the revival services
to be held August 5-10 at 7:45
each evening at the Cottage
Grove, Tenn., United Methodist
Church. '
_

.
FREE KITTEN
Kitten, eight weeks old, part
Siamese, female, is free to
someone for a pet. For information call 7584188 or 7539608.

Seen & Heard ...

1970. The rate for adult men
and married men who declined
slightly.
The jobless rate for adult
women was unchanged at 4.•
per cent.
The Labor Department said
nonfarm payroll employment
was unchanged at 75.5 million
In July after rising steadily in
previous months.
The average work week in
manufacturing was up three
tenths of an hour in July to 40.9
hours, while actual hourly earnings in private nonfarm payrolls rose 2 cents to an average
of $3.89 in July.
Average weekly earnings
rose $1.52 to $146.65.
Total manufacturing unemployment was 3.8 per cent in
July, down from 4.4 per cent in
June, but this was partially offset by increases in the jobless
rate for workers in construction
and trade where unemployment
rose to 9.6 per cent from 7.9
per cent in June.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service August 3, 1973
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 403 Est. 1700
Barrows and Gilts
mostly
steady with instances 25 cents
higher Sows steady.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 57.50-58.00
US 1-3 200-240 lbs., 57.00-57.50
US 2-4 240-160 lbs., 56.25-57.00
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 55.50-56.25
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 48.50-49.50
US 1-3 354650 lbs., 47.50-48.50
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 46.50-47.50
Boers 35.00 to 42.00 few 33.00

In 1972 15 of every 100 law
enforcement officers were
assaulted in the line of duty. All
the FBI.
this ii from

Rites Are Saturday
At Local Chapel
For Joel Pettit
Funeral services for Joel
Pettit of 1103 Pogue Avenue,
Murray, will be held Saturday
at two p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Rev. A. R. Nelson
and Rev. R. J Burpoe officiating.
Pallbearers will be Rev.
James Bailey, Rev. Joe L.
Bailey, Rev. Noble Spiceland,
Rev. Harold Lassiter, Tony
Melton, and James Barrow,
grandsons and grandsons-inlaw.
Interment wfilbe In the Pettit
Cemetery in Stewart County,
Tenn., with the arrangments by
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home where friends may call.
Mr. Pettit, age 92, died
Thursday at 9:50 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. A member of- the
Grace Baptist Church, he was
bron October 23, 1860, and was
the son of the late George Pettit
and Elizabeth Sills Pettit of
Model, Tenn.
The deceased is survived by
three daughters, Mrs. John
I Robbie) Lupe of Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Lester (Willie) Garland,
1103 Pogue,'Murray, and Mrs.
Dennis (Olene Barrow) Lamb,
705 Goodman, Murray; eleven
twenty-seven
grandchildren,
great grandchildren; four great
great grandchildren.
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